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BACK FROM EUROPE

NEXT OPEN FORUM

Mrs. Adriel Bird Gives Inter- Chamber of Commerce Will
esting Impresions of Three]
Hear About Importance of
Food Laws Friday Night.
Months’ Tour — Studied
With a Great Master.
A. M. G. Soule, chief of the Division

Ik IIof Inspection of the Department of Ag
Afer thiee deligiuful months spent
in wandering ove: England and the riculture, will be the speaker at the
Published every Tuesday, Thursday aud Sat
Continent studying and sketching, ab- Open Forum meeting of the Chamber
urday mor/Ang, from 4C9 Main S'.reet, Rock
land, Maine.
sorbing !o« al color and advanced ideas of Commerce which will lie held Friday
Entered at the pos’ofBce in Rockland for cir
in the field of art, eeing numberless evening at 6.30 p. m. at the Thorndike
culation at second-class postal rates
exhibitions of moderns and ancients,
HDEPT iN
and
spending weeks < • intensive study | Hotel Following the usual custom this
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
UMQiButiNG
The Rockland Gazette was established In
meeting
will
be
preceded
by
a
supper.
in the studio of a g. eat master, Mrs
1846. In 1874 ihe Courier was established,
Adriel U. Bird is unqualifiedly glad to I Mr. Soule is not-unknown here in
and consolidated wIJi the Gazette in 1882
The Free Press was established in 18"»"», and
get back to this place called home, ii p>ock-an(j and having teen instrumental
in 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune.
spite of its snow and dirt and slush.
in passing many excellent laws in the
These papers consolioated March 17, 1897.
Mrs. Bird arrived in New York on I protection of public health for Maine,
Wednesday of hast week, after a usual and every person in the city of Rock
••• ••• ••• •••
••• ••• ••• ••• *•«
•• ••• r
•••
rough winter crossing. Met in Boston | land who is-interested in seeing a high
•A hare Is not caught with u dm
by Mr. Bird she an.ved
at her Rock- i ci
*
u set on
er staiiudi
standard
food of various
••• La Fontaine.
land home on th<* late train Saturday. Kinds should attend this very impor•••
.«. ,
• •••
•••
Seen by a reporter of The Courier-Ga- tant meeting and hear what Mr. Soule
zette Mrs. Bird talked interestingly of has to say about how foods are being
her winter’s experiences, some of the camouflaged today.
THE KENNEBEC LINE
things she touched upon being noted J There is more need than ever of
below.
I
Laving laws to protect communities
rbsrwsr&t
Mor<‘ Jhan threw months ago Mrs. I from disease. It is interesting to note
Has Again Come Into Posses
Bird started her l» ur, stopping first particularly that here in Maine we
with friends in £Andon,
where she . have not
adequate
laws to
guard
the
sion of the Eastern Steam
.
__ ___
-.___ ____
- __ -r *he
found the word plot toes of unemploy- public health.
Stores handling unship Lines, Inc.
ment and di scon ter, not to be over- I cooked meats today are not compelled
drawn. From the British metropolis | to
them under glass. In fact any
she went with a party of friends ti the butcher doing business in the State uf
Announcement was midi- Saturday
Continent, sketching wherever the Maine could hang a side of beef outside
by M. A. Haraden, representative of the
spirit moved, taking in 'requent art ex his store if he wished to and there
Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc., that the
hibits and leisurely working toward the is not a law on the books to prevent
CHAMPION pITLH
properties of the Kennebec Navigation
Mecca of Brussels. The weather was him from doing so. This is one cf the
very mild and often rainy, a character many things that the Chamber has in
PlRYER RT THE CLUB
Co., purchased in December'. 1922, by
istic of the European winter season terested itself in. and this matter was
the burton Steamship Co., have j>e >n
that interfered frequently with sketch brought to the attention of Mr. Soule
BEEN R UFEacquired by his company and that the
ing plans. In fact there was no severe some little time ago .and it is under
LONG foLlT'ClRN
Eastern will operate the Kennebecweather for the entire trip.
stood that he is taking steps to have
The great art center of Brussels was adequate laws passed which will com
Boston and Bath-Boothbay llarbor di
in
full
array,
never
even
in
pre-war
visions this season.
pel retail dealers to display uncooked
days had its artist colonics been more meats under glas^ only.
This purchase includes the steam
busy and prosperous. Mrs. Bird at once
“It is only by knowledge that we can
HAS
ship City of Rockland, the Wiwurna
began work in the, big studio of the prosper,” saysz Secretary MacDonald,
nnd all of the wharf properties of tile
BOSSED
Belgian master etcher, Maurice Bleik, “and if we do not improve ihe oppor
Kennebec Navigation Co. from Au
BRioge
where she put in more than a month tunity to learn about the things digusta to Boothbay Harbor. Mr. Hara
of concentrated study. The social life rectly affecting our lives it stands to
CoNbTR.dt.Ti QN
den states that the company will make
of the city, as of all European cities, I reason (hat we cannot expect to prosgreat improvements in the steamship
opera is thriving .R>r S(( W(> u:<rP th(l; the people -if
City of Rockland and the wharf prop Mayor Albert R. Day of Bangor, First Candidate For the Republican Guberna wis very gay. I
a9 never before and all the great thca- Rock;and dr, their part towards p - >■
torial Nomination To Announce Himself.
erties in the early Spring, so that boat
tres are crowded. The cafes and hotels 1 molinj? better health for our commitand wharves will be in the finest conare filled constantly- with men in even nity by hearing Mr. Soule Friday night
ditioi. possible for the opening of an
Yesterday Hon. Albert R. Day, In 1886 he engaged in business In Dix ing clothes and women in silks and
and learn about the very important
early season.
mont which he continued successfully jewels, and even the movie houses are work of the Depatment of Agriculture.
IN A ROYAL BARGE
BUSY YOUNG WOMAN
What disposition will be made of the mayor of Bangor made this announce for seven or eight years when he sold
filled to capacity-. All this in spite of
Tickets can be secured at the Cham
steamer Wiwurna the veteran of the ment:
out and opened a store in Corinna the fact that general prices are abso ber of Commerce and from Wm. H.
Marion Davies as Princess Mary
Batli-Boothbay division, has not been
where he was equally successful. At lutely prohibitive.
Rhodes, phone 428. Reservations can But Miss Ethel Payson, New Tudor in "When Knighthood Was in
decided. The compa'iv will, however,
the age of 21 he was chosen superin
Two subjects seem to dominate the also be made by 'phone to the above
put the Westport, or the Southport, on
To the Republicans of Maine:
Member of Common Coun Flower," Cosmopolitan's splendid pictendent of schools in Corinna, and has conversation of both the Frertch and mentioned places but must positively
this division for use this year and will
After seme experience in public
turization for Paramount of Charles
always maintained his early interest in the Belgians. First is the rate of ex be in by Thursday noon.
thereby greatly increase the carrying
cil, Eelieves In Doing Her Major's romance of Merrie England in
affairs, and 35 years in mercan
educational affairs.
change and second is naturally the
capacity of tlie line for both passen
tile pursuits, in the course of
the days of Bluff King Hal, which
Mr. Day was elected to the Maine Ruhr invasion in its various ramifica
Part Politically.
gers and freight.
which 1 have gained a wide ac
mes lo the l‘ark Theatre tomorrow
House in 1893 and to the Senate in 1895 tions. The rate of exchange is natural
CLARK vs. VERNE
Mr. Haraden says that the sale to the
quaintance among men of all
and Thursday has an entrance befit
and again in 1897.
He quickly ly of paramount interest because its
Among those who took the oath of ting her title and estate. The sister of
Burton Steamship Co was made in
callings. I feel that the time has
achieved an important position in the fluctuations from day to day affect ev
December, and that the transfer Jo the
come when I may reasonably
legislature and was elected president ery man, woman and child. There is a “Veritas” Extends His Com dice In the City Government Monday King Henry VIII. has Just reached her
Eastern Steamship Lines. Inc., has tak
and without presumption seek
March 12. was Miss Ethel Alice Pay- sixteenth birthday, and a fete in her
of the Senate in 1597.
great deal of gambling in the depreci
en place within a few days, and tliat
pliments To the Author of
the gratification of my ambition
Mr. Day moved to Bangor in 1599. ated French franc and the still lower
son, who makes her entry into munici honor is given nt Hampton Court, the
President Calvin Austin of the latter
to become Governor of Maine.
palace built by Cardinal Wolsej- and
having been appointed Collector of the Belgian franc. This depreciation caus
the “Rambling Susan.”
pal politics as a representative from presented to the King. This is one of
company at once determined to main
I shall be a candidate for the
Port of Bangor. He acquired an in es a natural increase in prices and
tain a first class service on both Ken
Ward
3
in
the
Common
Council
Republican nomination for Gov
the show places of England preserved
terest in the Adams Dry Goods Co., clothing and similar articles are veryWhen W. L. Clark of Rockport wrote
nebec and Boothbay Harbor divisions.
ernor in the primary election
Miss Payson is a native of Bridge- to this day.
wholesale dry goods and furnishings in high. A tribute to French cookery is
A considerable sum will be required to
the
“
Log
of
the
Rambling
Susan,
”
his
of June. 1924. und I respectfully
Along the winding reaches of the riv
1902, and for more than 20 years was found in the fact that ihough foodstuffs
water. Mass., and unlike the majority
lie expended in making the improve
ask Ihe support of all in the
president of the company, one of the as bought by an American are very facile pen turned out a story which in of her sex is nowise bashful about er comes a splendid state barge, rowed
ments contemplated and Mr. Haraden
party who may regard me us
most important and best known in its dear the delicious meals served in ev terested lots of readers, and aroused telling her correct age. “I am 31, and by twelve oarsmen und with two men
expects to see the service put ill op
worthy of tlie honor.
line in.Blaine. Mr. Day also served as ery cafe and hotel are cheap. French the frank admiration of other contrib don't care who knows it," she told a at tht^massive steering oar. The barge
eration early in the coming season.—
(Signed) Albert R. Day.
bears the Tudor coat of arms in bril
treasurer of the company for several and Belgians alike are inclined to re
Courier-Gazette reporter.
Bath Times.
liant colors, and was adorned with
years and when he sold out the busi sent the enormous advantage possessed utors by his clever imaginatin. "Ver
She adopted Maine at a tender age, ropes of roses, draped gracefully from
itas
”
was
one
of
the
first
to
congratu

ness in 1921 he was the only surviving by the American with his dollar at par
ind
Rockland
has
been
her
home
praclate
Mr.
Clark.
His
letter
to
the
Rock

| The announcement of Mr. Hay's active member of the concern.
stem to stern. Heated on a raised dais
and don’t hesitate to separate him from
ically all of her life. Her early voca- whose silken canopy is also decked
! candid cy will lie read with interest al!
Mr. Day was prevailed upon to ac his dollars on the least provocation. port author follows:
ion
was
market
gardening.
FarmerSomewhere in the 17. S. A.,
over the State for lie is everywhere cept the Republican nomination for
with ropes of flowers and fluttering
• * * •
tte, some of the mag azines might call treamers, appears the beautiful En
March 15.
known, and counts his friends liy the mayor of Bangor in 1922 and was
One of the first questions asked of
thousands. The title of "Mayor” is a elected liy an imposing majority. He the itinerant American concerns his or My dear Captain: —
glish Princess, the fairest flower of the
Apropos of your story of the North
| recent one, but lively in the days when was re-elected in 1923, and now holds her attitude on the Ruhr invasion.
Tudor family, surrounded by her court.
Pole, did you ever read Juleg Verne’s
he was a well known and prominent tlie position. He had previously served France and Belgium are firmly con
Cosmopolitan has established a pre
account of a voyage to the center of
figure at every important Republican as Alderman from Ward 4.
edent Hy bringing on the star in the
vlnced that Germany has ample means
That is what an Elec
the earth? There the hero dropped
gathering, he was known as President
very first scene of a feature picture, but
♦ » • ♦
to pay- the reparations claims but is
into the axis of the earth and he found
Cleopatra bad nothing on Princess
Day in recognition of his presidency
tragist does.
No matter
In early life Mr. Day was prominent concealing her assets. As a result of
of the Maine Senate, as Collector Day in the advancement of the Odd Fel this belief the two nations are endeav by waving his cap he went up, until
Mary when it comes to a spectacuar
wlrat your need is—no
finally he dropped out at the Pole in a
entrance in her state barge. On tho
when he was collector of the port of lows.
He is a 32d degree Mason, oring to collect, or to force payment.
historic terrace of Hampton Court are
Bangor, hut always then and now as joined Kora Temple Mystic Shrine, America’s attitude on the question, or snowbank. As it is nearly 50 years
matter w'ho you are.
If
since I read the tale I have forgotten
grouped all the principal characters of
I “Bert” Day to his hosts of friends.
soon after its organization and after her procedure in participating in the
you want an electrical ser
Mr. Day apparently retired from wards affiliated with Anali Temple. settlement of the various ante-war whether he saw imalyor or his father
Ihe English part of the story, and
''Wiien Knighthood Was in Flower"
active polities some years ago, but his He lias always taken an interest in problems, has not occasioned much en or grandfather.
vice that will be guaran
I do not remember whether he gave
starts action with the very first flash
friends insisted upon his nomination municipal and State affairs hut has thusiasm but the American Legion's
teed—
in the screen. There will be two per
for mayor of Bangor last year and never lost sight of the importance of endoisement of the attitude of France as good an account of the Northern
formances daily; matinee sjt 2 p. m..
again this year, and now the approval business success, which he has con was hailed with rejoicing. War-like Lights as Capt. John did or not.
all scats 35 cents; evening at 7.15, bal
of the Republicans of Penobscot county stantly achieved, lie has never made preparations are much in evidence and cal'late that the doughty captain’s ex
Get An Electragist
cony seats 35 cents, floor. 50 cents. Pa
land the neighboring counties is placed a failure of any of his undertakings fully equipped soldiers are seen almost planation of the phenomenon is correct.
trol.. arc urged to attend the matinee
I upon the action of Mayor I):Iy in decid and has now retired from active busi is frequently as dm ing the days of tne All preconceived ideas of many things
To Do It For You
in connection with the Aurora were
performance if posslbie and avoid the
ing to enter the lists for the guber ness, although keeping in close touch great conflict.
shattered by your luminous account of
large crowds at night. Already the re
natorial nomination, an action respon with business conditions and ready to
A letter from Mrs. Bird published in
ports coming from outlying cities and
sive to the desires of the leaders and participate in forwarding any worthy- a recent issue of The Courier-Gazette the same. As one polar bear said to
his mate, as they floated on an ice cake,
towns point to a very large attendance.
rank and file of the party in Eastern object.
gave a graphic di-cription of condi and beheld the luminous glow:
—adv.
Maine, and in 111" belief tliat Penobscot
Mr. Day was married to Alberta B. tions in Brussels with respect to the
“Say Trixy, ain't it a corker?"
county is entitled to such representa Tibbetts, in 1587. and from this mar feelings entertained by the people to
“No," says Trix, “it’s Auroral"
N*
THIS
tion. As a matter of fact, Mr. Dry riage there were three children. Helen ward Germany.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Snappy, what?
trade mark
never retired from politics but has al M„ new the wife of Lawrence E. I’hllThe reaction to Prohibition is rather
Well,
Captain,
the
world
is
indebted
ways been a consistent supporter of brook. of Shelburne, S’. H„ Marion L. interesting. The reports that reach the
Whatever your occupation may be and how
ever crowded your ’sours with affaire, do not
the Republican party, and his voice has of Baijgor, nnd Clara, who was taken Continental papers are largely inaccu to you for your story. Hie jacet.
fail
lo secure at least a few minutes every day
"Here
lies
the
body
of
John
Mound,
been a powerful one in the councils of away at the age of eight.
rate and garbled stories of bootlegging
for refreshment of your inner life with a bit
Lost at sea and never found.”
—I’hoto by Chauipncy
the party.
of poetry.
—Charles Kllot Norton.
in the candidacy of Mayor Day there are becoming current. The average
Truthfully yours,
Miss Ethel A. Payson, Member of the
Albert it. Day was born in Dixmont. is offered tlie candidacy of an emi citizen ridicules the American for alVeritas.
THE EMPEROR S BIRD 8-NEST
Common Council From Ward 3
March 2. 1560. liis father was a physi nently successful business man, thor lowir'g such droll legislation to be put
•* mi
Once the Emperor Charles of Spain,
cian witli a large practice and moved oughly acquainted with the affairs of over on him, yet in Belgium it is im
With
Ids swarthy, grave commanders,
CONFIRMATION OF VERACITY
to Bangor in 1562, and to Corinna ih the State, both by experience and keen possible to buy a drink of hard liquor,
IS YOUR
I forget in what campaign.
it. Hilt Miss Payson is not given to
Sc£ofs£<
1870. The son attended tlie common study.
Long besieged, in mud and rain.
ind whiskey can be obtained only in two
fancy names for plain tasks. Sh<
Some old frontier town of Flanders.
schools : nil Corinna Union Academ/
quart quantities and then only by card The Log of the Rambling Susan En knows as much about raising vegeta
dorsed by Ancient Mariner Brown.
and then for several years was a school
K. U. Collins is prepared to assist tn presentation and signature. In France
Up and down the dreary camp,
,
bles
as
the
average
man,
and
lots
teacher, being principal of
High making income tax returns. 375 Main also in England, similar legislation has
In great boots of Spanish leather,
more about selling them than he does
Striding witli a measured tramp,
Schools at Vinalhaven and at Stetson. Street.—20-tf
been enacted lo some extent. Light Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Leaving the farm she took her place
These Hidalgos, dull and damp.
The w-ord Electragist, ineaniiiK
wines and beer arc free as water, howIn Boze’s criticism of 'The Log of
Cursed the Frenchmen, cursed the weather.
in Main street business circles, as one
"a leader In the electric-al con
evr.
the Rambling Susan," he seems to hint of the proprietors of a food shop, her
Thus
as to and fro they went,
tractor-dealer business," is reg
From Brussels Mrs. Bird's travels
a doubt of the veracity of the story's associate being Vivien Foss, now Mrs
Over upland and through hollow,
istered as a trademark by our
look her for a considerable time to
Giving
their impatience vent,
Charles G. Ilewett.
Association, nnd only active
Nice and Monte Carlo. Marseilles. writer. I can assure him of the truth
Perched upon the Emperor’s tent.
She became a registered nurse in
In
her
nest they spied a swallow.
members can use it.
aul
fullof
tlie
account
of
the
Coral
Island
and
Avignon and the wonderfully
1921, and is now assistant superin
Carcassonne, sketching a the while, (the mermaids. On a whaling voyage
Yes,
it
was
a swallow’s nest,
tendent at the Silsby Hospital, where
I
Every Electragist’s serv
She was greatly disappointed hy the we had landed on the West African she is as successful as she is popular
Built of clay and hair of horses,
Mane,
or
tail,
or dragoon’s orest.
products of......
the modern artists
in , the . Coast, to cut hoop-poles for our oil
Miss
Payson
doesn't believe
,
Pound on hedge-rows east and west,
ice is dependable and trust
a
various exhibitions viewed as there L*,, an(, lQ „
>
On
After
the
skirmish
of the forces.
“blowing her own horn," hut for all
worthy. He is qualified to
was title or nothing-above the note of leaving there W(. made th(1 Cora, IslaI1„ that she is an expert cornetist, anil Is
|
Wc arc all creatures of habit
Then
an
old
Hidalgo
said.
artistic mediocrity. Her one regret was1 that evening and anchored. Seeing familiar to the amusement loving pub
As he twirled bis gray moustachio,
make it so. His experience
to be unable to get to Munich but con
"Sure
this
swallow
overhead
|
Some of them are good, some bad
the mermaids sporting around, th lie as a mimhcr of orchestras.
ditions in that district prohibited the
Thinks the Emperor’s tent a shed.
coupled with his superior
She belongs to the Business an
,
.
...
_ ,, .captain would allow none of the crew
And the Emperor but a .Macho;’’
signing of a pas port. She finally ag{,or(.
Professional Women's Club, Golden
knowledge puts him in a
One of the best habits is coming to this bank regularly
sailed for home on the French liner “La
Hearing
bis Imperial name
Regarding the phenomenon of the Rod Chapter. O. E. S.. Miriam Lodgt
Bourdonnais” from the port of Bor distant points mentioned being ail visi I), of It., and the Chapin Class of th
'Coupled with those words of malice.
position to do work that's
Half
in
anger,
half in shame.
deaux.
ble at the same time, if Boze will take Universalist Church. Up to the pre
Forth tlie great campaigner came
guaranteed. His high prac
Slowly
from
his
canvas palace.
join the army of
down his “Bowdltch Navigator” and sent moment time has never hung idly
tice standards won't permit
turn to pages 4. 11. 44. he will find that on her hands.
’’Let no hand the bird molest.”
HEAR
Said be solemnly, “nor hurt her!”
6759
She takes a keen interest in politics
in the latitude at which the obser
anything else.
Adding then, by way of jest.
vation was taken, the circular circum but if anybody expects her to enter
“Golondrlna is my guest,
Depositors
ference coinciding with the diametri tain radical notions about economic
’Tls the wife of some deserter!”
cal diameter of the earth causes tlie reforms he has another guess cording
Swift as the bowstring speeds a shaft,
—ON—
sun's rays to deflect. The water being
"Is there anything in particular that
Through the camp was spread the rumor,
And tlie soldiers, as they (piaffed
so much wetter there than in any other you are going to strive for?" aske
Large enough io serve you
Flemish
beer at dinner, laughed
444 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
“THE
part of the wean, this combination set the reporter.
At the Emperor's pleasant humor.
up a refraction of light, producing
"Yes." she replied unhesitatingly, ‘
Strong enough to protect you
So unharmed and unafraid
PLAIN TRUTH
mirage which accounts for the visa am going to try to have Summe
Sat the swallow still and brooded.
bility
of
the
places
described
in
M
street
fixed.
”
Till
the constant cannonade
ABOUT
Small enough to knouJ you
Through the walls a breach had made
Clark’s story. I hope I have made my
Miss Payson is a resident of Sum
And
the siege was thus concluded.
THE BEST SPRING MEDICINE
self plain. The only criticism I can mer street, and it will he seen from
FOUR PEOPLE
Then the army, elsewhere bent,
make of the story is of the part where this that she has already caught the
For Wen. Women and Children is what you
Struck its tents as If disbanding,
nero. Two Million People have used "An
IN
Mr. Clark wasted a pint of good hootch idea.
Only not the Emperor’s tent.
aleptic," Maine's Marvelous Medicine for a
on
that
Eskimo
at
the
North
Pole.
For
be ordered, ere he went.
wide range of Diseases.. Thousands have
ROCKLAND”
Very curtly. "Leave it standing!”
M. M. Erown.
written us letters of praise. A Fair Trial
New
spring
suits,
coats
and
dresses
will convince You of its Merit. Price only
Camden. March 16.
So It stood there all alone,
Rockland, Maine
FINE MUSIC
25 cents a package. Sold around the World
are being received at the Davis Gar
Loosely flapping, torn and tattered,
by our Agents and (near home) Druggists
Till
the brood was fledged and flown.
7:30
ENGRAVEO CARDS—Call at thia office and ment Store, corner of Main and Elm
Singing o’er those walls of stone
RICHARDS CO-OPERATIVE CO.. INC
examine atylea. If you already hare * plate streets, Rockland, almost every day,
Which
the cannon-shot had shattered.
RncvpnUT. maint TS-31-tf
bring it In and let ua print you carda is lateet
TONIGHT
thus keeping tho stock fresh.—adv.
rrtHcnry W. Longfellow,
THE POURIF.lt fiAZKTTS.
Communications upon topics of general Inter
est are solicited.

ILE.THENI

---

rr

GUARANTEED

Electragist

Get the Habit

REV. MACDONALD

A. T. THURSTON

Security Trust Company

0

THREE-TIMES-*.-WEEK

Rockland, Maine. March 20, 1X3.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on
oath declares that he is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the Issue of The Courier-Gazette of March 17.
1923. there was printed a total of 6.033 copies.
Before me.
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.
4$

.BIBLE THOUGHT
-FOR TODAY—
Bible Thoughts mororixed. will prove a
priceless heritage in after years.

FOUR

SPECIALS

These winter weeks of stress and
storm, now happily narrowing to
their close, have brought in their train
much suffering and presented many
occasions calling in various ways for
relief. In this connection The Courier
Gazette is confident that it voices i
common sentiment of the community
when it sounds a note of praise for the
doctors, who under circumstances of
far more than ordinary severity have
gone day and night upon their errands
of mercy. The conditions of streets
and roads have not only compelled the
entire abandonment of the doctor’s
automobile—in these days so essential
to his practice—but even the use of
horse and sleigh has for the most part
been impossible, so that the calls of
sickness have had to be responded to
on foot. And these calls by reason of
the extreme severities of weather have
been to an unusual extent multiplied,
so that the doctor's usual routine of
calls has needed greatly to be enlarged,
making a demand upon his time and
strength that has frequently brought
great physical exhaustion. And yet
how splendidly has he responded! No
hour of the night, no raging of the
storm, no bitterness of cold, has held
him back when the call of sickness and
suffering has sounded. Truly a noble
profession and these are noble men
who in this community ornament it.

The ten-million mark no longer
seems to he an impossible achievement
for the Baptist denomination in
America. The year book for 1923 has
just been received, and shows the total
strength In America to be 8,107,371.
divided among 2133 associations which
represent 61.936 churches. That the
denomination has been no passive
factor in the territory served may be
judged from the fact that its gifts last
year amounted to more than seventy
millions of dollars, nearly a third of
which went for missions, education and
other forms of beneficence. The North
ern Baptist Convention in which Thej

Courier-Gazette's readers are especi-,
ally interested, has 8.631 churches,1
8463 ordained ministers and 1.267.721
church members. Its gifts for the
year amounted to nearly thirty millions
of dollars.
It
Statistics kept by the Portland
Weather Bureau show that the win
ter’s snowfall has already equalled the
record for the last half century. In
1886-7 there wag a fall of 121 inches of
snow, and the record was tied last
Friday when a deposit of 1.2 inches
was recorded. With another week of
March to run. and witii April always
good for occasional snowstorms, there
is no question about the record being
beaten, but as far as we are concerned
the Weather Bureau can call it quits
right now. Bare ground would look
better to us than a new record

IN

OUR

Some Members Hostile To Governor’s Attitude—Commit
tee Hearings Nearly Over—Ku Klux Kian Inning
Thursday.

READY-TO-WEAR

No. 1
1 lot of 20 Ladles' Suits, mostly large sizes from 38 to 48.
Tricotine and Velour Cloths, priced at $35.00 and $39.50.

Materials of

REDUCED HALF PRICE

$17.50 and $19.75
No. 2
I lot Misses' and Women’s Coats, plain and with fur collars.
Tv/eeds, and plain colors of brown, navy and black.

Plaid backs,

Priced at $12.50, $15.00 and $20.00
No. 3
I lot Girls’ Coats, sizes 8, 10, 12, and 14 years. Chinchilla and Herring
bone Tweed, plaid back—a few with natural Opossum fur collars. Priced
at half price and less.

Plain Coats, $7.50
Fur Cellared Coats, $10.50 and $15.00
No. 4
1 lot of 25 Jersey Suits, sizes 16 to 40. Plain colors and heather mixtures.
Purchased at a price less than the manufacturing cost. Suits like these
sold last season for $25.C0.

A Bargain at $11.75

u\

IDE BIG GREEN TEAM”

That's what they call tho NEW BEDFORD League Team, which
plays at the ARCADE

TONIGHT, THURSDAY NIGHT AND
FRIDAY NIGHT
Don't faii to see—

DUFRESNE
the man who hits a terrific clip.

It cost big money to get this American League team here, and the
attraction deserves big crowds.

CANDIES FOR EASTER

Owl’s Head town meeting and South
Thomaston town meeting will be held

next Monday.

A BIG STOCK

AND ALL SIZES IN

15c

Chocolate Rabbits....................................................

RUBBER
BOOTS

Candy Eggs in Baskets.............................................1 Oc

Candy Eggs in Crates........................... ...............

I 5c

APPOLLO CHOCOLATES in EASTER BOXES

Also

BUT

BON BONS, LIQUID CHERRIES, FUDGES,
CREAM MINTS
Assorted Kisses, per pound..................................... 25c

It looks to us as though we were
going to be up against the same
proposition that we were on
overshoes.

Jelly Drops, per pound.............................................30c

IF
Everybody gets an idea that they
want a pair of Rubber Boots,
there won't be enough to go
around. Already the wholesale
market is cleaned out.

CHISHOLM BROS.
ROCKLAND, ME.

SO
If you are thinking of getting a
pair, don't put it off too long.

’78 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

strong, has excellent facilities and offers you

a banking service of proven merit.
/

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

Rockland. Maine

At the3147
!tNor<h Nation
NORTH

National
Bank’

k?

g®

ank;

THE STUBS OF YOUR CHECK
BOOK TELL A STORY

! The stubs of your check book tell a story.
They tell where your money went—whether
it was spent wisely for needful things or
wasted for luxuries.
Each ono forms a little chapter in the rec
ord of your affairs.
You can trace your progress in the story they
tell.
Do you realize the value to you of a check
book which gives ycu a permanent record of
all bills paid? It encourages a methodical handling of your af
fairs and leads the way to success.
Havo YOU a checking account here?
Coupons on the Third
L. L. Bonds are now due.

T

Tu-S

LIMITED U. S. DEPOSITORY
MAiN STREET, FOOT OF LIMEROCK

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

'T-

425 MAIN STREET,

r

COUGH?

Kemp’s
lBalsamj
Pleasant to take
Children like
it
Tues full-till May 27

To have your films promptly

developed and printed

send or bring them to

HAVENER HONORED

FOR SALE

Jamson Jfubbarcl
Hats aSa Caps

SLEEVE PROTECTORS
"KEEP KLEEN KUFFS" and
"SLIP-ON SLEEVELETS"
Made to order for Mon and Women
Write for free booklet to
THE UTILITY SLEEVE CO.. Manufacturer*
ROCKLAND
MAINE

For Sale by J. F. GWBGORY SONS CO.

fj
3
—

■

JJad ifie style procession
as usual
SOLD by

§
5

BURPEE & LAMB
SOLE AGENTS

Inn
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APPERSON
The first to free
the driver’s com

partment of both
and

gear-shift

emergency-brake
levers.
<2»
❖ APPERSON <? |
cj» V.M4W'''
<«» I
<4>
&
<3»
<$>

<$>

AGRICULTURE
The Committee on Agriculture will give a
public hearing in its rooms at the State House,
in Augusta, on
WEDNESDAY, March 21, at 2.00 P. M.,
the following:
An Ad to amend Section 12 of Chapter 36 of
the Revised Statutes and chapter 113 of the
Public Laws of 1921 relating to the Purity and
Quality of Clams. Oysters and S -allops. 33 31
CHARLES W. GILLESPIE. Hoc.

The Committee on Education will give, a pub
lic hearing in its rooms at the State House,
Augusta, on
THURSDAY, March 22. 1923, Xp. m.. on the
following:
Committee No. 33. Resolve to provide a
teacher's pension of $130 for Miss Fannie Mar
ble.
No. .,1. Resolve granting a teacher’s pension',
to Melville C. Smart of Gray, Maine.
House No. 299. An Ad relating to free high
schools.
No. *298. An Ad providing for the use of tlie
English language in this state.
No. 300. An Ad to amend section 2, chap
ter 33. Public Laws of 1921, relating to the
sanitation of schoolhouses.
33-34
JOHN F. WOOD. Bee.

BLUE SKY LAW ADVERTISEMENT—A|i|>lb
ration having been mafic to the Banking De
partment by the following named persons to be
registered as a dealer in securities under the
ptovisons of Chap. 49, Sec. 11-23. of tlie Re
vised Statutes, as amended, legal notice is
hereby given and anv person may, within two
weeks from the date of this publication, tile ob
jection to the proposed registration with the
Banking Department.
Name—Security Trust Company. Business
aodress--‘Rockland, Maine.
FRED LuYWRKN'CE, Bank Commissioner.
Augusta, Maine, March 17, 1923.
34-It

CARVER’S

BOOK STORE

ROCKLAND, ME.

Stove and Philip Hinckley, the Robert
Cesgrove, Gardiner; Thomas 1,. llecdv
and Noeu Gauthier, the Sacearappa,
Ex-Rockland Fire Chief Is Westbrook; Harry Cljveen and C. K.
Coiby. tlie Androscoggin, TopshamPresident of Dirigo Fland Guy Nickerson and E. N. Cullison, the
Niagara, Brunswick: F. W. Hitchcock
Engine Association.
nnd G'-orge I,, llanley, the Massasoit,
Damariscotta; II. A. Sherman and E.
Hi prc a-nlatives of 13 veteran lircC. Potter, thp 1 let-la, llandolph.
ir.e/.'s associations met Saturday night
with tile Hath Veteran Firemen’s Asso
ciation and formed a State league to
be known ns the Dirigo Hand Engine
Association, and chore the following
at OWL’S HEAD, ME.
officer*: PresidcnT, Albert It. Havener,
I'.oikland; vice president. Thomas I.,
CASTLE COMFORT COTTAGE
liiedy, Westbrook; secretary. Charles
AND GARAGE
IV. Ferry, Brunswick; treasurer, .1.1
Manley Patterson, Hallowell.
The finest piece of Summer Pro
3 he association nVoptcJ rules to gov- I
perty
on
the
Maine
Coast.
orn all musters in the State, which it
believes will do away with the argu- , Throughly overhauled and painted
last season—not a rotten piece of
nt ;its heretofore disrupting muster
lumber in it.
programs.
Included with the buildings is
The delegates, associations or tubs. I
and town represented were: Daniel Es- I tlie strip of land extending to the
shores, insuring an unobstructed
tes, (general Bates. Lisbon Falls; A. It.
view of ocean and Islands.
Havener. Rockland. George M. Dins
Owing to long, severe ilness, I
more and P. 11. Bradbury, the Tiger, ef
will sell at a bargain. Drop me a
Hallowell: Levi T. Thompson and Wil
card and I will forward postcard
liam Khaughttessy, tlie Senator Bax
picture of cottage.
ter, Bath: John Hanley, the It. 11.
Counee, Thomaston: Scion Savage and
J. W. HATCH
Archie Carey, the Sagadahoc, Bath:
H K. Cobb and Charles Berry, tlie
197 BROADWAY, ROCKLAND, ME
Kennebec, Brunswick: Robert Cos-

EDUCATION

5

fair,

Wc represent only AMERICAN companies

~

rov t'.tat ,.i

The Rockland National Bank
-

policies—good,

E. C. MORAN $ CO.

JUDICIARY
The Committee on Judiciary will give a pub
lic bearing in iis rooms at the State House, in
Augusta, on
WEDNESDAY, March 21, at 2 P. M . on the
following:
I H-308. An Act relating to the reghlration of
motor v chicles.
H-303. An Ad relative »•> the taxation of
motor vehicles.
H-303. An Ad to amend .‘■.(•lion 33. chapter
211. public laws of 1921, relating to motor
vehicles.
H-306. An Ad to provide for safeguarding
from damage from motor vehicles.
H-302. An Act to amend chapter 238 of the
public laws of 1919, as amended by chapter
222 of the public laws of 1921, relating to em
ployer’s insurance policies.
H-309. An Ad to amend tlie public laws of
1 '19. chapter 238. as amended by chapter 222
j of the public laws of 1921, relating to ctn• plover's insurance policies.
' S-204. An Ad to amend section 13. chapter
>84, revised statutes, relating to duties of counj ty attorneys.
j An Act to amend chapter 260, public laws of
j 1917. and chapter 219. private and special laws
j of 1903. relating to judges of municipal courts
' being attorneys at law, and exempting the
Eastport Municipal Court from its provisions,
i S-219. .Vn Ad entitled an Ac! to encourage
I co-operative marketing.
H-266. An Ad to provide for i full State
Highway Commission, amending chapter 23 of
the revised statutes relative to state highways.
8.201. An Ad to provide for the appoint
ment of a chief clerk to the Governor ami
Council, and repealing section 4 of Chapter 117
of the revised statutes.
32-34
THURSDAY, March 22. at 2 P. M.. on the
following :
8-2. An Ait to prevent crime by persons
masked or disguised.
32-34
THURSDAY, March 22, at 2 P. M.. on the
following:
8-218. An Act to amend section 80 of chap
ter 82. revised statutes, relating to Superior
Court for the County of Cumberland.
S-226. An Ad authorizing the formation of
non-profit, co-operative associations, with or
without capital stock, for tlie purpose of en
couraging the orderly marketing of fish products
through co-operation.
33-31
W. T. GARDNER. Sec.

Boston Shoe Store

satisfactory banking connection,

*

So are there all kinds of accident

poor and "oh my!”

• • 4 •

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT

III |l!Hi;i MEMBER FEDERAL •RESERVE SYSTEM

The latest acquisition to the govern
ment's dry forces is the German police
dog "Robert von Buelow.” which is
said to have an infallible scent for
alcoholic content. And being only a
dog Robert is probably incorruptible.

op into an open break—may depend
the date of final adjournment of the
Legislature, which is now being pre
dicted anywhere between Saturday,
March 3L and Saturday, April 7.

The healing this week, which prom
ises to be of especial interest is that
on the so-called Ku Klux Kian bill,
which will take place before the com
mittee on judiciary at 2 p. m., Thurs
day.
This hill, which is entitled, "An act
the veto of the Governor. Some of to prevent crime by persons masked or
these were of minor importance but disguised,” was introduced by Senator
one loomed up big and was accom Smith of Somerset as tho lirst meas
panied by a flood of oratory when it ure to come into tlie Senate. After
was returned without the approval 'of lying on the table for several days it
the Chief Exeeuthe. that nt asure was referred lo the committee on
Senator Smith requested
being the resolve appropriating the judiciary.
sum of $165,000. for the repair of the that the hearing be delayed in order
ii n Wharf alt tmslrfp sir oe al that he might have an opiHirtunitv to
bring to Maine, Attorney General Coco
the State Pier at Portland.
There was a parting in the ways of of Louisiana, who prosecuted the Mer
the Governor and the Legislature. The l’.ouge cases. Senator Smith informed
atmosphere changed and the clouds the committee two weeks ago that he
began 11 gather. Tne etol of the Leg would not be aide to procure the at
islature is gradually drawing near, tendance of the Louisiana attorney
and now comes the question, whether general lot the hearing.
Representatives of Ku Klux Kian
work will be completed without alt
open break between the Legislature organizations from all .over the State
and the Governor. Some of the mem are expected to attend the hearing.
Senator Smith's bill would provide
bers arc openly expressing themselves
as in favor of showing the Governor that no group of three or more persons
that “he can’t ride over us." That at above 16 years of age, while masked
titude is not being advised, however, or disguised, shall gather in any field
by many of the more experienced or wood or appear in any public street,
way, common or park, or take part in
members.
The trouble may be attributed ill any pageant or procession he’d in the
somi measure to the policy of economy open without having first obtained the
which the Governor sought to inaugu permission of the municipal ollicets.
rate. While many believed that the The penalty for violation of tliis pro
Legislature could economize in certain vision is fixed at 5309.
The proposed law adds imprison
directions, they saw danger in carry
ntent of rot less than five years, what
ing that program too far.
Evidence that trouble was brewing ever other penalty is imposed by the
came on Wednesday of last week, when present laws, in the case of any perEeprosentative Wing of Auburn stated) son who commits or attempts to cumthat the Governor was taking over the mit a crime while masked or disguised,
prerogatives of the Legislature and that The bill further requires that the Prin
tline had come to take a definite l>o- cipal officer of all local branches of
sition and let the Governor know where | fraternal organizations whose meetings
he was at. The speech was on the : are not open to tho public shall, ui»on
Nadeau resolve providing for the pur- request of the Governor, attorney genchase of cases in which to place the: eral. sheriff, county attorney or police
battle llags of the Maine regiments in officer file with the city or town clerk
the World .War^and to display them in ;alist.of the members of such branches,
the hall of Hags on the second floor of iunder penalty of $500 for failure to
the State House. The Governor had comply.
vetoed the resolve because, as he told
« • •»
the Legislature, the matter had already ; The committee on legal affairs will
been cared for by a Council order and ! hold a hearing this afternoon on an act
that the cases were expected lo arrive I to make uniform the law of sales of
any day: that the order had been given Igoods and an act providing for the
for three months before the Legislature t regulation and taxation of certain admet. As the result of that speech, the 1 vertlsing signs.
House by a great majority passed tire I
« • » •
resolve over the veto, although on J Hearing will be held before the comThursday the Senate refused to do so' mitteo on temperance on Tuesday
and the resolve was t|ead.
! afternoon of this week on an act
Then the Legislature began to over amending Section 33 of Chapter 127,
Revised Statutes, relating to the dis
ride the Governor’,s vetope.
tin tire outcome of tliis situation— posal of intoxicating liquors declared
whether it will be clarified or dcvel- forfeited.

WE NOW HAVE

member that the Rockland National Bank is

The administration merchant marine
bill having been defeated, the Shipping
Board "aas done the only thing left for
it to do—made plans for the continued
operation of government ships by the
government. It will be an expensive
process—and those who do not like it
can blame the Senators who stood in
the way of the cheaper method.

It is expected that the present week
will sec the completion of committee
hearings in the Slst Maine Legislature,
and that afternoon sessions in both
branches will begin next Monday.
Whether the somewhat turbulent
scenes of last week will find their par
allel in this week’s sessions remains
to be seen.
Both branches started things last

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES

Swpar and you will not catch any
fish, is the substance of a homely old
adage. It isn’t on record that Presi
dent Harding swore once on his Florida
vacation, but the fact remains that he
didn’t catch any fish. We didn't sup
pose that Miami ever failed to pro
duce anything that a winter resorter
wanted, but here we see the chief
executive of the nation going back
home disappointed. Of course St.
Petersburg wouldn't have failed, and
certain it is that Frank II. Whitney
could have made the President happy
down in Fruitland Park.

The whole country will bloom in May
when the American Legion Posts start
out to sell 2.500.000 silk [topples, the
proceeds from which will be used for
the relief of the sick and needy vet
erans of the World War and decoration
of the graves of the war dead in Eu
rope. The nation will not fail to buy,
under circumstances like those.

st.sy»

PHONE EARLY—850.

—AT—

There comes undisputable evidence
of nation-wide prosperity in the income
tax payments, Which amounted to
$400,000,000 between March 1 and
March 15. The tax rate was lower
than that of the previous year, but the
Treasury figures show that the col
lections for the first half of March ex
ceed those of the corresponding period
for last year by more than $5,000,000.

Just as there are all kinds of eggs,

and health

DEPARTMENT OF OUR BARGAIN BASEMENT

mra nnamri

FREE FROM WANT:—The Lord is
my shepherd; I shall not want.—Psalm
23:1.

LEGISLATURE A BIT GROUCHY

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
THREE DAYS’ SALE
NOW GOING ON

The Gouriei-Gazette

►

Every-Other-Doy

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 20, 1923.

Page Two

See these remarkable features
on the

New Apperson
Cars
This car sets a new mark in simplicity of control and

ease of handling, under every driving condition.

The

Apperson pre-selecting, mechanical gear shift is oper

ated by a touch of the finger, without even taking the
hands from the wheel or the eyes from the road. The

improved emergency-brake is positively and conven
iently engaged by means of a lever on the instrument
lxjord. And because of its scientific design, this ear
steers with minimum effort and turns in an unusually
small circle.

If you want a revelation in conscientious motor car
manufacture, go over the Apperson “Six” and
“Eight,” point by point—cars made better and better

GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL
WORKS

through a thirty-year period of continuous refinement.

Here is the one ear that commands your
closest examination—the car that has
removed both gcar-sliift and emergencybrake levers from the floor and put them
where they belong.

Successor to A. F. Burton

GRANITE AND MARBLE

A. C. JONES, Dealer

CEMETERY WORK
Main Street

THQMASTON, MAINE
10-tf

5

Talbot Avenue,

Rockland,

Me.
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Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 20

Calk of tfte Count
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

March 20, 22 and S3—(Po'.ol Rockland vs.
Xew Bedford American League team, at the
Arcade.
March 81 —Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
March 21— Spring -begins.
March 21-22—State conference, D A K
Waterville
March 21—Spring begins (maybe).
March 21-22—Annual budget campaign of
Pratt Memorial M. E. 4'hurvh.
March 22—Knox County Librarians’ Associatloif meets at Rockland Public Library, 2 30
p nt
(March 22—"Social evening, Business and I’rofes-’onal Women's Ciub.
March 23 -City School# close, spring re.tvs.
March 23—Methebesec Club meets with Mrs.
Healer Chase.
March 25—Palm Sunday.
March 20—Thomaston town meeting.
March 2C-30—Painters’ Week, University of
Milne
April 27—(Rubinstein Club's open meeting at
First Baptist Church, evening.
March 28- Benefit ball by 'Veteran Firemen’s
Association in ilavetyer hail.
March 30—Country Ciub, ladies’ and gentle
men s supper at 0.30 followed by auction.
March 30—Good Friday.
Mar 31—Basketball, Rockland High vs. Port
land High (girls) m Rockland
April 1—Easter Sunday.
April 2—City KchooiA reopen.
April 6 (7.15 p. m.) Addresses before Wom
an’s Educational Club by Sttpt. Forrest C. Tyson
of the Augusta State Hospital, and President
Littie of the University of Maine.
April 13—Country Cluh dunce
April 13—-Chapman concert in this city.
April 18—Maine Methodist Conference, Ban
gor. Bishop Hughes presiding.
April 19—Patriots* Day.
April 10-20—Musical comedy "Kathleen."
auspices of Senior class, It. H. S., at Empire
Theatre.
Anril 20—(Jen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
itiee:s in Temple hall.
April 23—Charity Cduh whist for benefit of
Home for Aged Women, at the W. 0 Jkwett
store.
April 20—Country Club, ladies’ luncheon at
12 30, followed by auction
May 11—Country Club dar.ee
May 23—Country Club, ladies’ and gentle
men's supper at 6.30, followed by auction.

Eugene H. Philbrick has returned
from Boston, where he has been at
tending the auto show in the interest
of the International Harvester truck,
the agency for which has been taken
on at Sea View Garage.

' The McLain School is to have an
j indoor assembly at 2 o’clock tomorrow
afternoon when the Hag will be wel
comed to its new home. A patriotic
program will be presented.

Walter Hiers will be seen at the Em
pire Friday in his new farce comedy
Mr. Billings Spends Ilis Dime." This
is his first picture released by ParaI mount since be has been raised to
stardom.

Weather This Week
Washington, March 18. — Weather
outlook for the week beginning Mon
day in North Atlantic States: Rain
over south and rain or snow over north
portion at beginning of week and
again Thursday; otherwise generally
fair. Rising temperature middle of
week.

The Congregational Church is hold
ing its annual Easter sale tomorrow,
with supper at 5.SU.

Ollie C. Daggett of 302 Limeroek
street bus installed a telephone in his
residence. The ting: 421-2.
The formal opening of Glaentzel’s
new flower store in the Strand Theatre
building takes place next Saturday.

There will be a meeting of the Knox
County Radio Amateur Club at Davies’
jewelry store, Wednesday at 7.30.
Buzzer class, and some outside speaker.
Three distinct sets of revival serv
ices are in progress in this city this
week which is rather an exceptional
occurrence.
Rev. Charles J. Mac
Donald is conducting nightly services
at the First Baptist church; Rev. .John
Taylor Holman is holding a series of
meetings at .the Littlefield Memorial
church each evening "except Saturday
this week and next; Elder Neuman M.
Wilson / of Vinalhaven is conducting
services at the Gospel Mission in the
interests of the Reorganized Church of
Latter Day Saints.

7:30

“THE PLAIN TRUTH
Davis

ABOUT

Civil Engineer <). H. Tripp, whose re
covery has been slow but gradual, ex
pects to be in his office at the Court
House Tuesday, Thursday and Satur
day forenoons, and commencing next
week hopes to be on deck every fore
noon.

Elder Wilson of Vinalhaven begins
a series of, services at the Gospel Mis pi NEST
pOR FURNITURE
sion hall tonight, and the meetings
will continue until the latter part of
the week.
Elder Wilson represents QHEAPEST
the Reorganized Church of Latter Day
Haints, but everybody is invited to the
Daintiest
Draperies
Sporting item in Press Herald: "The meetings.
Rockland High girls team had not lost
a game in two seasons, till it came to
The meetings which began Sunday
J’ortland and tried a regular gym floor. at the Littlefield Memorial Church
No combination could have looked opened with a strong appeal to the
in
more outclassed than did the Lime City church in the morning and a straight
outfit." But there’s another day com forward i resentation of the superiority
ing, to wit: Saturday, March 31.
WARM WINTER TINTS
of Christianity in the evening. Mr
Holman Is a convincing preacher of
AND
Anderson Auxiliary of the Sons of the plain truth. Tty* meetings are well
Veterans will hold its regular meeting attended and the music is especially
SUNNY
SUMMER
SHADES
Wednesday evening. Supper at 6 good.
o’clock. The same committee will be
CRETONNE IS ALWAYS ECONOMICAL AND .
in charge and the same ones will please
The old scow Plymouth, owned by
furnish who were solicited for the last the Snow Marine Co. was floated by
ATTRACTIVE FOR ITS OLD USES
meeting, which was postponed on ac the action of the iee at her berth near
count of the storm.
Spear’s
Wharf Sunday, and was

CRETONNE

towed by the tug John C. Morrison to
her last resting place on the beach at
the Head of the Bay. John Hall has
been granted permission to take as
much of the timber as he cares to ex
tract. ajid has in view the building of
a barn floor. The Plymouth was an
heirloom handed down by the Eastern
Dredging Co., and her present owners
bad made several vain attempts to
The Methcbesec Club sent a box to float and remove her.
the Maple Crest Sanatorium, Eftst ParA. W. Simmons arrived in the city
fotisfield, last week. The convalescent
soldiers will have the pleasure of hear on the noon train Friday from Bath,
ing 18 new records, reading 39 books where he had been the guest of his
and eating 12 pound of choice candy. sister for the winter. There was no
Every little helps a fellow when he is conveyance to Tenant’s Harbor on ac
sick and away from home. There were count of the drifted roads, so he
magazines galore and so great was the boarded an electric car for Thomaston
enthusiasm of the* ladies in getting this and started by foot for Tenant’s Har
box ready that they already have ma bor with grip strapped over his
shoulder. Mr Simmons found it very
terial for another.
hard footing, and the roads badly
The Maine W. C. T. U. is to hold a drifted. He had to make his way
statewide conference in the High street through fields but as luck would have
M. E. church Auburn. April 10. Dr. it Burpee’s ambulance came along with
Ella A. Boole of New'York, vice presi- Allien Elmer, and be was invited to
dent-at-large the National W. (’. T. I’, get aboard. In a short time he was
and Mrs. Laura Parks Miller of New home, lie was greatly surprised at th<>
York, director of the department of amount of snow.
Women in Industry. National W. C. T.
I'., are to be guests of honor. Mrs.
Do corporations have souls? Ask
Althea G. Quimby, State president, will Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hare of Glenpreside. Visiting members from all cove. and they will answer in the af
over the Style are expected. Dr. Boole firmative. without hesitation. Sunday
is a favorite speaker in Maine.
rooming, at 2 o’clock, there \\a
urgent need of a physician in this
‘The Big Green Team," is the title family.
The travelling was so bad
bestowed upon the New Bedford polo that it would take a doctor a long time
outfit
which
plays here tonight, to get there. The Central Maine Pow
Thursday night and Friday night. er Co. lent a sympathetic ear to Mr.
Another nickname is the "Whalers." Hare’s predicament and sent a trolley
New Bedford did not land first posi car to Rockland after Dr. W. H. Arm
tion in the American League this sea strong, who reached the bedside of
son but it was a thorn in the side of the sick wife in double quick time.
all the other teams and a big drawing When he left another member had
card wherever it appeared. Its lineup been added to the family, and every
here will lie exactly as it has appeared body was breathing a prayer of
all season—Duggan lr, Wiley 2r. Du- thanksgiving for the Street Railway’s
fresne c, Gradner hl), “Pete” Welch g. kindness.

W. A. Anderson of Rockland, a
student at Carnegie Institute Tech
nology. has been elected to the sweepstakes committee on Campus Week
This - affair, which will be celebrated
for three days beginning May 23, is the
most important social activity of the
year at Carnegie Tech, and is the an
nual home-coming of the alumni.

Bargain Sale
THIS IS A

PARTIAL LIST :

COME IN AND

LOOK THEM OVER
NEW PRUNES
2 lbs. 25c

DELICIOUS
MALAGA GRAPES
25c Lb.

GRAPE JUICE
Full Quart 47c
NEW DATES
2 Pounds 25c

CAPE COD
ORANGE
MARMALADE
29c

PURE
APPLE JELLY
10c; 3 for 25c

ANCHOR DATES
3 Pkgs. 25c
BLACKBERRY
PRESERVES
2 lb. tin 19c; 3 for 50c

HERSHEY’S
COCOA
x/2 lb- tins 15c
2 for 25c

HOWARD
SALAD DRESSING
40c size 29c

Armour’s or Libby’s
PORK & BEANS
I 5c size 7c; 6 for 25c

RED KIDNEY
BEANS
10c can; 6 for 55c
$1.00 dozen

1 lb. cans
ASPARAGUS
15c, 2 for 25c

DELICIOUS
SWISS CHARD
GREENS
Large cans 10c;
3 for 25c

Fancy Pulled FIGS
1 tb. tin box 39c

STUFFED DATES
43c

MAJOR GRAY’S
CHUTNEY
$1.50 size 75c

While they last
SUNKIST
ORANGES
$1.00 size for 60c

DELICIOUS
CELERY
25c

STUFFED FRUITS
PRUNES
$1. box
APRICOTS
for
ASSORTED
67c

NEW BERMUDA
ONIONS

MONARCH
CATSUP
Large Bottles
35c size 37c

CANNED PEARS
35c size, 19c
25c size, 2 for 25c
Only a few

SWEET POTATOES
3 lbs. 25c
SUNBEAM
FANCY MAINE
CORN
17c can; 6 for 95c
12 for $1.85
Guaranteed the best packed

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

ROAST

PORK

NICE NEW PIG PORK, LB..................
BEST

I

TRADE

THIS

19c

WINTER

V/ev

quality

TONIGHT

Cobb

Arthur Barbour, son of Rev. Carl N.
Garland, former pastor of the Meth
odist Church, died in Boston last Tues
day. The sympathy of the Rockland
parish and other friends of the family
is extended.

is having a

>
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pULLER

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
SYNDICATE BUILDING

ST. PATRICK CONCERT

EASTER SALE
Congregational Church

WEDNESD’Y, MARCH 21
Afternoon and Evening
Supper, 5:30

35c
31-34
Aurora fcodge will have its annual
inspection Wednesday evening, with
work on the Entered Apprentice degree
upon several candidates. All who have
been notified of their election, are re
quested to be present.

SERVICE

St. Bernard’s Sunday School
Alumni
Delights
Large
Audience Last Night.
'In Knights of Columbus hall last
night a most successful St. Patrick’s
concert was given by the Alumni of
Kt. Bernard’s Sunday school, under the
direction of Fr. Leo Ryan and Lucy
Ball, .Mrs. Fred J. La-Chance directed
the music. The scene was a cabaret,
with waiters acting as end men. Wil
liam Sweeney was head waiter and
middleman, William McKay, Thomas
Flemming, Arthur Sullivan and Roland
Gamache were Waiters, assisted around
the cafe by the handy man. 'Wilfred
Gamache. Fr. Flynn gave a very elo
quent address on the life of St. Patrick.
This program was presented:

Opening tlioriu;—"Wearing of the Green’’
"Believe me if all thou- enddaring young
4 harms"
Charnts"
“Come Back to Erin"
(’horns
Solo—“Somewhere in Ireland" Arthur Sullivan
Dance
Josephine La Gross
John H. McGrath, who is having a Solo—"My Wild Irish Bose"
fortnight’s vacation from Cobb's Mar
Marion Lachance

With the arrival of the first mail for
nine days, a prominent East Waldo
boro farmer was seen carrying home a
crocus bag half full of mail. What a
busy time Percy must have had.

ket. left this morning for Portland, 6olo—“Efleen"
Roland Gamache
Boston and Xew York, with the in Song and dance
tention of taking in the best theatrical Tom Flemming, Bill McKay. Boland "Judv"
Gamache, Mildred Ryan. Ida ('any. Francis
attractions and perhaps a scrap or two.

Polo fans will have a chance tonight
to see how the Rockland team com
pares with a genuine American League
team. The Xew Bedford Whalers will
be seen in all their glory—green uni
forms n' everything.
A very pathetic poem, left on the
editorial desk this morning had to do
with the adventures of Charles Xiles
and Kenneth Williams, plus a skunk.
The meter was excellent, but the acscent was a little too strong.
Judge Frank B. Miller is adding
valuable chapters to his history of
Cushing, for the period between 1605
and 1789. It means lots of delving and
lots of hard work, but Judge Miller is
no shirker, and has an especial fond
ness for matters historical. He will
greatly appreciate any assistance that
may be given him in his research.
Rockland Lodge of Perfection con
ferred the 9th and 14th degrees upon
Bertram H. Roberts and John Guy
Dimick Friday afternoon. In the even
ing Rockland Council Princes of
Jerusalem conferred the 15th and 16th
degrees upon William Flint, Lucius
York. Clarence Rollins, E. C. Boody.
Jr., W. C. Xoyes, Bertram H. Roberts
and John G. Dimick.

Somebody has been putting up a
hoax at the expense of John L. Dono
hue, according to a telegram received
from him yesterday. Mr. Donohue is
spending the winter in St. Petersburg,
Fla., and several letters, supposedly
written and signed by him. have been
published tn this patter. The last let
ter volunteered to send a little alligator
to any school pupil who cared to write
for one. Mr. Donohue has apparently
been the recipient of more mail than
President Harding had while va
cationing at Miami. If all the requests
were granted there wouldn’t be a baby
'gator left in Florida Everglades—or
wherever their children’s playground
is. So John has spent 79 perfectly good
cents wiling The Courier-Gazette that
lie was not guilty of the letters.

At a recent meeting of Edwin Libby
Post the property was given to the
Sons and Daughters of Veterans. As we
all know there arc many women in
this city who can proudly boast that
they are eligible to Join Colonial
Dames, I). A. R.’s, Belief Corps and
Daughters of Veterans and many were
wives, mothers and sisters of the Vet
erans of the World War. Organiza
tions of these various orders are es
tablished in this city, with thp excep
tion of the Daughters of Veterans.
Many women, however, are eligible and
it is now deemed expedient that a tent
shall be organized in this city. The
Sons have recently bad a large list of
applicants. Women who are fortunate
enough to be daughters and grand
daughters of these veterans owe it to
themselves that they get their ances
tors’ records now and enroll for this
tent. It has been suggested that the
organization be called the Ruth May
hew tent. Applications sent in to the
office of Col. E. K. Gould will receive
prompt attention.
The Rockland Wholesale Grocery Co,
wishes to advise those who received
postals front the Community Food Fair
Committee, which entitled them to a
sample bag or Hardesty’s Peerless flour,
that they can have the same by calling
at the store, 50 Park street, and prejsentlng the postal.—adv.

FOUR PEOPLE IN

ROCKLAND”

ClJRTAINS

WE CAN TELL YOU ABOUT ITS MANY NEW
USES

An auction and tea. tinder the aus
pices of the L’niverafHst Ladies' Circle
will be given at file Oopper Kettle
April 11.

r,

1923.

Flanagan
Solo—“Mother o’ Min?"
Helen Barker
Dance
Alice Dugan
Solo—“A Little Bit of Heaven"
Marion Laehcnce
Song and dance
Arthur Sullivan
Soto—"That O'd Irish Mother of Mine"
Lydia Wilson
Violin solo
Georgo Adams
Solo—“I Love Her"
Wilfred Gamache

by

Rev. J. C. MacDonald
Chorus, Solo, Trumpet

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH

VICTIMS OF MONOXIDE !

BORN

Wall—Rockland, at Sllsbv Maternity Home
March 17. to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wall, a ?«..
Cassidy Itockland. at SIKby Maternit v Hor.,
Judge of Probate A. L. Miles i March
12, to Mr. and Mrft. Joseph Cassidy, a
—‘Martha Doris.
and Family of F. F. Burpee daughter
Hutchinson- Rockland, a’ Sllsln Maternit.Homy, March la. to Mr. an l Mrs. II* nr\ lint, I.
Have Very Narrow Escape. inso’t, a son Edward Louin.
Fm adorn- Bradley, Me., March 10, to Mr. an.I
Mrs. Everett M. Flanders, formerly of South
Judge A. L. Miles was able to hold I Waldoboro, a son Everett, Jr; weight 9 pound
court this morning, having recovered I Hate—IRockport. March 18 to Mr. and Mr,.
from a harrowing experience which I Charles Iiare of Gleneove, a son.

came very near to being the greatest
tragedy in the history of this city.
Judge Miles makes his home with
the parents of Mrs. Miles. Mr. and Mrs.
Fred F. Burpee. Limeroek street. The
entire family was suddenly stricken
and its condition was so serious that
help could barely be summoned. The
physician diagnosed the attack as
grippe and treated accordingly, but tlie
it llowing morning itbe entire family
was worse, and Mr. Burpee, who had
had a cold lor some -time, was evi
dently seriously ill.
l)r. A. K. P. Harvey was called, and
immediately became suspicious because
of the fact that the entire household
was stricken at one time. Examina
tion failed to show any temperature
or other sign of grippe except a heavy
rasping cough. A new diagnosis of
monoxide or gas poisoning was made
end Dr. Hafvey told his patients that
they could well' consider themselves
f. rtunate in not having gone ito sleep
f .r all time. The house is heated by a
hat water heater and it was from this
source that the gas from the soft coal
came when the dampers were too
tightly closed.
Monoxide poison often develops
bronchial pneumonia as in the cast*
of Mr. Burpee. He is comfortable this
morning, however. The others of the
family are slowly recovering, but the
poison is through their systems and
it will ‘be a long time before the cough
is gone, or they feel their old-time
selves again.

MARRIED
Kennedy Bridges Itockland, March 19, lq
Ih”. E. V. Allen, Maurice B. Kenin ly and Mr.
Flavllin Bridges, both of Rockland.

DIED
Hills—Union, March 17, Abbie S., widow
Samuel G. Hills, aged H years, 2 months, 22
days.
Thomas- Camden, March 18. beta C. Tlionia .
aged 61 years, 3 nittiths, 13 days. Funeral
Wednesday at Hi o'elnek.
Henderson -Gleneove, March 19. Elmira .1 .
widow of Charles E. Henderson, aged 65 \em .
11 months. 17 days. Funeral Thursday at 2 p
m. from home of Mrs. Charles Gregory, Glen
cove. Burial at South Thomaston.
Gardner Martinsville, March 8. Llewellyn t .
Ga rdner.
Young—Somerville. Mass.. March 17, Nettle
Mi’Xamara. wile of Alfred M. Young, aged i.u
years. Interment today (Tuesday) in Camden.
('lark Tenant’s Harbor, March IS. Lucy .1.
(’lark, aged 74 years, 9 months, 20 days. Fu
neral Wednesday from the home of her son.
George Andrews, Teilflut’s Harbor.
Bacon Port Clyde, March 17. William F. Ba
con, aged 83 years, 5 months, 17 days. Funeral
Tuesday from Advent cliureh, Port Cfyde.
Morse Friendship, March l'», Nancy M
wife of W. A. Morse, aged 65 year ., 6 month:..
7 days. Funeral Wednesday at 1 p. ni. from
late residence.
,

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to acknowledge to relatives, tie
Lors, friends and employes of th * Prince Gei
Hofei, New York City, our deepest gratitude
their sincere expressions of sympathy, tl
offerings and spiritual bouquets, during
late bereavement.
Led K. Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence ( ark.
Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Clark.
Thomaston, Me.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all who sent flowers and who
have been so kind during tlie sickness and
deal Ii of Mr. Merrleflld.
Mrs. Merrifield. *

Boland Allen, aide de camp at the
Xew spring suits, coats and dresses
are being received at the Davis Gai- Bee Hive, is having a week’s vacation.
ment Store, corner of Main and Elm
streets, almost every day, thus keeping
the stock fresh.-—adv.
CARD CF THANKS

We wish to express opr sincere thanks and
appreciation to our neighbors and friends tor
tic ir kindness and sympathy during the illness
and loss of our loved one : also for the beautiful
Horn! off.rings.
Signed. Mrs. IMary Gardner and family.
Martinsville, March 16. 1923.
*

Margaret Harrington was accom
panist for the solos, with violin ohli
gato by George Adams.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to extend my sincere thanks to the
neighbors and friends of my dear sister for the
beautiful flowers, their thoughtfulness and sym
pathy. in my hour of trouble.
I
The charge for publ toning a Card of Thank*
Signed.
Mrs. Lucy Hall Wood.
is 50 cents, cash to accompany the order
Thomaston Maine. March 19. 1923.
*

TAXI SERVICE
DAY OR NIGHT

Pung used until the roads are bet
ter; then watch my dust with
a new car.
TELEPHONE 8

CHESTER ROBBINS

We’re Here==

Rockland’s New Shoe Store
WILL OPEN

THIS WKKK
WATCH THURSDAY’S NEWSPAPERS

To The Public:—
Realizing that the people of Rockland and
vicinity are deserving of a Modern and
Progressive Shoe Store that will keep abreast
of the times,
ill
will throw open its doors,

SATURDAY MORNING OF THIS WEEK
with a complete line of Men’s, Women’s
and Children’s High Class Footwear,

RETAILING AT POPULAR PRICES
Only Standard Quality Merchandise to
be sold—on a Money Back If You’re
Not Satisfied Basis.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 20, 1923.
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Every-Other-Day

for Marion, she looked completely dis
CARING FOR MEAT AT KILLING TIME
gusted.
“ ’It’s very har& if I can’t stay in my
Jimmy’s Strong
Arizona Covets a Strip of Rockland People Are Pleased to Learn
own apartment when you have com
pany. Marion,’ he sobbed.
How it Has Been Done.
Land Which Would Make a
Right Arm
“’James, what do you mean by this
foolishness?’ snapped Marion. Can't
Difference.
It's piety hard to attend to duties
you sit iu the kitchen, or tlie dining
With a constantly a hing back;
Washington. P. C., M «r h 15.—"The
By JOHN JOYCE
room, or anywhere else you want to?
With annoying urinary disorders.
You make me positively ashamed of
■Ararat' of a stri-ily American 'Noah.’
Loan's Kidney Pills have made work
you, you little ninny. Uf course you
real communist 1. h ihiiants. a huge
can stay here If you want to, but I
lava flow, and salt ai d sand saffi'ient easier.
"Nuiural
defects?
Sure!
Anyone
’
So thousands have gratefully testi
can overcome them if he tries hard don't have much pleasure In my life
to cure most of the world’s fish and to fied.
enough. I knew a fellow once—you and it seems a little hard that when
keep all Its builders a J glass fa tories
They’re for bad backs.
stay here a while and as likely as not Cousin Ralph and I have so many in
They're for weak kidneys.
busy”—these, says a bulletin is u I by
Rockland
people
gratefully
recom

he'll he passing. He always comes to terests in common you should want
the National Geographi ■ S.ciety. are
mend Doan's.
our annual athletic exhibition. Well, to butt In.’
some of the by-products, valuable and
"’But you're my wife, Marion, and I
M. Oliver, Rockland St., Rockland, us 1 was saying. . . .
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD ,
otherwise, that the United States
ys: “I fell from a hay mow an.l
feel tliat I have a right to butt in,’
•»
Eaiter-'Si inUx(o Tin.c
J
“
Jimmy
Nott
was
his
name.
Noth

”
Trains Leave Rockland ro’i
l
would acquire if it successfully acted truck mi my bark. It affected my
wept Jimmy. ’I don't like tlie way you
ing
much
of
u
name,
and
there
wasn
t
dneys ard caused my hack to ache
Augusta.AUoia.tn. 17.30a.tu.. il.10p.m.
carry on with your cousins—really I
on a recently reported resolution uf the
It
uigor.
A
U
ol
a.
m
17.31a.in.,
fl.l.lp.m.
much of a man behind it. Just a twen
Arizona House of Representatives. '1 he errlbly. This interferred with ray
don't.'
listli Afi.OOa. m.. ]7.u0 a. in.. (1.10 p m,
rk -as every move I made sent pain ty-five dollar a week clerk, with a wife
15 30 p. ui.
res dutio l seeks to add fo the State
“Marion gave a little gasp and look
ful
twinges
through
my
back
and
kidBoslou.Af7.00a.nl,, i7.30-a.ni.. 11.10p.m.
wiio
had
been
used
to
luxuries
before
a - mall triangle of northern Mexico.
Brunswick A 17.00 u. in., 17.30 a. i;i„ 11.10
vs My kidneys didn't act regularly, her father died. Marion N'ott was a ed at Cousin Ralph.
It is for quite a different reason,
p.
in.. tV 30 p. nt..
“’Are you going to let me be in
relative advised me to try Doan's fine, strapping sort of womun, and
Lcwi-tou. AU (lOfl. in. 17.3O.I.IU.. II 10p m.
however,” continues the bulletin, ’'that
sulted
in
this
way?
’
she
asked.
'Is
New
York. 11 III p. hl.
Kidney
Pills
so
I
got
three
boxes
and
Arizona desires what might be called
how Jimmy got her was more than
Portland Af 7.1)0 a. ill., 17. ,1) am, 11 .111 p. m.,
this 'second Gadsden Purchase’ of one used them. They rid n,e entirely of anyone could imagine, unless she was there any wonder that I have to find
jo 30 p nt.
Waterville AfT.OOa in., 17.30a.in. it.IOp.m.
of tlie most desolate and least-known the truble nnd I ani only too pleased fascinated by tlie contrast. Anyway, congenial society when my own hus
Woolwich. f7.OOa.ni.. 17.3Gu.tn., 1110p.m..
endorse Doan's."
band talks to me like thut?’
regi .ns of North America. The map
15.30 p. m.
she married him and went to live in
i
’
rice
60c.at
all
dealers.
Don
’
t
shows that while the southern bound
’“Say, get out Jimmy,’ said Cousin
Cutting and preparing Meat at Killing Time.
I Daily, except Sunday.
§ Sunday only.
ary of the State extends due west for a simply ask for a kidney remedy—get their twenty-five dollar Harlem apart Ralph, rising. ‘You’ll have to apolo
A Passengers provide own feiri.ige lietween WiailDoan
’
s
Kidney
Pills
—
the
same
that
wich and Bath.
ment.
spice f oin the southwestern coiner of
gize, too, afterwards, but just now— (Prepared by the United States Department browned, I slice it and pack into jars,
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,
1
l'oster-Milburn Co.,
of Agriculture.)
New Mexico, it then strikes north Mr. liver had.
“She hadn't imagined what that sort vamoose.'
adding salt and stock as usual und 0-24-22
V.P. JkGeuT Mgr. <Jcn I Passenger Agt.
Taking care of the meat on tlie process. When I have sliced off all
westward at a very slight angle. The Mfrs., Buffalo. N. Y.
of life would be. Marion had always
"I would give a good deal to have
resolution seeks an arrangement witli
had beaux by the dozen, and she pined been there just then. I can see little farm at killing time is one of tlie odd tli,e pieces that cut to advantage, I
Mexico by which this bend in Ihe
SERVICE TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED
for excitement. She wanted to go to Jimmy, trying hard to decide just Jobs a farmer's wife has to get in some cut the rest off and put it through the
VINALHAVEN
•AOiithern boundary of the State would
OWING TO ICE CONDITIONS
theaters, concerts, operas, horseraces when he was going to let fly, and how among the ordinary tasks of the food chopper and season it, pack into
be eliminated so that the line would
day. The following letter received hy jars witli some stock and process. It
—
all
of
which
is
impossible
on
a
twen

co itinue as it started, in a due east and
Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter, con
Cousin Ralph towering over him,
west direction. The triangular area ferred the most excellent and Royal ty-five dollar salary. It wasn't long ready to pick him up and put him out the United States Department of Agri is very good tliat way and for a change Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
that would be added to the State would Arch degrees Thursday evening on Al before she began to accept her friends' side tlie door. It was so delicious to culture from the “wife of a dirt farm I add poll;, onions, etc., and make a
er," as she calls herself, gives some meat loaf when I open tlie chopped
be bout 240 miles tong by bout 30 miles fred Raymond, Pierce White and Fred invitations, and Jimmy, coming home
BANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
Jimmy tliat he couldn't help prolong
idea of what tills work involves. This meat.
wft.l at the point of greatest breadth.
Greenlaw.
A banquet was served at from work, would find Cousin Peter,
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
ing it.
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays At
the close of the ceremonies
woman lives on a Kansas ranch of 7,or
Cousin
Ralph,
sitting
by
the
radia

“
After
all
the
meat
Is
used,
I
wash
“ ‘Ralph,’ lie protested weakly. ‘I’ve
Bottled Up By Narrow Strip
!» M for BuMon.
Mrs. Inez Cor.ant left Saturday for tor sipping tea with his wife and she
000 acres, many miles from a railroad, out the pressure canner, put the hones LOO
Return—Leave Boston Tueedavs and Fridays
always treated you fairly, haven't I?’
•The important consideration is that Boston.
hut her home is as modern in every and about three gallons of water in, it 5.00 P. M I/ea-e Rockland Wednesdays and
telling
him
wtiat
a
fine
time
they'd
this long narrow triangle is all that
•‘ ‘I guess so,’ said Ralph' goodSaturdays at 5 tiO A M.; Camden 5 45 A. M.;
Rev. E. B. Stebbins, the new pastor
separates Arizona from the sea—the □f Union Church, w-as greeted with a had aud how they must go again soon. naturedly, feeling sorry for the little respect and more convenient than fasten and process at 15 pounds lor Belfast 7 15 A M.; Binksport 3 00 A. M. J
Winterport 9.30 A M
You know what that sort of thing sawed-off creature. ’We’ll talk that many homes which are only a few about 40 minutes, take the hones JueReturn
Gulf of California, huge arm of the very large congregation on Sunday,
-Leave Winterport Mondays and
Pacific. Add it to Arizona, and over March 18. Ills subject for the morn leads to. Sir, I tell you there isn't over later. Now git, before I lay feet from a railroad. This home was which are almost blanched out, and rhuistilvs at 10 00 A M for Bos'oi* and w^y
built for a particular family and tlie can the stock for soup. It is very andlngs. due the following morning about
night the State would desert the 27 ing service was from Matthew, chapter once in a million times but what worse
hands on you.’
Inland commonwealths and join the 21 4. verse 19. "Follow Me and 1 will make comes of it. Jimmy wasn’t a fool. He
plan fits the life of the family. The rich and goes a long way in making 7.00 A. M
"'Wait a minute!’ yelled Jimmy,
that border on salt water. With its you fishers of men." For the evening,
used to argue with his wife and cry, dodging behind a chair. ’Didn’t I tell routine of housekeeping is as simple soup.
MT. DESERT & BLUEHILL LINES
hundreds of thousands of tons of min the text was, "Verily, Verily, I say
as it could he on a big ranch, and the
“I can headcheese, sausage, liver
BAR HARBOR LINE
erals to ship, the State is now bottled unto you. except a man be born again, and tliat made her despise him tlie you not to come here again? Well,
furnishings
are
simple
hut
most
effec

sausage, etc,, in tlie canner and it is
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A. M for
up by a narrow region undeveloped and he cannot see the kingdom of God.” more. So Jimmy set his wits to work. don't you think it would have been
tive. Tlie wife is actively interested such a relief not to have so much North Haven Stonington, Sou,Invest Harbor,
First he tried ordering Cousin better not to have come?’
little likely to be developed by its pres There was special music by the ladies
Harbor, Seal llarbor, due Bur Harin farm bureau and especially in the fresh meat tliat must he used up Northeast
ent owner. It is fell that even the des trio with Mrs. Helen Sanborn Arey at Ralph out of the apartment. Cousin
»or 11 A M.
"’See here, Jimmy, I’m getting tired
Re;urn
—
Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays At 8 0S
home
activities.
olate, practically trailless desert, and the organ. Solos by Rev. Mr Stebbins Ralph stared at him.
quickly.
of you,’ said Cousin Ralph angrily.
k M for Rockland and way landings.
the lack of natural harbors on Ihe Gulf were rendered very pleasingly and im
“I had about 30 pounds of soap
"Have finished my meat canning. I
You want to break my friendship 'Now, for the last time, will you go?’
BLUE HILL LINE
would not deter Yankee enterprise and pressively. He has an exceptionally
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M foi
“’I didn't want to hurt you, Ralph,’ corned 51 pounds and canned 75 quarts made from tallow-, uncooked process,
Yankee engineering ability from laying fine voice which he uses fittingly with with Marion?” he exclaimed. “What,
Dark
Harbor,
Bggetnoggin, South Brooksville
und
while
it
is
a
little
hard,
It
makes
order me not to see her again 1 Why. protested Jimmy, ’seeing tliat you're of meat and stock. We like the meat
down a trail of steel and constructing his service.
Sargentvllle. Deer Isle. Brooklln, South Bluea splendid suds and cleuns well and •nil. due Bluehill 11.45 A M
better
when
it
is
browned
well
in
the
you
little
runt,
we
played
together
be

Marion's
friend.
But
I
suppose
I've
quays or piers at which ocean steamers
Walker Fifield spent the weekend in
Return—Leave Bluehill Mondays al 8.00 A.
oven before canning. After It is has no scent.”
would soon be loading, furnishing the town.
fore you were born."
got to let you have it now.’
Mir Rockland and way landings
cheap transportation that bulky pro
At Boston connection is made via the Met
“ ‘Have It?’ yelled Cousin Ralph.
Which w-as strictly true, Marion be
Mrs. George Smith returned recently
ropolitan Line express freight steamers foi
ducts demand.
from Whitinsville.
ing two years older than Jimmy. And 'Have what?"
Sew York and points South and West.
done
they
should
be
taken
out
nnd
"The areas of most states are well
A most enjoyable evening was spent Cousin Ralph, who stood six feet two,
“ 'This,' answered Jimmy, quite
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
known, even the parts sparsely popu by those who attended the Weight
drained,
and
the
core
caYlty
Is
tilled
Portland-New York Freight Service
pleasantly, and let go with Ids right.
lated. It is hard for dwellers in many Ball at the Armory Wednesday even picked Jimmy up playfully and stuck
with
jelly.
The
apples
are
served
with
Dl.
’
cc
’
Freight
Sep Ice between Portland and
“Down went Cousin Ralph on tlie
other portions of the United States to ing. This was under the auspices of him on the radiator, while Marion
Sew York ia resumed from the New State
“hard" sauce made of butter and Pier.
floor,
nnd
when
he
got
up
he
thought
Portland,
Me.
realize, therefore, that not only is this the Silent Sisters. A box suppet was laughed until her sides ached.
sugar.
Through rates and direct track connection!
triangle of Mexico a terra incognita, served at intermission. Music by
After Cousin Ralph was gone Ma tlie roof had fallen on 1dm. Jimmy
When a hatch of jelly has fyr some with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
but that the portion of Arizona which Lane's trio.
roads
rion expected Jimmy to cry. He didn't let him get up and then—bang! Only
snKRMAN, Supt, Rockland, Maine.
Sandwiches Are Popular for the reason failed to set as firmly as one RF. SS SHERMAN.
adjoins it is almost equally so. Most
The Washington Club met with Mrs. cry, though. He didn't say anything one blow. Down went Cousin Ralph
Agent. Rockland. Maine.
would
like,
there
are
still
many
uses
of the region south of the Southern Pa Leslie Smith Saturday evening. Sup
Children’s Lunches.
about it, and that feazed Marion a bit. again, and this time he was out for
for
it.
A
glassful
of
soft
fruit
jelly
cific Railroad may be thought of as a per was served.
She wasn’t a bad woman by any good, with a fractured Jaw. As for
Vinalhaven & Rockland
desert on which small broken rocky
in a punch supplies both sweetening
A birthday surprise party was given
Jimmy, he telephoned for an ambu
ranges of mountains have been super William Chilles Saturday evening means, only her values were twisted,
und fruit flavor. A few spoonfuls of
Steamboat Co.
*
imposed. In the valleys between the Luncheon was served which included a and she hadn’t quite grasped the idea lance and had Cousin Ralph taken to Ho Remembrance Is More Universally soft tart jelly beaten into whipped
tlie hospital.
craggy mountains are numerous patch large birthday cake. The decorations of being married.
Appreciated Than Glass of Pure
The direct route between
cream gives a delicious flavor. Tarts
“I don’t know what happened after
es of fertile soil, but little rain falls were appropriate to St. Patrick's Day
Next day Jimmy went to Professor
Homemade Sweetmeat Per.
tilled with the jelly and baked are ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
and there are practically no running About 20 friends were present.
that,
except
that
they
moved
down

STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLANO
Coburn—that tall man over there with
feet in Texture.
good for dessert. Tlie Jelly can he
streams—only dry stream-beds which
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Osgood were the dumbells. He lias a physical de town a little later, Jimmy having been
used as a sauce for hlanc-nninge, lint
now and then carry water for a few given a shower party on Tuesday
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
promoted to manager at seventy-live (Prepared by the United States Department
cakes or ice cream. It may be served
hours until it is lost in the sand, and evening. They have recently begun velopment class.
(Subject to change without notice)
per.
Marion?
Why,
she
positively
of
Agriculture.)
“ ‘Can you train me so that I can
a very few water-holes.
j with cream cheese or cottage cheese IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1923
housekeeping in the Davis residence on
There are Innumerable uses for
Leaves Swan’s Islaud daily except Sundays
knock down a six-footer?’ asked worships him, and to look at them
| for lunch. With hot bread or in sand
Star
street
and
were
kindly
remember

you would think they had always jelly in every household, points ont the
it 5 30 A. M fonSfonlngton./Nsorth Haven,
Uncle Sam's Communists
| vviches the jelly is as useful as if it Vinalhaven
ed with gifts both useful and orna Jimmy.
and ReckJand
been the happiest couple in the world United States Department of Agricul
“Both north and south of the border mental hy about 30 guests who wished
“Professor Coburn looked at him. Look: That's him—that little man ture. Not only when the jelly is firm were firm, and for jelly roll or layer
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M., for
this region is given over almost wholly them a long and happy life together
North Uavtn, Stonington, and
cake it is easier to spread than a stiff Vinalhaven.
’Why, I can train you to whip any with the sandy hair aud one arm big
to Papago Indians with communistic Refreshments were served.
Swan’s Island.
and Successful. hut even when it has
jelly. Mixed with coconut tlie jelly
W. S WHITE,
thing in your own weight,’ he an ger than the other. He always comes
customs who range cs freely as did
not “jelled’’ properly, may he utilized
Union Church Circle will hold their
General Manager
may he used to line a dessert mold,
their remote ancestors, needing to give usual supper on Thursday at 5.30 swered. ‘But weight counts for a good to our athletic shows. And that’s liis economically.
Rockland, Mulne, Jan’y 6, 1923.
adding I,nth to the flavor and appear
in their desolate homeland, little or no o'clock. Prayer meeting will be held in deal. It isn't easy for a man five three wife. Stunning sort of woman, isn'
Bread and jelly or jelly sandwiches
thought to border-lines or to the gov the vestry at 7 o’clock.
ance of tlie disii. The ingenious cook
to knock out a man six feet.’
she? No, 1 don’t see Cousin Ralph.”
will of course he popular for children's
ernmental machinery- of states and na
will think of many other ways of
“ ’He's six feet two,’ said Jimmy.
Joan d' Arc Corps of Girl Reserves
(Copyright.)
lunches throughout the school year.
tions. The region—both American and
using her jellies to introduce variety
Miss Georgie Piper, leader, entertained 'Suppose a man six feet two were
1’ossihly this is the first thought in
Mexican—is known roughly as ‘Papa
into the menu.
Betsy Ross Corps and Sir Galahad struck by a battering ram. Would he WOOD CARVING ANCIENT AR
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
gueria,’ and is seldom traversed hy
tlie mother’s mind as she gradually
--------------- ---------Corps at the vestry on Tuesday go down?'
white men.
fills
her
preserve
shelves
during
tlie
C.
M.
WHEELER, D.C. Ph. C.
evening.
Music, games and stunts
“Through it the International bound
“ ‘He would,’ said the professor.
Ample Evidence That It Was Common season.
Her next thought will un POTATO SOUP QUICKLY MADE
were enjoyed and refreshments served
Chiropractor
ary extends, the ultimate in arbitrary
“ ’Then,’ answered Jimmy, ‘make my
in the Earliest Days of Egyp
doubtedly turn to jellies which accom
A youngster who deserves honorable
400 MAIN STREET - - ROCKLAND
lines. Swerving neither to the right
right
arm
and
shoulder
into
a
batter

Recipe
Given
for
Dish
That
Is
Easily
pany meat—the firm, transparent
tian Sculpture.
Graduate Palmer School of Chiropractic
nor to the left it extends, a straight, mention is Carl, little son of Mr. and ing ram, please. Never mind the rest
Concocted and Served Hot at
Office Hours:
ones that dress up a meal so easily
geomerical line, running up sheer cliiTs Mrs. L. E. Williams. He is in the
Mondays.
Wednesdays. Fridays, 10-12, 2-5, 7-8
of me; just put it all into that.’
School for Lunch.
Probably every
Wood carving was common in very wiien guests come.
ahd over craggy peaks, hurdling great kindergarten grade and has not been
Tuesdays, Thursdays, 10-12, 2-5
“Well, sir, the way Professor Co early Egyptian sculpture. Some of housekeeper intends a certain propor
Saturdays 10-12
Tel. 886
villages and tiny arroyos, crossing des absent a day this term.
Miss Josephine Grey returned Satur burn developed tliat little runt’s right
A good soup that can be quickly
erts, lava flows, and sand dunes, until
the most realistic statues of the an tion of her supply of tart dinner jel
arm and shoulder was surprising. lor cient empire were carved in wood lies to be used us holiday gifts for tier made and served hot at school for Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
it’ strikes the Colorado River some fif day from Portland.
The Buddies were entertained Sat
teen miles below Yuma. And it is
about ten weeks Jimmy would slip in such as tlie so-called “Sheik-el-Beled friends, for no remembrance is more lunch is recommended by the United
Osteopathic Physicians
urday
evening
at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Am

Imaginary as well as arbitrary. Little
at the noon hour and again for a few and liis wife, and a number of others. universally accepted than a glass of States Department of Agriculture and
brose
Peterson's
home.
Supper
was
3« UNION STREET. ROCKLAND, MAINE
monuments from three to five miles
minutes on his way home, and work Wood was a convenient ground for pure homemade jelly, perfect in tex made as follows:
■ HOURS: 9:CU A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
apart mark its progress, but these are served.
the dumbell and punch at a bag, and polychromatic decoration; thut is, ture and attractively packed.
2 teaspocnfuls but
1 quart milk
EVENINGS *. SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
often obscured; and the Indians and
Telephone 136
get ids arm massaged. He learned to treating the carved figure witli a thin
cupful grated po
ter or other fat
the occasional white or Mexican trav
A basket of six jellies, possibly 1 tato
RAZORViLLE
A few drops of
haul himself up by it, and to climb coating of plaster upon which tlie art made from different fruits, makes an
elers, may, and do cross and recross it
Ps teaspoon fuls of
Onion juice
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
frequently without knowing its loca
Missionary W. E. Overlock went to ropes by it, and so on. He didn’t work ist lias placed his colors. This was ideal Christmas or anniversary pres
salt
tion, and with no guards or officials to Somerville Wednesday to officiate at any other part of his body—just that very popular among Egyptian artists. ent.
Diseases of the Eye;
Individual size jars or glasses
.'.dif the potatoes to the milk. Bring
question them.
the funeral of Dell Campbell. He con
arm und shoulder. All his strengtli Iu Greece wood carving probably was are best when making a gift of jelly
to
the
boiling
point,
then
add
the
fat,
Refractions, Etc.
ducted the funeral services of Mr went into thut, und he became quite the earliest form of archaic sculpture.
to a person who lives alone, who would salt and onion Juice. Serve with or
407 MAIN STREET
Saved Wolf and Beetle
Campbell’s wife on Monday, March
round-shouldered and crooked, but Ma Tlie later Greeks and Romans used It enjoy u hit of jelly occasionally at a
Hours. 9 to 12 A. M.: I to 5 P. M.
“The Mexican triangle of Papagueria
without straining. This serves about
Nelson Lermond is critically ill.
Residence,
21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J
rion was too taken up with her amuse comparatively little, but among tlie meal, hut would have trouble using
Office Telephone 493.W
which it is proposed to add to Arizona,
six children with medium-sized por
The heavy rain of Friday settled the
ments
to
notice
it.
most remarkable works of early Chris up a larger glass.
is even a more inhospitable country snow so it is possible to see oc
tions. about a cupful each.
Allow
'”1 think you’ll do now,’ says Pro tian sculpture are the carved wooden
than the border region. In addition to casionally a little bare ground under
Firm tart jelly cun be used in mak one and one-half cupfuls for large por E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
the features of the latter, it embraces some of the trees in some of the mos
fessor Coburn one day. ‘There aren't doors of Santa Sabina. Rome.
ing jelly omelet, jelly muffins, jelly tions.
Office: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON
a district thirty by forty miles sheltered spots.
many men could stand up to a punch
Wood curving was revived in tlie doughnuts, jelly tarts, or pastry I
Office Hour,:
to 3 and 7 ta 0 P. M
covered by extinct volcanic cra
Missionary W. E. Overlock went to from tliat shoulder of yours. I guess Eleventh century iu the north of Eu
squares covered witli jelly. In muk- I
ters and an ancient lava flow, and hun Liberty Thursday afternoon to officiate we’ve taken all the rest of your mus
Resilience until 9 A. M. and by Appointment
rope—Scandinavia. Germany and parts ing jelly muffins, part of tlie hatter is
dreds of square miles of great towering at the funeral of Horace Nash.
Telephones: Residence. 41-4; Offle* 140
cles and put them into it. What is it of France. Tlie material was not only
sand dunes that create a landscape like
dropped in the tin, a cube of jelly is ’
Alonzo Farrar is home from the —a girl?’
used in its native simplicity, but was put In the middle, and the rest of tlie
that of parts of the Sahara. On the Maine Central Institute on a short va
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
“ 'My wife,’ says Jimmy, looking as covered with canvas or cloth, stuc batter is put on top.
highest lava peaks of Pinacate, say the cation and is spending it with his
old Papago legends, their ‘Elder Broth grandmother, Mrs. Addie O. Farrar.
coed and painted.
Wood carvings
if he was going to cry again.
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
Delicious
confections
can
he
made
er’ landed from his cask after the del
—and—
Lester Black made a business trip to
“ ‘Whew!’ says the professor. ‘Best termed tlie most important part of of cubes of over-stiff jelly. By using
uge and after floating around the world Waldoboro Saturday, returning the take another week to make sure, my German sculpture in the Fifteenth and
X-RAY OPERATOR
Save Hour bags to put white clothes
toothpicks
to
handle
them
tliey
cun
four times. While his solicitude for same day and reports very hard trav
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
lad. I’d like to see it when it comes Sixteentli centuries, and stone sculp tie dipped into sweet chocolate melted away in for tlie winter.
animals was not as extensive as that eling.
...
ture was influenced by it.
Telephone 123
off.’
of the Hebraic Noah, he at least man
over hot water and set on paraffin I
,
Willard E. Overlook recently re
------------ -—---------------/ . ■■ .
. i
, .
lo make good ten never use water -------------------“At the end of anottier week Jim
aged to save a coyote and a beetle. ceived a letter from Melvin Hall for
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
paper to harden. Special chocolate ]
Differences of Opinion.
lias bulled a long time.
The Papagqp formerly were sand peo merly of South Liberty who went to my's arm was in tip-top shape and he
for candy-coating may be purchased
JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
ple,’ living in the sand dune region near school to Mr. Overlock years ago. He started looking for trouble. Cousin
A liltle woman came into one of
in most grocery stores.
Bright-col
COMPLEE
DRUG
AND
SUNDRY
the lava fields, with headquarters at is chef at the Royal Victyria at Ralph and Cousin Peter were still act the University new style cars with
Spirits
of
nitre
applied
to
a
fever
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
the lew small water-holes. This re Nassau, Bahamas. Mr Hall writes ing as Marion's escorts, and they had her big husband. “Nice cans,” suid ored firm jelly may be used as a gar blister will check its development.
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DEVELOPING,
PRINTING AND
EN
gion is now practically deserted, the that the weather is uncomfortably hot got so far they didn't take any notice the husband, spreading out ills legs nish for cold meats or desserts, if cut
■• * •
LARGING.
in fancy shapes, and lias tlie advan
Papagos living by dry-farming and there. Tile community wishes he
contentedly.
The
little
woman
felt
of Jimmy at all when they called.
To remove chocolate or cocoa stains 370 Main St., Rockland. Me.
stock-raising farther east and north could send us a little of this hot
tage of lieing not only decorative, hul
and making journeys coastward only weather if nothing more that the Ba Each had forbidden him to come in for tlie floor, but her feet were two palatable. A bit of jelly un the top of wash tlie part affected in cold water,
when tliey were there. So he thought inches at least above it.
at intervals for salt.
hamas are noted for. *
each portion of “floating island" or i then pour boiling water over.
GEORGE W. FOSTER
“Tlie seats are too high,” she de
* • •
"There is no general knowledge of
Alfred C. Vanner who has been in it all out, and, when he was ready, in
otiier custard dessert adds to its at
good natural harbors along the portion poor health nearly all winter is gain lie walked.
clared.
Save
the
water
potatoes,
rice
or
Dealer in Pianos
tractiveness und food value.
of the Gulf of California that would be ing.
“Uh, I don’t think so,” said her hus
“ ‘Well, James, what do you want?’
macaroni lias been cooked in. It is us
Ratter
cakes
of
tender
texture,
light
included in the proposed triangular ad
Fine Tuning
band, “tliey are low enough for the
asked Marion crossly.
making gravy.
ditior to Arizona, but probably there
and tliln, are excellent when spread good as milk for
• • •
“‘Want!’ repeated Jimmy in sur average person.”
75
Cedar
Street. Tel. 572-M.
would be little difficulty in constructing
NORTH WARREN
“I don’t think so,” insisted the witli good jelly, rolled up and covered
prise. ’Why, I don't want anything in
Allow 15 minutes for the roasting of
harbor facilities either along Bahia
witli
(Hiwdered
sugar.
Tlie
cakes
woman. "I think the company should
Adair which would mark the southern
Wesley Jameson of St. Paul, Minn., particular. This Is my apartment,
should he about tlie size of an ordi each pound of beef if liked rare or
provide foot rests.”
boundary of the addition, or northward made a short visit with his uncle, F. O. isn't it?’
20 minutes for a well-cooked roast.
ARTHUR L. ORNE
“Yes,” replied the husband sarcas nary saucer. A very delicious dessert
“Marlon looked at Cousin Ralph
toward the head of the Gulf. The larg Jameson, recently.
• • •
in
which
jelly
appears
is
made
hy
par

er sand dunes are twenty miles from
A. J. Tash of Chester, who has been and lie looked back at her, and they tically, “velvet-hassocks would do.’’—
Insurance
A man’s striped silk shirt worn out
ing and coring apples of some vari
the shore near the Gulf head and an stopping with his sister the past six broke out into a perfect howl of laugh St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
just
below
tlie
collar
baud
und
Just
Successor
to A. J. Erskine & Co,
ety
tliat
will
bold
their
shape
well,
equal distance from the Colorado River. weeks, returned to his home Friday.
ter.
above the cuffs, can he cut into an at 417 MAIN ST. - - ROCKLAND, ME,
The most feasible railroad route prob
and
cooking
them
in
a
sugar
sirup
till
Eugene Tash, who fell and broke his
“ ‘Say, Jimmy, you take my tip,’ said
Stealing Home.
tractive blouse.
ably would be from the neighborhood hip in the .winter, is improving.
Hale—Did your wife hear you when tender. The sirup is made in the pro
Cousin Ralph. ‘Beat It back again—
of Yuma, extending roughly parallel to
Twenty-one members of White Oak
portion
of
one'
cupful
of
sugar
to
two
pronto. See?’
you sneaked in the house last night?
L. R. CAMPBELL
the river.
Plant the lemon seeds in a flower pot.
grange attended Seven Tree Grange
“Jimmy sat down in a chair anil put
Hardy—Yes, hut she thought I was cupfuls of water, and is boiled a few Tliey will grow quickly, and while this
last Wednesday evening. For all the
minutes before tlie apples are put in. j
Attorney at Law
bad weather and traveling a fine time his handkerchief to liis eyes and burst a burglar. When she woke up this
forms a pleasing decoration for the'
into tears. It was tlie first time lie morning she said she would never There should be enough sirup to cover kitchen window the leaves will be Special Attention to Probate Matters
was reported.
Mrs. Edwin Kalloch is in poor health. had ever done tliat In Cousin Ralph's scold me again I'^'ause I had scared tlie apples and the pan should lie cov- i found useful for flavoring sauces, etc.
375 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
Harry Mank is spending his vacation presence, and it scared him a little. As the burglar away and saved her life. ered during cooking. When they are I

a

WANTS

SEAPORT

MAKE WO^K EASIER1^

DIFFERENT USES FOR
JELLY IN HOUSEHOLD

Professional EBusiness Cards

NEURALGIA.

IW

or neadache—rub fore” head, temples and back
of neck with Vicks. Klelt
a little in a spoon and
inhale the vapors.

VapoRub

Oner /

7 Million Jart Uteri Yearly

with his grandparents at the village.
Mrs. Laura Daniels of East Union
and Mabel Fuller were called to Boston
last week by the death of their brother,
LaForest Fuller.

7. That cough or cold in the head
can be ended easily by Hyomei. No
stomach dosing. Breathe it through
the nose and mouth. Money back if
it fails. All druggists.—adv.

Telephone that Item of news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
reader* will aee It

FULL LINE OF

COLUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
ROCKLAND. MAINE

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
With th. Maine Music Company

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Lav

ASH POINT
Mr. and Mrs. George Hurd have been
called to Cambridge, Mass., by the ill
ness of their soih
Mr. and Mr|.
Crowley and Mrs.
Alice Brown have been in August i for
a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Heard were
called to Rockland Thursday by the I
illness of their daughter Katie.
Harland Hurd has returned to his
home in Rockland after a few days
stay here.

SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

WA NTK I>
to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.

V.

F.

STUDLEY

279-285 MAIN STREET

»k-tf

Telephones—Office 468.

House 603-W

EDWARD K. GOULD

Attorney at Law
COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN ST,

I

Rockland Courier-Gazetfe, Tuesday, March 20, 1923.

Every-Other-Day

Paze Five

THEY’LL DO IT

The members of Pratt Memorial M.
E church are out this week to raise
their annual budget, which minus ex
pected receipts, amounts to 17500. To
morrow and Thursday are set apart
for the drive,
Wednesday evening, at 6.15 there
will be a banquet to team members.
Music and campaign songs. At 7.30,
address by Rev. Ralph Hayden of
Camden. Thursday evening, supper
will be served to team workers at
6.15 and at 7 o’clock returns will be
annoueed. Every member and friend
of the church should be present on this
evening.
One doesn't find $7500 on every bush
these days, but the campaign can
scarcely fail, when you stop to con
sider an organization like the follow
ing:

Make a Point to Buy

FIRST IMPRESSIONS COUNT

Methodists Want To Raise
$7500 In Their Budget
Campaign Tomorrow and
Thursday.

That’s why zo many thousands serve

MARY GRAHAM BONNER.

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

. corrhQHi »i vntttN www ywtow

ORANG-UTAN

Week days—9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sundays—2 p. m. to 5 p. m.

TJie ladder of life is full of splinters
but we never realize it until we begin
to slide down. Keep climbing.
• • • •
•Who’s Who in America" for 19221523, and “The New International En
cyclopedia.” 1922 edition, have been
Killed to the Reference Department.

* • « •

CANNED GOODS;

<1823>

in their homes. The first SUPERBA Gknned Goods
they tasted, tasted GOOD—SUPERB For their table
YOUR

EXPERIENCE

WILL

SPRUCE HEAD

NOT

BE

A;t

VARIANCE

WATERMAN’S BEACH

Make your guesses. Will Mrs. Ath
erton’s “Black Oxen” or Miss Bailey’s
The Pirn Lantern" be at the top of
the next list of best selling novels? Or
111 Zane Gray’s “Wanderers of the
Wasteland” hold the first place which
it won in January? Apparently the
novel race is among these three at
piesent.

> —~
Wednesday. March 14.—The mail ar
Rev. II. It. Winchenbaugh called S’mdya on Mrs. J. II. Foster, who Is seri rived on time titfay, but the Beach road
mail was delivered on snowshoes.
ously Ill.
Mrs. J., II. Olson has returned home George Snow tbok Mr. and Mrs. Drinkfrom a. three weeks visit with her hus water to Rockjand Tuesday in a pung
band at Hampton Beach Coast Guard and brought them back o. k. until he
struck the nocth end ot the big snowStation.
• • ♦ »
Mrs. Catherine Waldron is still ve y tunnel that reaches front our house to
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Herbert Quick, author of “Vander- ill She has been confined to the bed the old Clark Cellar, then they all got
A. W. Gregory, Chairman
mark’s Polly,” which many include about ten months.
out and walket} through the tunnel,
among the six best American novels of
There has been much sickness here where the snow is three feet above the
L. N. I.lttlehale
TV. I. Ayer
1922, has Just finished a new novel the last few weeks.
top of the stone wall.
John Brubaker
David Beach
railed “The Hawkeye,” which BobbsHarry Cowinfc received a letter from
Mrs. M. W. Simmons is recovering
Dr. R. tV. Bickford
Itnlph Clark
Sirs. David Beach
Mrs. Rebekah Ingraham Merrill Co., will bring out in due time. from her recent ill turn. Her niece, Seattle under dgtc of February 27, from
It is the story of a young Iowan, and Mrs. Edith Day of Friendship is with ltis brother Chicles, who said they had
BUSINESS MEN’S COMMITTEE
the era is that of the Civil War. Of her.
two feet of snrpv there, something very
Leroy Chatto, Chairman
lat ■ Mr. Quick has been visiting Wash
Tlie Community Circle meets witli rare for that part of the country. He
ington,
where
he
served
for
two
years
Mo.. Bertha Elwell Wednesday after- said that it wars a great set back to
Team A—Roscoe Staples. Captain
on the Federal Farm Loan Bureau.
husii.ess. That little flurry of snow
noon.
James Hall
II. L. Dow
• • • *
Mrs. Susie Smith has 'gone to Matin- I would hardly build a snow-man in
W. V. Clark
Atwood Kennedy
“The Education of Henry Adams” icus for a few weeks stay.
j Maine this winter.
W. A. Kennedy
Wlllto I. Ayer
A. W. Smith
Benjamin Bartlett
is to be done in braille for the blind by
Mrs. Frank Wall has been visiting
Cap. Dunn and his crew took Mrs
Hetman Stanley
Charles Walker
the Red Cross, the transcription to be her daughter, Mrs. Cleveland Harv -y Cowing to Vinalhaven in the big Gov
Ahab Clark
Mr. Pettigrove
done by volunteer workers. The com- at Rockland
ernment boat last Saturday,
Mrs.
Josiah Norton
Augustus Dolliver
pleied volume will be placed in the Li
Spruce Head certainly has some Cowing's mother was seriously sick
Team B—Dr. R. W. Bickford. Captain
brary of Coingress where it will be at snow March 18, it tame within dvi and the roads .were drifted so it was
R. R. Ludwlck
Rev. F.. V. Allen
the disposal of the blind population of feet of the telephone wires on top of inipossible to get through and Capt
Leroy A. Chatto
E. P. Hawley
the United States. Blinded ex-service the hill near the Wilson cottage and in Dunn offered to take her over. They
Wallace Mi’ea
C. N. Chatto
men will have the first opportunity of the road anywhere it's from one to live made the round trip in about four
Capt. Elmore Strout
Dr. Win. Ellingwood
W. (». Williams
F. C. Flint
sing the book.
feet ’
hours.
F. A. Stanley
F. F. Trafton
* * *«
David Mann has had the trees cut
1 have found out who Richard
Francis Havener
A book mark issued by the Adriance on his property so A- !i Point and Ash ' Keating is, but it is a family secret and
Team C—Capt. J. A. Stevens. Captain
Memorial Library, Poughkeepsie, New Island can now be seen from the post- . I am not to let the cat out of the bag.
York, has the following printed on it: ofhee.
’ The many froneds of Capt. Charles
Leroy Fields
R. P. Conant
Pearl Look
L. V. Llttleha’e
Friends here were very sorry to learn Hall were sorry to hear of his death,
And now
€apt. David Connors
A. F. Wisner
That you have read this book
of the death of Capt. Charles E. Hall, Nearly everyone here knew the captain
Robert Stevens
I>r. H. V. Tweedle
And found it fair or tine.
Alfred Williamson and Fred L. Cousins. ' and his wife. The Hall cottage on ElRev. J. L. Corson
Ambrose Melvin
Remember it’s a public book,
Clarence Merrifield
Wallace Little
Mrs. Alonzo Connors and son Alonzo, ' well’s Point has been for many years
As little thine as mine.
Elmer E. Benner
G. J’. Rollins
Jr., have returned to Two Bush Light | a retreat for the young folks to enjoy
A book to guard and cherish
after a fortnight spent ir. Rockland, j an outing.
Team D—John H. Brubaker, Captain
Tbat all with equal right
where the baby received treatment at , Mrs. Charles Smith went to RockMay pass their judgment on,—
David Beach
Otho Hatch
Unhampered by our spite.
Silsby Hospital.
j land early this Friday morning with
A. W. Gregory
Fred Koster
George Long
George Hamlin
Friends here are sorry to learn thut William Dennison enroute to Matinle is
So, If you've added aught to tt.
Theodore Perry
Reginald Clements
Ernest Meservey is ill at the home of I to keep house for a small family of
Now. pray erase the statu ;
Frank Gardner
Samuel Rogers
Leave no mark of prejudice
his niece. Mrs. R. L. Chamberlain at < hildren. Mrs. Smith has a good home
E. H. Hatch
Chester Buck
Its
pages
to
profane.
James Ffske
Ralph Fowler
North Weymouth, Mass. Mr. Meservey here. Since the death of her husband
•
•
•
•
Fred Ludwig
C. X. Merritt
has been staying with another nie e. a few years ago she has worked among
Earl Conant
Clayton Wltham
The National committee for the pre Mrs. C. J. Murphy at Cambridge. His the summer people that have cottages
Gardner French
vention of blindness has sent out a (laughter Helen is with him at North here. She is called a first-class cook.
Team E—George Oreutt. Captain
warning to book and periodical pub Weymouth.
I have R. Waldo Tyler to thank for
lishers against the use of small type.
Winston Fifield
Hugh Little
A. G. Caddy and Fre.1 Cook are work postal card views of some of the snow
Wilbur Kennedy
Robert Tweedle
The statement is made that printing ing at Stonington on the big stone job piles in Rockland. I hardly think I
Henry Day
Frank Thompson
type of smaller dimensions than 10 there.
shall need them for a reminder, as 1
Carl Sewell
Robert Gregory
point, is becoming a serious factor
Laurence Barbour
Kenneth Whitehouse
Charles Johnson of Clark Island vit- shall not forget the storms of the win
Wendall Emery
Raymond Thompson
among the contributory causes of eye- ited at Otto Olson's Saturday.
ter of 1922-23 as long as 1 remember
Norman Waldron
Herbert Prescott
fatigue and impairment of vision, and
Mrs. Harrison Cowing and sins Vinal anything.
Billy Ellingwood
Parker Young
all large users or producers of printed and Austin have returned from Vinal
Charles Tweedle
Ernest Dow
Billy Caven navigated around the
Scott Melvin
Ernest Thompson
material are called to emphasize the haven, having been cailed there by the Reach road last night, arriving on time.
Joseph Long
Walter Ellis
fact.
A
very
strong
statement
is
made
serious
illness
of
her
mother.
The
‘
.
rip
The ice has left the Beach and the clam
Charles Freeman
Kenneth Overlock
of the tremendous amount of money to Vinalhaven was made in the Uni.el bank has opened up foi business. We
Roland Rackliffe
which is lost by advertisers and pub States Coast Guard boat and Mr. Dunn have had clam chowder and some
Team F—Ralph Clark, Captain
lishers through the waste circulation said they were one hour and fifty-five steamed clams. Don’t you bet that it
Myron McCartney
William Daggett
that results from the use of type faces minutes from fpru e Head to the didn’t knock that cold out of me pretty
Willis
Sullivan
Clifford Oliver
difficult to read because of the small sieam boat wharf at Vinalhaven.
quick.
Ah in Winslow
Alvin Willey
ness of design.
Mrs. J. K. Low has returned from a
Norman Barbour
Clarence Willey
I was somewhat surprised to read
• • • •
Aaron, Stevens
Albert Emery
few weeks visit with relatives a-ul II D. Crie’s statement about hatching
Maynard Wiggin
Edward Allen
No
man
can
open
his
mind
to
the
friends
in
Boston
out lobster eggs. He tells us it is a
George Long
Earle Freeman
spirit and teaching of the greatest
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Morrill and Mr. universally admitted fact that the
Andrew Larkin
Everett Hawkins
Leroy Radley
mi”ds without suffering an enlarge and Mrs. L. S. Godfrey are enjoying the processes of Mother Nature in the pro
Robert Dunbar
Cecil Wltham
Edward Wltham
ment of vision. A man can remain sunshine and warm weath r of Porto pagation pf animals in their kind can
Dona'd Annis
Kenneth Wiggin
small in a library only by refusing the Rico.
Harry Hersey
Freeland Staples
very seldom be improved on, even by
Ralph Fowler
noble fellowship which lies within his
Herbert Staples
the highest scientific art of our modern
Beruaid Oakes.
Elmer Leighton
each: he cannot haves companionship
scientists. Have 1 not been preaching
with inspiring persons and escape some WILL HONOR “FIRST Fr.lMTER” that for the past three or more years?
share in their nobler vision.—Hamilton
Yob will doubtless remember the little
Ladies’ Committee— Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham,
Wright Mabie.
The Work of William Parke in Vir clams not larger than your thumbnail
Chairman
• • • •
ginia to Be Recognized by
tha: I sent to the editorial office some
Team H—Mn. Roicoe Staples. Captain
Sir Frederic George Kenyon, director
Press Association.
years ago. I could send you plenty of
and
principal
of
the
British
Museum
Mrs. E. H. Hatch
Mrs. Annie Hanscon
crabs no larger than those clams, and
Mrs. L. A. Weiss
Mrs. A. D. Orne
since 1909, spent a little more than a
The memory of William Parks, fish spawn as large as a football that
Mrs. Leroy Fields
Mrs. Jennie Curtis
fortnight in the United States in Feb
Mrs. Leo Brault
Miss Minnie Smith
"First Printer to tlie Public,” first nature if left alone will turn into Osh.
ruary.
Mrs. H. C. Day
Mrs. Eben Mills
•
•
•
•
newspaper editor in tlie colony of Vir Of course nature would do this work
Mrs.
Clara
Stream
Mrs. Talior Douglass
witJout money and wihout price. That
Mrs. C. Winchenbaugh
Mrs. Lizzie Melvin
A criticism of Van Loon’s “Story of ginia, is to be houured with u sub would put a good many out of a job
Mrs. Charles Lewis
Mrs. R. A. Ingraham
Mankind” came out in the Murch num stantial scholarship ut William and and would be a money-saving problem
Team I—Nellie Murch. Captain
ber of "Public Libraries.” This critic Mary college, and with a tablet to be for the State.
Mrs. Willis I. Ayer
Mrs. Fred Ludwig
laims that this author is not in “sym erected upon the green in front of the
I received a very Interesting letter
Mrs. Sherman Eaton
Mrs. Ralph Conant
pathy with American institutions” and college campus, according to the today from Capt. J. W. Jellison. The
Mrs. Augustus Dolliver Mrs. Lizzie E. Boyles
does not understand the wholesome
Miss Minnie Prescott
Mrs. Lida Colson
terms of a resolution adopted at the captain is having a hard time -.his win
Mrs. Chas. Staples
Mrs. Chas. Winslow
free spirit of Young America.
recent annual convention at Staunton ter to keep the light burning and the
Mrs. Chester Stewart
Mrs. Geo. Orcutt
Mrs. Frank K. Gardner Mrs. Fannie Langmald
of
the Virginia Press association, tlie snow shoveled away from 'the door in
Mbs Lizzie Breadon
Miss Mary E. Erskine
order to get out. There were no strings
WARREN
New York World states.
Miss Lena Con ary
lo the letter and I am sending it along.
Parks, an Englishman, after a short It looks to me as though Capt. Jellison
Team J—Thelma Stanley. Captain
Mrs. George Newbert returned from
Mrs. W. A. Keunedy
Mrs. R. W. Bickford
Beverly, Mass., Saturday, where she stay In Maryland, was Invited by Gov. ard Capt. Mann could fill the bill writ
Mrs. Annis
Mrs. Grace Kellar
has
been a guest of her daughter, Mrs. William Gooch to establish a press at ing for the press as well as they can
Mrs. Henry Pierce
Mrs. Otho Hatch
Williamsburg. Coining to Virginia in care for Uncle Sam's lights.
Miss Esther Harrington Beryl Reever.
Mrs. Harold Thomas
• • , .
Mrs. Russell Wood
Mrs. Avaughn Ames
F. Crockett Brown spent the week 1730, he was, in 1733, appointed offi
Mrs.
Dana
Wright
Mrs. Newton LeGage
end as guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. F. cial printer and held that position
Capt. Jellison's letter Is dated at
Team M—Ella Lurvey. Captain
Overlock.
until his death in 1750, In 1730 he Calais March 10 and reads:
The play given last Thursday even began the publication of “The Vir
Friend Godfrey: 1 am taking the lib-i
Mrs. L. V. Littichalc
Mrs. Enoch Hawley
Mrs. Minnie Crozier
ing by Warren High School was well
Mrs. Ellen Hall
erty of sending you a post card of the
ginia
Gazette,
eontuinlug
the
Fresh

Mrs.
Surah
Thurlow
Mrs. George Long
received and many compliments ex
l.iglit Station on the St. Croix located
Mrs. Fred I. Lurve.v
Mrs. E. V. Allen
pressed on the manner of its execution. est Advices, Foreign and Domestiek.” a' Whitlock Mills. Here is where we
Mrs. Esther Caudage Mrs. Leon Philbrook
Mrs. Elizabeth Richards Miss Cora Hall
Jennice Haskell has iieen a guest of This marked the beginning of Journal iea-1 The Courier-Gazette and feel that
Mrs. McCartney
Mrs. Fred Koster
his aunt, Mrs. Jennice French of Cam- ism In Virginia.
a part of it is left out if no item from
Mrs. Susie Karl
Miss Laura Richards
len the past fortnight.
That Virginia should have lagged Waterman's Beach appears. I am qui’e
Miss Louise Philbrook Miss Faith M. Lurvey
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Foster und behind New England with respect tn Int -rested about that fleck of clams and
Team N—Lana St. Clair. Captain
laughter Hester were entertained at printing was due to the repressive at nil' be glad when they light down near
Miss Nettie Britt
Mlsa Mae Chase
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Moore titude of the governing authorities._ enough so you can take a shot at them.
Miss Alice Britt
Miss Elizabeth Britt
Synday.
Miss Harriett Trask
Mrs. Annie Trask
In 1071 Sir William Berkeley, the gov._ J indeed, a chowder would bring us back
Mrs. Shirley Rodins
Richard Emery was host at a very
Mrs. Vincle ( lark
to the days that have gone, when life
Miss Lillian Merritt
Mrs. Lyla Tibbetts
pleasant musicale at the home of Mr. ernor, in response to Inquiries touch was younger. I used ti he quite famil
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood Mrs. Harold Philbrook
ind Mrs. Addison Oliver Saturday ing the state of the colony, made hts iar with the islands il Mussel Ridge
Mrs. Arthur Wisner
evening with the following guests: oft-quoted comment on' free schools Channel but the past two and a half
Team T—Mrs. Ida Simmons, Captain
Mrs. James Feyler and Miss Mary and printing, thanking God that Vir years 1 have sojoured at this place,
Mrs. Freeman Stanley
Miss Alice Hovey
Rice of Thomaston, Miss Elsa Hayden. ginia was free from both. While the which no doubt is a ieautiful spot in
Mrs. J. W. Kent
Mrs. Minnie Rogers
Rockland. Mrs. Alice Gordon, Mrs. first actual use of the printing press summer, but this winter is a nightmare
Mrs. L. W. Simmons
Mrs. Eliza Hovey
Mrs. Adelbert Jameson Grace Spear. Mrs. Sarah Eugiey, In Virginia occurred In 1082. tlie steps all : long the coast, and especially here.
Mrs. David Beach
Mrs. Charles Bartlett Mts. William Young
Misses Harriet Hahn, Susie Hahn and
Tlie journal reads for December, av
Mrs. A. W. Gregory
Mrs. John Koster
to suppress the evil by the powers
leruei Hart of Warren. A buffet
erage temperature 10 degrees above
Mrs. Benj. Bartlett
Mrs. Chester Buck
Mrs. Margaret Shields
unch was served at Ihe close of the that were, both In Williamsburg and zero: for January 6 above; for Febru
Mrs. Minnie Miles
Mrs. Flora Day
London, were effective until the ar ary 3 to 7 below; or up to the 26th it
Mrs. N. A. Robinson
program.
Mrs. Mildred Richardson
Mrs. Ethel Richards
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Lermond of rival of Parks.
was 3 below, but Hie lust two days it
Team K—Mrs. Harry Dow. Captain
The first issue of the Virginia Ga was 16 above, so that helped it up
Bath were weekend guests of Mrs. Ilda
Russell.
zette appeared on August 0, 1730. < uitp a lot. And now March is handing
.Airs. Wallace Little
Mrs. F. R. Achorn
Mrs. Fannie 15. Brown and Miss After Parks’ death there was no out some pretty stroig cold. The 9‘h
Miss Katherine Rogers Mr*. Fred Vinal
lennie
Brown
were
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs. C. E. Merritt
Mrs. Dora Williams
break in the publication of the paper. the thermometer read S below and this
Mrs. Sadie Hanscom Mrs. Annie Lothrop
Mrs W. F. Overlook Sunday.
However, at the time of the revolu lnorrlng 14 below. It appears to me
Mrs. M. E. Graves
Miss Eva Roger:.
The S. P. D. Club had its annual
we have had enough of this iknd of
Mrs. R. R. Ludwlck
Mrs. Elmore fiuout
special jollification Saturday with a tion three Gazettea disputed the right stuff. Somehow my hands and ears
Mrs. Catherine Coombs Mrs. H. V. Tweedle
One of fee, the cold more than they did 50
fine dinner at the Knox Hotel. Thom to the Parka succession.
Team L—Llni* B. Smith. Captain
aston and an afternoon spent at The these was the first to print the news years ago. No doubt this would he a
Strand, Rockland. Those members of the Declaration of Independence.
good place for polar bears nn<UEski
Helen Benner
Freda Barns
Marguerite McLain
able to be present were Mr. and Mrs.
The dedication of the Parks tablet, mos. but a winter like this one is suffi
Carrie Fullerton
Blanch
Seavey
Blanche Simmons
James T. Robinson. Mrs. Mary Mont the date of which has not been fixed, cient for any reasonable person to re
Agnes Barnes
Fannie Dow
gomery. Mrs. Emily Hodgkins, Mrs will he signalized by exercises In member as long as he lives.
Myra Linekln
Burdell Strout
Sarah Starrett, Mrs. Kathryn Over which prominent journalists nnd ty
The storm of last Wedneday was one
Bernice Snowman
Pearl Borgerson
look, Mrs. Alice Watts, Mrs. -Mary
6f Jupiter’s productions, a real oilAmy Williamson
Rita Smith
pographers
are
expected
to
take
part.
Creamer, Mrs. Fannie Brown, Mrs.
fashioned northeaster, and it dumped
Ivy Chatto
Aaron Starrett. Mrs. Lucy Haskell.
mountains of snow oa us. It took me
Team 0—Mr*. F. C. Flint. Captain
Miss Celinda Spear, Miss M. Grace
two days to get out and at this writing
Miss Florence Du nt on
Mbs Lillian Baker
Walker and F. S. Montgomery.Meaning of Picnic.
it looks like more snow. Evidently the
Mrs. M. P. Rich
Miss Estelle Bartlett
Mrs. Thelma Jones of Thomaston
Mrs. Mary Hall
Mrs. Emma Clark
Most people know what it Is to en weather man thinks we like snow arid
Mrs. H. A. Dunton
Mrs. It. M. ('rouse
was a guest of her parents Sunday.
joy a picnic; not all can tell how tho he is willing to supply the world. 1
Miss Fortuna Thompson
Mr*. J. A. Stevens
Miss Mary Haskell broke her hip as name of this form of entertainment wish he knew I have enough.
Miss Myra Dyer
Mrs. David ( onuers
the result of a fall which she received
Mrs. Lucy Robinson
We have for our family two eagles,
Mrs. Kllura Hamilu
originated. The explanation accord
Saturday.
three crows, two bunnies, and several
Team X—Adelaide Trafton, Captain
ing to one derivation. Is simple. When squirrels. It has been quite interesting
Herniia Toothacher
a picnic was being arranged it waa lo feed them and note now quickly
Jessie Conant
Rutli Plummer
Margaret Long
the custom for those who were to bo they have learned that we wish to be
Beatrice Stockbridge
Gladys Staples
present to promise to supply food and friendly with them.
F? Harrington
Evet.vn Elwell
J. W. Jellison.
Mndolyn Rodgers
Lcssle Lownder
drink, a list of the things necessary
C. D. 8. G.
Frances Tweed'e
Helma Kisklla

fn

Lizzie Winslow
Ruth Koster
Avis Blackington
Frances March

Dora Plummer
Alice Koster
Edith Long
Hbma Bradstreet

Those small arts in The Courier
Gazette are rend by every body. That
ia why they are so popular and
effective.

TOWER S
FISH BRAND SUCKER

Its the Patented Features
AMr Special Materials

Workmanship tftntmafse

B^DIflference
LER5 EVERYWHERE KJWBtj
-'•MlTOWKCO.
"SI MN®

was drawj up and passed round, each
person picking out the articles he or
she would supply. The name of the
article was “nicked” on the list—that
la to say, a. mark was placed against
It. The open-air entertainment thua
came to he known as “Pick and nick."
The custom Is said to date from 1302.

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Tks Famous Sheet Mjsie you see adver
tised is ell the letdini mseezinee. Over
2260 selections—send ter catalogue.
MAINE MUSIC CO, Rockland. Ma.

Quality Ice Cream when buying Ice Cream for
your children. You can be sure it's pure, delicious
—All flavors—Brick or Bulk.

“Hello, Orang-Utan,” said Billie
Brownie, “I’ve come to call on you.”
’’Hello, Billie Brownie,” said tlie
Orang-Utan,. “I’m delighted to see
you."
"It is good of you to say that to
me,” said Billie Brownie, "for you
know you ore one of uiy favorite crea
tures. You are so bright and so
clever and so entertaining and so af
fectionate."
“Why thank you, thank you,” said
the Orang-Utan. "I am covered witli
confusion.
"And tliat doesn’t mean that really
there Is something covering me all over
that is like sawdust which I call con
fusion.
“It means that I am almost con
fused and mixed up aud bewildered at
being so flattered.”
“Dear me,” said Billie Brownie,
"how many words you know.”
"I hear them from the different peo
ple,” said the Orang-Utan. “They
come to the zoo aud they talk and I
watch them aud I copy them.
"I had lots of fun with a little girl
the other (lay. My keeper took me out
of the cage aud let me put my arm
around her^
“The liltle girl liked it, tv.
“Oh, she was much pleased that I
was affectionate with her.
“And then I teased her, too.
"I threw sawdust at her and sho
threw It back at me. We had a great
game.
“But dear me, Billie Brownie, here
I am talking away and I wanted to ask

SIMMONS & HAMMOND MFG. CO., Makers
Portland
Old Orchard
Waterville
Bangor

Look for tlie
STICKNEY CORNER
George Miller has moved his family
rom Warren to their house here and
has returned back to his work.
Mrs. William Creamer who has beer,
in Silsby Hospital the past two weeks,
“turned home Sunday. She is gaining
slowly.
Mrs. Elizabeth Rollins and Mrs. BurtPlie Sldelinger called on Mrs. it.
J. Sargent Wednesday.
George Rhodes of East Washington
was a business caller here Saturday.
Mrs. Lizzie Keene has been the guest
of ill’, and Mrs. George Creamer.
Abner M. Hill has had the telephone
installed in his residence. The ring is
6-11.
Mrs. Lexton Marik and daughter were
uests of Mrs. A. I.. Moore Sunday.
Adelard C. Cabana made a business
trip to Augusta Friday, returning home
Saturday.
Mrs. Annie Folsom remains in very
poor health.
Elmer Creamer has sold his driving
colt to Chester Grisson.
Merle Sidelinger has completed his
contract of cutting tooth pick wood for
Irvin Powell.
Ellsworth Achorn is stopping with
W. A. Rackliff who is in poor health.
Billy Marson celebrated his 12th
birthday Sunday. Ice cream and cake
were served.

S&H Dealer
Pierre Cartier’s

. Medicine
For COUGHS, COLDS and
GENERAL DISABILITY
Cod Liver Oil, Rum
and Honey
Build up a reserve power to
withstand cold and exposure.
Those in a run down condition
are most susceptible to colds and
sickness.

Pleasant to take and harmless.
*
FOR SALE BY
(<£), 1923, Western Newspaper Union.)

What you fear, you attract. Elimi
nating fear dues nut mean a total lack
ot caution, but it does mean freedom
from that which would hamper and
withhold you from success—Atkinson.

“She Threw it Back.”

you what was going on In Brownieland.
“Are you coming here soon agalu?”
“Soon
again.”
repeated
Billie
Brownie. “Why, dear me, do you want
me to leave now?
• Tliat is n funny tiling io ask me if
Tm coming soon again while Fui still
here, it isn't that you want me to
leave now, surely, and are wording it
as kindly as you can think of wording
It 7”
“Dear me, no,” said the Orang-Utan
“It did sound a bit strange.
"But then, though you say I’m
bright, 1 don’t know everything, you
see, nor how to say everything.
“What 1 meant to ask you
whether you meant to come with lots
of the Brownies before long as if you
did, some of the monkeys in tlie zoo
were going to give a circus for you
and we rather wanted to know wiien
that would lie so we could begin our
rehearsals and practices.
"You see, 1 thought of it the minute
I saw you and 1 suid to myself:
“ ‘Here Is a good chance of usklng
Billie Brownie when tliey all expei
to come ami see us so we can give
them a circus.’
“Tliat was what I was thinking
•bout.
"You understand, don't you?”
“Git yes, yes,” said Billie Brownie,
“and how wonderful it will lie to have
a circus given for us. How about all
tlie Brownies coming at daybreak two
weeks from today?”
“Fine,” said the Orang-Utan, “and
that will give us all time to practice
our tricks,
t
“And now I have a song to sing to
you, Billie Brownie.”
So tlie orang-Utau sang in his squeal
ing voice:
I'm

the

Orang-Utan

with

a

very

line

brain:
And a great deal ot admiration 1 gain
By the many tricks that I easily do,
From eating a meal to using a fork, too!
I'm friendly and happy and not like the
gorilly.
Who sulks and won’t eat and Is thor
oughly silly.

"You see,” the Orang-Utan ex
plained, “I w anted to make a rhyme
though the gorilla Is the name of tlie
gorilla, us everyone knows, und not;
gorilly!
“Please accept the Orang-Utsn'i
apologies for tlie sake of tlie rhyme.
“And come in two weeks to tlie
circus to he given for the brownies
with many fine stunts In every cage!"
Now Diogtnet May Rett.
A grocer ut Fontainebleau. France,
found two small bags containing $10,000 in gold and notes In an old camera
he bought at an auction sale. It hud
belonged to an aged priest, and tlie
grocer bunded the money to tlie dead
man's heirs.
.
A Melancholy Joy.
“I heard tlie most distressing bit
of scandal about Helen.” “I'm sorry
to hedr It. Do tell me.”
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;; Cf^\ IOGENES Looked For an
' > 11 J J Honest Nan. If He Had
■■
Been Wise Enough to
Advertise He Could
;: Have Sat Still and Waited For
;; Honest Men to Come to Him.
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SEASONABLE FOODS

C. W. SHELDON,
Rockland
WHITNEY & BRACKETT, Thom’tn
BOYNTON’S PHARMACY Camden
And at all other Good Drug Stores
lrt t May 3
ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY
Of Hartford. Connecticut
ASSETS I>E('. 31/ 1922

most attractive sauce to serve Stocks and Bonds ........ ...........
\ish in Office and Bunk .........
with cold lamb is
Vgil.ts’ Ba lances ........... ...........

1.8U.*,781»
364.551
609.370
58,970
10,571

A

'

Green O live, Mint lute: eat ani Rents ........ ...........
Al. oilier Assets ............ ...........

Sauce.—Take one-fourth
of ,a cupful of vinegar,
one-fourth of a cupful of
curb of orange juice and
chopped olives, one ta
blespoonful of sugar,
one-fourth of a cupful of
finely minced mint leaves.
Let stand after mixing
on tlie hack of tlie range
for un hour. Serve cold.
Lamb, Oriental Style.—Take one
pound of tlie shoulder of lamb, onefourth of a cupful of chopped onion,
one cupful of lamb broth, two cupfuls
of canned tomato, two cupfuls of string
beaus, pepper, salt and six tahlespoon
fuls of flour. Cut tlie lamb iu twoIncli pieces, brown in a hot, wellgreased frying pan, then put into a
casserole. I’ut the fresh.beans, onion,
tomato, salt and broth onto tlie
meat and cook until tender, well cov
ered. Remove tlie meat and vegetables
to tlie center of the platter; around
tills place a border of cooked rice
and pour the gravy around the rice.
Sprinkle witli parsley anil serve.
Bread, Cheese and Custard Dish.—
Tills is a good disii for supper or
luncheon: Spread slices of bread with
a thin coating of butter and sprinkle
generously witli grated cheese. Place
tlie bread in a well buttered baking
disii. Wiien bread and cheese suf
ficient to serve the family is placed
pour over a custard, using a pint of
milk, two eggs and a bit of salt and
paprika. Dust tlie top of tlie disii
thickly witli paprika and hake in a
moderate oven until tlie custard is
set. Serve hot from tlie disii. Properly
baked this dish will be like a. puffy
omelet,
r Chopped Steak en Casserole.—Put
two cupfuls of finel.v chopped steak In
h well-buttered casserole, season witli
celery salt. salt, pepper, mushrooms
and tomato catsup or Worcestershire
Surround tlie steak with rice, pour
over two cupfuls of boiling water and
hake for an hour nnd a lialf in a
moderate oven. Keep covered while
cooking. Serve witli tomato sauce or
brown gravy.

$6,443,110 . R
312,2 IS# 1»

Gross Asse.'s .............. ...........

lieduut items not admitted

Admhted

1°
35
03
37
04
77

1 S3

........................

Liabilities DEC 31. 1922
Vet I npuitl Losses ................... . $ 366,242 F2
2.672,320 !»3
[Ticlrned Premiums .................
510.420 M
LK other LtehlUties ...............
1,000,000 00
’ash (’a pi tai ............................
1.. 87.407 78
Surplus over all LiablMvics ..

Total Liabilities and Surplus. . $6,136,901 5.1
EDWARD W BERRY. Agent.
No. 40 Broad Street. Rockland. Maine.
28 T 34
MASONIC ACCIDENT INSURANCE CMPANY.
Springfield. Massachusetts
ASSETS.
KMBER 31ST, 1022
Stocks and Bonds ................... . $ :i,2.!'24 71
\tsli in Office and Bank .......
t 1.22 7 77
Vi’tni Balances ........................
308 5 1
Bills Receivable .......................
2.112 00
intcest and Rents ...................
4,696 i>2
7.589 26
VI1 oilier Assc.s......................

Cross Asse:s .......................... .
Deduct items not admiticd ...

Admitted Assets ..................
I.I VBIIJTIES !•»:« EMBER
Vet I npai«l Losses .................
1 'itari.nl I'rcniu.ii* ...............
\l' o'litT Liabili.ies ...............
Casl < a pita 1 ............................
Surplus over all Liabili.ies ...

$ 437.158
976
. ■
$ 1 16.482
31ST, 1922
$ i..;tJ7
167.374
23 028
■

Tefal Liabilities and Surplus $ 436,482 09
. .28-T-34
COMMERCIAL CASUALTY INSURANCE
COMPANY
Newark. New Jersey
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1922
Real Estate ............................ . $ 365,000
1,169.950
Mortgage Loans .....................
3,67 5,7 OP
Stocks and Bonds ...................
Cash in Office and Bank .......
200,994
A/t-r.fs’ Balances .....................
963 754
h.ierest and Rents .................
59,390
35,516
Ah other Assets ......................

Gross Assets .......................
Deduct items not admitted ..
Admitted ..............................
Liabilities DE< 31,
.Vet 1'npald Liiascs .................
LT earned Premiums .............
All other Liabilities.................
Cash Capital ..........................
Surplus over all Liabilities ..

. $6/191,838
1922
. $1,530,323
.
2,393,476
•462,039
1.OOO.OO0
1.000,900

Think of the advantages
you obtain in remodeling
urbuildingwithSheetrock.
Just nail the Shectrock
units directly to the studs
or joists, and you have dry,
clean walla and ceilings
ready for decorating:
paper, paint, panels. And,
because Sheetrock is made
from rock, it ia fireproof
nnd cannot warp. Aak to
aee Sheetrock.

28-T-34

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

W. H. GLOVER CO.
Rockland, Me.

$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 oents additional
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
ered at same time, add to the prlos
of first 1000, $4.00 and 1* oents post
age for each 1000.

$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
,

thi

8.

72

42
52

LO
00
00
96
00
00

Total Liabilities and Surplus . . $6,331,838 96
• Includes Voluntary Reserve of $103,1152.08.

For Pound size
Postage 15 oents addlUoaat

It Makes a CleanJob

00
00

$6,461,315 51
69,476 55

$4-50 per 1000 Sheets

“The Fireproof Wallboard”

09

00
9I
96
loo OOH 00
80.251 2’’

5EGULAT1ON ?IZB WITH NAME
ANU ADDHESS IF MAKER AND
NET WEIGHT, IN AGCORDANCI
WITH FEDERAL LAW.

SHEETROCK

62
53

For Half Pound size
Postage 10 cents additional

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 oents additional
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
ered at same time, add to the priM
of first 1(KM), $3.50 and 10 oents post
age for each took.

THE
COURIERGAZETTE.
Rockland Maine

THE

THOMASTON
Mrs. IT. It. White returned Monday
to her home in Brookline, Mass.
The Beta Alpha will meet this Tues
day evening in the Baptist vestry.
B. F. Frye is in Portland on a busi
ness trip.
Mrs. Emma Gram of Boston will be
the guest of Mrs. B. F. Frye during
her stay in town.
Miss Margaret Jordan, who has been
spending the past two weeks in Hart
ford and Boston, returned home Sat
urday.
Maynard Shaw of Lewiston spent
the weekend with his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. H. B. Shaw.
The Baptist Mission Circle will meet
with Miss Harriet Levensaler this af
ternoon.
Arthur Elliot has returned from a
brief visit to Boston.
Dr. C. II. Jameson left Monday noon
for Boston and New York.
Mrs. Arthur Elliot and Miss Harriet
Dunn are spending a few days with
Mrs. Henry McGunnigle in Augusta.
Miss Edna Watts has recently had
a radio set installed at her home.
• • • •
Bev. Benjamin Beatty left on the
early train Monday inoming to attend
a conference at Waterville. He will
return on Wednesday to conduct ser
vices in the Baptist church. Don’t miss
this opportunity to hear a forceful,
convincing speaker with a real gospel
message.
On the evening of Friday, March 16.'
a missionary play entitled "The Pill
Bottle" was given by the young peo
ple of the Thomaston Baptist church,
under the auspices of the Thomaston
Chapter of the World Wide Guild, Mrs.
Boy Hilton Short, director. Though
the evening was most unfavorable on
account of inclement weather the ves
try of the church was filled with in
terested spectators. The play, which
in an appealing way pictures the great
needs of the peoples of India, was
presented in, such a forceful and fin
ished fashion that the young people
may be induced 'to repeat the per
formance before an auditorium audi
ence sometime in the near future.
Great credit is given Mrs. Short for the
results of the evening. The cast was
printed in a recent issue of this paper.
Mrs. B. P. Browne of Rockland, State
Secretary of the World Wide Guild,
sang several selections. An offering
was taken for the puriKtse of helping
to send some Thomaston Baptist girls
lo the Summer School <f Religious
Education at Ocean Park.
Mrs. Grace Payson, who will open a
millinery and gift shop in Levensaler
Block Is displaying her hats at 3 Elliot
street until her store is ready for occu
pancy.
33-33
Mrs. Hattie Kelley H Hyler St., is
prepared to take orders for home cook
ing—cake, doughnuts, bread, brownbread, candy., etc. Telephone 1S2-4.
32-34

New sitring suits, coats and dresses
are being received at the Davis Gar
ment Store, corner of Main and Elm
streets, Rockland, almost every day.
thus keeping the stock fresh.—adv.

READ CAREFULLY

Financial Statement Concern
ing Thomaston’s Proposed
New School House.
In case the statement, which ap
peared in the Saturday issue of this
paper, for the purpose of proving that
the town is in an excellent financial
condition to undertake this year the
building of a much-needed schoolhouse
at a maximum cost to the town of $25,000, and moreover that such a building
IX)sitively will not increase taxes, ha;
escaped anyone’s attention, we are
publishing again the most striking
facts of that statement. Valuation of
town, $1,350,879; debt limit. $67,843.93;
total bonded liabilities, $24,500; present
bonding capacity, $43,343.95.
Proposed cost of building, $30,000 to
$35,000. Reckoning at the maximum
cost, $35,000, so as to he well within
limits, the School Building Fund com
mittee has on hand in cash and pledges
more than $10,000 to .be applied to the
cost providing the town takes favor
able action this year, thus leaving
$25,000 the maximum amount to be
raised by the town. It is planned to
raise this amount by Issuing 25 serial
4%% bonds of $1000 denomination, the
town to retire one of these bonds each
yea r.

25.000.00
24,000.00
23.000.00
22,000.00
21.000.00
20.000.00
19,000.00
18.000.00
17.000.00
16.000.00
15,000.00
14.000.00
13,000.00
12.000.00
11.000.00
10,000.00
9,000.00
8,000.00
7,000.00
6,000.00
5.000.00
4.000.00
C.000.00
2,000.00
1,000.00
\

Every-Other-Day
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$2,125.00
2.080.00
2.035.00
1.990.00
1.945.00
1.900.00
1,855.00
1.810.00
1.765.00
1,720.00
1.675.00
1,630.00
1,585.00
1,540.00
1,495.00
1,450.00
1,405.00
1.360.00
1,313.00
1.270.00
1,225.00
1.180.00
1.135.00
. 1.090.00
1,045.00

$625.00
580.00
535.00
490.00
445.00
400.00
335.00
310.00
265.00
220.00
175.00
130.00
85.00
40.00
Gain 5.00
50.00
95.00
140.00
185.00
230.00
275.00
320.IK
3C5.0(
410.Of
455.0C

Savings: Services of one teacher,
$750; repairs, $750; total, $1500. The
difference in cost of insurance now car
ried and that which would have to b<
carried on a $25,000 building amounts
approximately to an excess insurant
of $106. It is left to you to see that this
will he more than offset by saving in
fuel and janitor service.
Will you. if you have not already
done so, give tliese facts your careful
attention and the next time trie school
building question is discussed in yout
presence .by some ivell-intentioned hut
misinformed person who (helpfully?)
insists like a true pessimist that tlu
town will go to wreck and ruin, that
taxes will double, that bridges will
■finish the wholesale ruin if the town
undertakes to divide a possible averag
expense of $137 per year among it
taxpayers, will you not take his wail
ings with a good big grain of salt and
demand that he bring forward figure

BALLOT

SECRET

FOR SALE

WINS

Republicans Had a Majority of Six in Last Night’s Big
Special Town Meeting At Thomaston.

t
{
•

The Prize of the
Battle

;

By JUSTIN WESTWOOD

j

Henr.ery ar.d Wocdshcd combined; five
acres Young Orchard. Situated near
Soldiers’ Monument, Warren, Me.
Price: Less Than Half Cost of Building.

.... . •-..................
(i£, 1923, Wtitarn N«w«paper Union.)

ard C. Moody. • The Republicans illus
trated their belief in preparedness by
distributing printed ballots. The Dem
ocrats had no ballots, and the task of
preparing them on the spot would have
been so gigantic that the leaders were
dismayed. And the name of Mr. Moody
was withdrawn.
Wilbur P. Strong then moved the
adoption of the article relating to the
Australian ballot. There was no de
bate. and with Edwin Anderson and
Lawrence Dunn acting as tellers the
balloting began. The closeness of the
contest Was conceded by both sides,
and there was a conspicuous absence
of the idle and extravagant claims
which generally accompany a political
contest.
Half an hour later Moderator John
son announced that 45S votes had been
cast. This meant that the winning side
must have 230, but even when the
moderator announced that there were
2S2 “yes” votes the Republi a ns did not
quite sense their victory. The an
nouncement of 226 noes was followed
by a great outburst of applause on the
Republican side of the house.
The Democrats made no demonstra
tion, and nothing could have more elo
quently described the situation than
the statement df one of the leaders: “I
know when lam beaten.”
What officers to elect under the Aus
tralian system was the next question
before the house. Upon motion of Wil
bur P. Strong the following list was
selected: Clerk, selectmen, assessors,
overseers of poor, treasurer, auditor
and member of school committee.
The meeting then quietly adjourned.

A fair, freckle-faced boy, the son of
the storekeeper, faced the Judge's
son, two years his senior aud two
inches taller. They squared up to each
other. Nearby stood a golden haired
girl, watching ihem with unmistakable
interest.
’•Will you leave my girl alone!”
“She isn’t your girl"’'
Bing! Biff! They were at it ham
mer and tongs. The storekeeper’s son
put up a plucky tight, hut he was out-1
mastered from the beginning, lu a
minute the storeseeperts hoy rolled in
the dust.
“Say, will you leave her alone!"
“No."
“I’ll smash your face lu !”
“Harry! For sham#! Aren't you
ashamed; u boy of y->or age, striking
down poor Huger? Go and find some
one your own size to fijtlit with.”
The girl assisted Roger Benson to
his feet and they walked away to
gether. Harry Soanfcs. the judge's
son. watched them suHetffy. He didn’t
quite understand. The girl ought to
Lave gone to the vlctufr. Why had she
turned him down!
Harry Sonnies was back from col
lege. and there was rt” big party up at
the Soames place. TUe Soames family
was well connected. Myra was a dis
tant connection, although a poor
branch of the family. Still, she and
her mother had been invited to the
garden party. The great tin of ice
was late. But soon the wagon was
seen careering uloug the road. Roger
CONTESTS A-PLENTY IN ROCKPORT
Benson pulled in his fliorse, got down,
and lifted It out.
“Thanks, my man. You can set It
McKenney Gets Firsi Selectman’s Berth, On the Second down there!”
Roger, in his dusty "working clothes,
Ballot—Daylight Saving Not Opposed.
flushed to the roots of his fair hair,
lie felt awkward, embarrassed under
tire gaze of the ladles. He set the
The weather was anything but in- i Municipal water ............................. 1695 tin down and turned away.
spiring for town meeting yesterday, hut l Electric lights................................... 1746
“Thank you so mutii, Roger. I know
250 jou wouldn’t disappoint us.”
n fog-swept Rockport there were Cemetery improvements..................
125
lenty of contests to distract the | Widening Oak street ......................
It was Myra speaking. Roger braced
500
voters’ attention from mere trifles like Replanking iron bridge....................
Signs for town boundaries...........
100 up. smiled hack. Hairy Soames gave
weather.
500 her n sullen glance. Somehow she
The hall opened after L. True Spear Repairing Mt. Pleasant street ..
It was voted to appropriate $1000. by seemed to have destroyed all the ef
and Charles b. Veazie had been elected
assessment for building and repairing fect of his superiority^ And what did
moderator and clerk respectively.
Three candidates appeared in the sidewalks and $2000, by loan, to build she mean by speaking like an equal to
field for first selectman, and the first concrete walks. It was voted to raise the son of a tradesman!
ballot failed to produce a majority. $2000, for reduction of the town debt:
And he recalled dimly how, years
Charles L. McKenney had 123 votes. $600 by assessment, to retire bonds before, when he had Iteaten Roger in
due,
and
$1000.
by
loan,
to
refund
the
Charles Ingraham S8 and Frank Cran
a fist buttle, she had walked off with
don 51.
Most of Mr. Crandon’s remainder of bonds coming due.
Other articles were disposed of the vanquished instead of with the
upport turned
toward
Mr.
Mc
victor.
Kenney on the second ballot, and he thus:
Voted to raise $400 for support of a
Years had passed. Myra and Harry
had an easy majority, the vote stand
ing: McKenney 155, Ingraham 88. joint library with the Y. M. C. A.. II. L. Soames were supposed to be as good
Crandon 11. W. A. Libby was elected Withee being named a member of the ns engaged. Roger, the young lawyer,
second selectman, receiving 115 votes committee for three years; voted to bad left off calling nt the house. He
against 96 for Lou Morrill. The closest make a temporary loan of $15,000; was, In fact, ostracized in the town,
contest of the day was over third voted to raise $1000 for the expenses
for he was handling the government
electman. Rert Andrews was elected, of the Fire Department, including $200
with 116 votes. IDs opponent, Guy ' for hose at West Rockport; voted to ense against the Soames.
Father and son stood indicted for
accept a fund of $100 for the perpetual
Annis had 109.
Charles L Veazie was elected treas- | care of the Barrows-Gurney-Smith lot; corruption and wholesale bribery and
voted to raise $350 for repairing and graft. It meant a seutence of long
urer, with no opposition.
There were three candidates for tax I painting Town Hall and $50 for re imprisonment for both, If they were
collector, and two ballots were nec-, pairing the West Rockport engine hall; convicted.
And Myra was their
essaiy. On the. first Roland Crockett J voted to change the electric light in
cousin.
had 96 votes, II. F Carver 41. and ; front of iMrs. Augusta Butler’s resi
When she had stopped to speak to
Charles Cavanaugh 47. The second ; dence to the opposite side of the street;
ballot stood: Crockett 126, Carver 25. ' voted to discontinue the arc light on Roger in the street he had said: “I
Cavanaugh 38. Mr. Crockett will col- ; Central street, near the M. W. Spear mustn't ask for your friendship any
residence, and install three small longer, Myra, now I’m prosecuting. Let
lect for 1 per cent.
Charles S. Gardner received all of the lights in place of same: voted to raise this be good-by."
$150 for taking care of the water in
votes cast for auditor.
And Myra bad hurried away.
The three-year term on the school front of Charles Larson’s' residence;
The effort of the young lawyer had
voted
to
exempt
any
new
industry
es

committee was sought by three per
attracted nation-wide recognition. It
tablished
within
the
town
’
s
borders,
sons. Ralph Buzzell received 132 votes,
was an intricate case, an Involved one,
Capt. E. O. Patterson 13. and Mrs.. giving employment to the town resi
an«l a terribly complicated one. False
dents:
voted
to
leave
with
the
select

Elizabeth Gregory 49.
Charles F. Ingraham was elected » men the matter of arranging with the evidence was rampant. It was the
road commissioner, without opposition Central Maine Power Co. for better universal feeling that, despite young
masterly
handling, the
and his salary was fixed at $500. Ralph _ street lighting: voted to pass over the Benson's
I article relating to the purchase of the Soames family could not be convicted.
Thomas was elected fire inspector.
• Cameron place: voted to install two For one thing, they stood too high.
T ie principal appropriations were:
i small lights on Main street, west of They were as good as above the law.
Common schools ......................
500 l Pettee bridge; voted to accept $200 for
School books ..............................
The last address had been made. It
1 500 j perpetual care of the Daniel and Betsy
School supplies und Insurance
was a speech by Benson that would
1500 Packard lot in Rockville cemetery.
Schoolhouse repairs ................
The town voted unanimously for make his reputation. No office was to
4500
Free High School ......................
loot) daylight saving, for the period from be too high for him thenceforward,
Conveyance of scholars ........
lie knew tliat. He had heard tlie
425 J May 15 to Sept 15.
Superintendent’s salary ........
It was voted to expend $100 in plac- cheers that broke out in the court
25
School physician ......................
10 ! ing signs at the town boundaries. A. room with inevitable satisfaction, but
Flag poles.....................................
Roads and bridges .................. .. 5000 B. Packard. E. Stuart Orbeton and Dr. with a sinking heart.
150 i C. W. Steward were appointed a cornCutting highway hushes
This meant good-by to Myra forever.
1000 i mittee to have charge of the work.
Breaking roads ..............
And he had dared to hope, to dream,
306 j The
Clearing sidewalks . ....................
thnt some day—but now he knew
■ was a
Maintenance of Stntr and State
It was hopeless. If he won. he could
839 | tides i
Aid highways ... ....................
798 1 make
never speak to her again. If he lost—
Stale Aid highway . .....................
1 TO I Bert
she was, they said, only waiting until
Mothers’ aid ............ ......................
Support ol poir .... ,.................. 2300 Irving
Harry Soames’ name was cleared in
Lillian order to marry him.
300 ■ belon.
Board of health .... ....................
75 j Coomb
Memorial Bay .......... ....................
The jury was coming back, and he
Incidental expenses .................... 1500! Libby,
put the thought of Myra resolutely out
....................
800
.Mrs.
E
Outstanding bills ..
of his mind.
800 [ rill.
On town debt .......... ....................
“We find the defendants . . .
not guilty on each and every count of
and facts to prove his idle contention? from the residence of James Morse. In the indictment . . .”
So it was over. He had lost. He
Show him you are “from Missouri” and terment will he in Mountain cemetery.
not a “Maniac,” remembering there arc The deceased was about 60 years of age saw Harry Soames’ grinning, malevo
other citizens quite as likely, if not and was ^formerly Miss Nettie McNa lent face. He saw the rally of the
more so, who have the welfare of their mara of Camden, Rev. H. I. Holt of the people to the rich man. He went out
town at heart and who have proved it Congregational church will officiate.
quietly, discredited. He hud fought a
A few of the more public spirited
not by words hut by actions.
citizens got out with shovels Saturday good light, hut he had lost, as he lost
Building Fund Committee.
and Sunday and removed snow from every contest with Harry Soames.
“Roger, are you going home! May
some streets in town. If others would
CAMDEN
follow this good example it would cer I drive you In my car!"
tainly be appreciated by' pedestrians.
It was Myra! Myra, w-lm should
the combined choirfe of the Baptist and Pearl street had a large crew out and have been with the Soames party roll
Congregational churches have been re now has a clean sidewalk for a good ing Jubilantly along the road.
hearsing for several weeks under the part, of its length. Belmont and Jacobs
“Myra, I—you knew—”
direction of Miss Edith Clarke Patter avenues also are well cleared.
“Step in and tell me on the way."
Miss Isabella Ileal is the guest of
son, will probably be given the week
“There's nothing to tell you. Myra.
after blaster. The date has not been Mrs. W. C. Howe for a few days.
Miss Ruth Hart is the guest of her You must have known I cared. But
definitely decided upon
It all seemed hopeless. It hurts—hav
Frank Hart has returned to Boston, parents Dr. and Mis. L. W. Hart.
The Congregational Ladies’ Circle ing your friendship, where I want your
where he is a student at M. I. T., after
a few days visit with her parents, Dr. will hold their meetings on Wednesday love."

Efforts of the Republican party to
obtain the Australian, or secret ballot,
for town meeting purposes in Thomas
ton triumphed last night, when the sys
tem was adopted by a vote of 232 to
226. The Democrats fought to the last
ditch, and the result was one of the
largest special tow a meetings ever held
in “The Home of Knox.”
The women appeared to be fully as
mu< a interested as the men, and there
was a large percentage of them in the
long column which wound past the
teller’s desk, depositing ballots which
said “yes” or “no” according to the
sentiments of the hearer. One enthu
siastic supporter of the secret ballot
made no secret of the fact that he was
for it. and strode majestically down the
aisle with a “Yes” ballot pinned con
spicuously to the front of his derby.
* * * •
The big crowd overflowed into the
hallway, hut there was no demonstra
tion and no signs of disorder. The
voters were all on their good behavior,
some of them a bit ashamed no doubt,
of the rather undignified squabble
which characterized a previous town
meeting when a futile attempt was
made to obtain the sentiment by a hap
hazard counting of those who stood on
the two sides of the hall.
The meeting last night was called to
order by Town Clerk Murray Miller,
who read the call.
The Republicans presented Clarence
Johnson as their candidate for moder
ator and the Democrats named How

afternoon from 5 to 5 for the remain
and Mrs. W. F. Hart.
Miss Christine MacLeod, who has der of the season, instead of on Thurs
been the guest for several weeks of her day as they have been doing during
friend, Mrs. Eugenia F. Fisher, re the winter.
turned Friday to her home in Lowell,
Mass.
New spring suits, coats and dresses
Miss Let a Thomas died Sunday morn are being received at the Davis Gar
ing at the home of her cousin, Mrs. in'nt Store, corner of Main and El id
1 Viola Ri hards. The deceased was for streets, Rockland, almost every day,
merly of Rockport but has made her thus keeping the stock fresh.—adv.
home with Mrs. Richards in Camden
for several years. Age 61 years. Burial
in Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E.’Cod man and Miss
Louise Codman hive returned from
Philadelphia and Germantown. Pa., and
are at their home in Monument Square.
Tlie Philathea Class of the Baptist
hurch will meet Friday at the 1/idles*
room.- at 7.30. An interesting program
i has been prepared and refreshments
will he served. The members of the
Ladies’ Baptist Circle are to he guests of
the class.
The Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster,
Bishop of Maine, was at St. Thomas
Epispopal church last Sunday for his
annua! visitation and for confirmation.
The remains of Mrs. Alfred M. Young
were brought from Somerville, Mass.,
yesterday’ and funeral services will he
held Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock

I

in Everybody's Column

Advertisements in thia column not to exceed
This modern Ten Room Home, Hot |i three
lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
Water Heat, Open Plumbing, Hot and i for 50 cents Additional lines 5 cVnls each
for
c
’
-.e
time. 10 cents 3 times. Six words make
Cold Water at Sink; Large Stable,
; a line

L.

C.

PACKARD

Lost and Found

t

LOST—Pair ro!cI boned glasses, tortoise shell
rh u. in case. E. HOWARD CROCKETT. Tel.
424-1.
34*3«

Wanted

WARREN, MAINE
34-36

GrowNothind
but Strand.
Healthy Cmcfcs
;
Year'
Cut down the losses of the first few
weeks. Mature early layers. FoliN.
low the example of thousands ol
ie'- ’’ successful New England Poultrymen who have

followed ihe WIRTHMORE system of feeding,
Start Every Chick On

IRTHMORC
BUTTERMILK

FA BABY CHICK FOOD
100 lb*

forty-eight hours after hatching. It s the safest and
best way to increase vitality and decrease mortality
in baby chicks. Rich in essential vitamines—easy to
digest-healthful and nutritious. You CAN’T go
wrong w hen you feed WIRTHMORE—it pro'
duces stronger—healthier chicks-and insures a heavier
egg yield at maturity.

IftTHMORE

BUTTERMILK

WIRTHMORE FEEDS ARE NEW ENGLAND FEEDS
prepared from formula:, that have proven best suited to the need,
ol New England bird,. Complete Feeding Chart and other
valuable infoimation in the FREE Wirthniore Egg Record

‘
Book.

WE

Write for it now--todey.

RECOMMEND

SELL AND

WIRTHMORE POULTRY FEEDS
W.

<>.% K

“Dear Roger—”

He turned on her fiercely. “Are you
engaged to him? He's beaten me; lie',I
call you prize of battle.” He laughed
bitterly,
“Roger, don’t you remember? I'm
♦lie prize that goes to the loser,” said
Myra softly.
Hl» Only Command.
"Docs your wife observe her mar
riage vow to obey?"
“Oh. yes.
You see Immediately
after we were married I ordered her
to take her own way In everything.’’

STONINGTON
Citizens of this town will bn inter
ested to know that the Public rtilities
Commission has grunted the Stoning
ton Electric Light and Power Co. the
right to sell at par 100 shares of its
common capital stock at a value of
$100 euch. The proceeds of this sale
will l>e used to enlarge the property
,
of the company and to increase its
i
plant and equipment.

A.

BESSEY,

UNION, ME.

QI'ALITT 4LYLV: Til K BEST

The Kiskadee.
D“serlhing the truits of the South
American kiskadee in nn article In
Harper's Magazine, William Beebe
writes:
“To northern appraisement our king
bird is nearest to thia tropicnl tyrant,
except that the latter is even more
wonted to man s presence. The kis
kadee has nothing of delicacy or
dainty grace. It Is beautiful In ru
fous wings and brilliant yellow under
plumage; it is regal with u crown of
black, white and orange. But In life
and caste it is decidedly middle class.
It is the harbinger of the dawn, but
so is an alarm clock, and in regularity
and blatnncy of announcement there
is much In common between the two.
“The husky call crashes upon the
ear soon after the bird is sighted, and
from early times has caught the at
tention and been translated Into hu
man speech. I know not what the
stone-ax man dubbed it; he may only
have grunted and hurled his weapon
at it, ltoping for a morsel of food. The
Arrowaks and the few remaining
Caribs know it as “Heet-gee-gee,’' and
the Spaniards, prompted perhaps by
the Jesuit fathers, interpreted It
“Christos fui"; to Dutch ears it be
came characteristically tangled up
with g’s and J’s, “Griet-Je-hie.”
Feathered Residents and Visitors.
The great blue heron inhabits the
United States and southern Canada;
it makes its winter home in the West
Indies and Venezuela. The red-winged
blackbird is a summer resident of the
easlern states. It lives in a reedy
inarsh or open, bushy swamp. The
scarlet tanager is highly colored, us
is the Baltimore oriole. The purple
crackle, a species of crow, is another
handsome bird. The rose-breasted
gros-heck is red, black and gray. A
favorite is the cardinal, which Is an
abundant resident throughout the year
in the middle and southern states, and
occurs sparingly as far north as the
vicinity of New York, it being a per
manent resident of Central Park. It
Inhabits thickets and tangled under
brush, being wild and shy. Though
constantly active and brilliantly col
ored, It manages to keep concealed,
usually revealing its presence, how
ever. by its rich, clear, whistling notes.
On account of its bright plumage and
rare vocal powers, tlie cardinal Is
greatly prized as a cage bird.
British “Wit" and “This Freedom."

“Why is Mr. Hutchinson's novel, ’ll
Winter Comes.’ like the Iloyal Acad
emy catalogue?" a Londoner askeu
in my hearing some weeks ago. The
answer was, “Because everyone Is
struggling to borrow it," and there
followed a laugh over a queer en
counter In a circulating library.
Though tlie hook is in ihe thirty-first
British edition thousands of slow
readers have only begun to realize its
existence. Tliey creep up in restau
rants and on railway platforms to a
suspected professor and say, “I won
der if by any chance you could lend
me 'If Winter Contes.’ ”—From “The
Correspondence of Claudius Clear,’’
in the British Weekly.

DR. EMERY'S PLEA

Owl’s Head Taxpayer Gives
Reasons Why Owl's Head
and So. Thomaston Should
Remain Apart.

wanted—;;iri

in \mv york bakeisv.
fit.'_____________________________
34-36
WANTED—Disli washer at ANGELS BEE
HIVE CAFE. Special muptc while you wash.
__ ___________________ 34-3d
WANTED—Girl for general housework. Small
family, work easy. Tel. 15»i-2„ THOMASTON
___________________________________ 34-36
WANTED 3 Specialty Men for territories in
j Maine, that are willing to grow with a grow
| in., concern. Did $11.452.372.P5 business in
11*22. Anticipate over $15.oofl.ftoo.no this year.
Beginners make $40 to $75 a week. Address.
BOX 304. Rockland.
34-36
WANTED Table girl and general helper.
M T SHELL RESTAl’RAXT. Mechanic street.
Canulen.
33-35
WANTED—Help tor summer season at Rangeley Tavern. Rangeley Lak-. Me., open about
May 1. Help that can qualify only. Two ex
perienced waitresses; 2 chamber maids, and Al
chef. Inquire of MR. WHEELER. Hotel Rockland.________________________________ 32-tf
WANTED-jn or about April 10, cnnq>eteni
maid ir. family of two. Good wages Only experieneed help need apply. MRS E. F GLOV
ER, 2 Claremont Street, Rockland.
31-33
V/ANT ED Housekeeper in family of adults.
\n v.. siiing or ironing Write ••HOUSEKEEP
ER.'■ care The Courier-Gazette.
34-36
WANTEO-35 shaggy rata aud kittens, raala
and female Highest prices naid. JUUN S.
HASLETT. Rix-kftlle. Me Tel. 352-14. 15tf

Summer Cottages and Board
NOW 1b the tUne when people are laylux
summer vacatior. plans The Courler-Gazetle
suggests that owners of cottage property, to
let or for sale, or accommodations for boarders,
announce the fa'l under this heading, where it
will ne read all over New England

For Sale
FOR SALE—23-ft. boat powered with 4 Si. p.
Greenport engine. Engine prautieallv new. In
quire of MRS MARY E. GARDNER. Tenant**
Harbor. Me.. Marthisx ille Road.
TOK SALE—Guernsey heifer, 4 years old;
fresh ; also high* grade Jersey hull. 18 months
old. GEfMIGE 1.'. REDMAN, Morse's Corner,
Tl-oit.aston.
34-35
FOR SALE Farm and Lumber Mill—together
or separate. Due nr the best farms in West
Warren. Known as Spear Farm. Cut 30 tons
uolcnd hay last season. Large pasture, woven
wit\ fence; D»<> acres, also orchard: enougli
niMMi and lumber standing to pay for farm;
l’_ story lion.se and large barn. Long lumber
atoi lath mill. Short concrete dam ; good water
prlvi’ege and wheel. R. R. siding near mill.
L. < l'A< KARD. Warren. Me.
34 36
FOR SALE—One 4’/* ft. oak roll top desk:
one Glenwood Range: new aud second hand
safes, different sizes: household furnishings, at
reasonable prices. H. F. HICKS, 65 LImerock
Sr Tel. '.t;i-M,_________
33-38
FOR SALE—Baby carriage.
Call 723-M.
FOR SALE—Girla' Bicycle, 19-ln. frame.
G«xmJ as new. Rode only about 5 miles. Price
$30. Inquire of LINWOOD A. SMITH. Wash
lngton. Me. R. F. I).
32-35
FOR SALE—Weir-twine, seine, dory and
neks, etc CAPT MOSES MILLS. 31 R Sea
Street Camden, Maine.
31-36
FOR SALE—One 5 li. p Miami Marine En
gine with carbureter, shat; and prdpellor. This
engine has been overhauled and is in good or
der.
One good set of joiner tools
One foot jx wer turning lathe with tools W
F TIBBETl's. B4 I’nion St., Rockland. Tel.
775-W or 225 It
30-tf »

FOR SALE—Westinghouse Radio Receiving
Set, D-tector and two stage amplifier, type R-C,
wi h three tubes, two 22’^ volt “B ’ batteries
and pair Braudes Superior headphones Price
$i25 cash Call, write or phone JEROME C
1.1 BROWS, 60 Beech St., Rockland. Me. Tel.
512-W.
28-tf
FOR SALE -One iron power drill. Can be
mad l>y hand; tight and iuose pulleys attached.
Lkliri’f (if Tho Courier-Gazette:—
saw table with arbor raising and lower
Let the present division of the Town ingOne
hed.
1 of Owl’s Mead and South Thomaston
One font power jig saw.
Tliese to In* sold at a price that will warrant
remain as it is.
iur inspection
HERBERT It. BARTER. Main
As a li i.vhood resident of Owl’s Head, vS-reet
Tel 25 or 757-13
28-tf
a present land owner, tax payer and
FOR SALE—-New and second hand boilers,
j summer visitor, but not being able to 10 to 60 h p. Horizontal and upright. Suit
1 vast my vote at the next town meeting able for portable mills, factories, boat simps.
3 tfas against reuniting the towns 1 would Roisters, etc. I. L SNOW CO , Chv.
like to express my feelings against the
FOR SALE—1916 Apperson Touring; excel
lent condition throughout Price $356. A. C.
proje t through The Courier-Gazette.
JONES. 5 Talbot Avenue, Rockland. Tbous
L’p to the time I was 27 years old 576 K

except for 10 winters away at school
the rest of my time was spent at Owl’s
Head. During that time fault was con
tinually being found by the inhabitants
of Owl’s Head and Ash Point because
nothing of any permanency was done
for the roads in that part of the town
and the schools were very much neg
lected. Town officers were nearly al
ways chosen from the Keag. The cry
was that most of the town funds were
spent at the Keag and Georges IUver
section. And no doubt that was so to
a great extent, especially on the road
question.
Now the town is divided. Each one
has its own section to look after. There
are a very few people with large es
tates or property on which there can be
large taxes, therefore each one must
pay their small amount and that be
spent to the’best advantage. There is no
doubt but a small eompa. t community
will take much more interest in their
place than they would a place that was
spread over many miles. Owl’s Head
has a good sized summer colony, which
will help out with affairs in that sec
tion of the place but you could not
expect them to show much interest if
money they might give outside of their
taxes were to be spent down nt Georges
River, lam speaking r.ow especially of
the mads at Owl’s Head, which tgr
years have been in such a deplorable
condition, hut which have in the short
time Owl’s Head has been by itself
been wonderfully improved, and given
five years I believe we will have roads
to be proud of.
If I understand correctly the main
kickers or hooters for rejoining the
towns are residents around The Head
of the Bay. Just what their fuss is
about I cannot quite conceive. They
hav*1 good roads, good schools and arc
practically in the lap of Rockland. Per
haps they think as »thcy are small and
on the tip end of the town they won’t
be looked after, but cheer up, 1 think
your mother will give you all you need.
Therefore I say, let the towns stay
as they are for at least five more years
and I think you will find everyone will
be much better off.
Y »urs for a bigger and better town.
I Dr.] Robert L. Emery.

LINCOLNVILLE
The Farm Bureau held a very suc
cessful three day food school at the
Grange halt Feb. 26-2S. Miss Jackson,
food specialist of Orono, and the home
demonstrator
agent. Miss Estelle
Mason, had charge of the meetings
which showed an average attendance
of 32 despite the bad roads and preva
lent measles. All present felt that the
time had been very profitably and
pleasantly spent and many helpful and
practical suggestions on
balanced
meals, bread mixing, meat substitutes,
meal planning ami use of left overs
were given. The Farm Bureau is fast
Incoming' a very "profitable organi
zation to the farmers and hope for
continued success and a large member
ship in this branch.

A Deep-Laid Plot.
“Why did you compel that card sharp
to sit in our friendly little game?”
asked Cactus Joe.
“Fur the common welfare,” replied
Three-Finger Sam. “He knows we all
have him placed as a card sharp, and
The Boston boat will resume her
that we are rough when riled. If be trips ns soon as the river is open 'to
has ordinary judgment he’ll lost* In Bucksport—about April 1st, for u
self-defense.”—Washington Star.
guess.

FOR SALE—Ford delivery with panel bodv ;
good running condition. J A JAMESON CO ,
Rockland. Tel. 17.
27-tf
FOR SALE—New and second-hand marine
and stationary gas engines. 1 L. SNOW CO.,
Machine Shop Dept
25-37

FOR SALE—4 upright second hand pianos

STUDLEYS FFRNITl'RE STORE. 283 Main
Street, Rockland.

io-tf

J

'I o Let
TO LET—Attractive, comfortable rooms. Per
manent or transient. 25 PARK STREET.
32*34
7 0 LET—3 furbished rooms, modern conve
niences. 25 Ocean S; . MFLTON M GRIFFIN.
Tel. 3784M.
3l*tf
TO LET—Four furnished rooms, convenient
kitchen, at 27 Pacific St
Inquire of L.
P.RIAVER, 39 Park Street
17-tf
TO LET—A Utile gem of a five room fur
nish?d apartment
Must be seen to he ap
preciated Apply to R U. COLLINS, 375 Main
Street, Rockland, Maine.
15-tf
TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT
STREET
I55*tf
TO LET—5-room tenement: good location.
L. r. CHASE, 45 Middle St. Tel. 665-2.

______________ __________________ 145-tf

TO LET—Nine-rootu tenement; good loca
tion L. F. CHASK, i5 Middle Street. Tel.
665-2.

TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
and musical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
J It. Five 221 Main St., Rockland
45tf

Eggs and Chicks

WHITE WYANDOTTE EGGS FOR HATCHING
— From high grade liens, $1.00 per setting, $6 00
per 100 J. p. SPAULDING, So Thomaston,
Maine '
29-46
ORDERS TAKEN FOR OAY-OLO CHICKS—

Tt mpkins’ strain. From vigorous, high produc
ing stock. E H SKEK1NS, Buttermilk Lane,
Rockland Tel. 314-12.
23*34

Miscellaneous
JUST ARRIVED—Beautiful Easter Cgrds; 12

for 10c, 25 for 20c, 50 for 35c. 100 for 60c.
postpaid. Don't delay. CLARENCE A. MAT
THEWS, Camden. Maine.
32*31
PAPER HANGER—When you want paper
hanging, good work at right price, phone 349-M,
<>( .'end card to C. ('. JOHNSTON, 16 Pleasant
St , Rockland
31*36
PORTLAND PEOPLE can find each issue of
The Courier-Gazette on sale at the CENTRAL
NEW’S CO , 664 Congress St. This will eon
venience many who want to get the paper reg
ularly
13-tf
PALMER ENGINES—32 different models. 2
to 75 II P. One to six cylinders. Heavy duty,
Medium duty and high speed types. Also ac
cessories and parts
Send for catalogue.
PALMER BROS., 39 Portland Pier, Portland.
Me.
12-37 '
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mall
orders solicited HELEN C. RHODES IStf
“CHRONICLES OF KNOX COUNTY,” a very
handy 106 page bool? compiled by It. B. Fill
more, gives ;ho official history of the county
and a page or so is devoted to each of the
towns and two plantations Sent by mail to
any address on receipt of 50c. Address R. B.
FILLMORE. 80 Main Street Thomaston.

142-tf

THE INDEPENDENT (Skowhegan)
la ou Mie at J.
CARVER’S, Rocklai

f.

!

rtei

IS-tf

Every-Other-Day

In Social Circles
Io

addition to personal notes rooordlnc dapartures and arrivals, the department especially j
desires information of social happenings, par
tita, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ............................................ 770

The regular meeting of the Methcheaec Club will be held Friday after
noon at the home of Mrs. Hester Chase,
Talbot avenue.
The social evening for the Business
and Professional Women’s Club will be
Thursday of this week instead of Wed
nesday, The change in dates is made
so that the club may secure the serv
ices of a local orchestra which has re
cently come into prominence. The en
tertainment will take the form of an
old fashion dance witji refreshments
"old but good.” Games will also be
a feature.
The Pythian Sisters Circle will meet
with Mrs. Daniel Munro 105 Limcrock
street, Wednesday afternoon.
Miss Ada Spaulding of Somerville,
formerly of this city, is critically ill at
the home of her sister, Mrs. George
Heed, in Somerville, Mass.
After an illnoss which confined him
in bed for six weeks, Andrew' F. Lamb
of Rankin street, is up, a bit shaky of
the knee, but spry for one who has
weathered 79 winters. He expects to
be in trim for salmon fishing at Alford
Lake two months lienee.
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MARRIED AT THIRTEEN

DAVIS
GARMENT
STORE
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SPRING
SUITS, COATS, WRAPS
AND CAPES
A Splendid Line at

MODERATE PRICES
You Can Always Do Better at

DAVIS
GARMENT
STORE

The L'niversalist Society will hold
their circle supper Wednesday. The
housekeepers are Mrs. Augusta Tib
betts, Mrs. Fannie Harvey, Mrs. Lu
Corner of Main and Elin Streets - - - Rockb.nd
cille Ratcliff, Mrs. Mabel Sherman,
Mrs. Margaret Ames, Mrs. Nina Bev
erage, Mrs. Cora Kittredge, Miss Lucy
Rhodes, Miss Gladys Blethen. Sup
per at the usual time—6.30 oclock.
the
correct
foundation
for
the
YOUNGEST CAPTAIN
Egyptian frock. The flat back, which
Mrs. L. L. Calahan has returned from has long been the dream and the goal
a week's visit in New York, where she cf the most inventive corset designers, LaForest Callahan Now Owns
went to join her husband, Capt. La seems at last to have been attained in
Forest Callahan of the Steamship any number of corsets without lacings.
the Title—Of Deep Water
Mazama.
All the attention has been centered in
Ancestry.
giving a straight, suave and graceful
Chorus members of the Rubinstein line to the back. There are no knots
Club will meet for rehearsal at the of lacings which, however carefully
Probably the youngest man in Knox
home of Mrs. E. F. Berry, Grove street, concealed, might possibly make them county to receive unlimited captain’s
Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 sharp.
selves visible just when a perfectly- papers in steam is Captain La Forest
unbroken contour was most desired. L. Callahan of the steamship Mazama.
Mrs. Joseph Baum and granddaugh Undoubtedly the corset without lac
ter, Miss Harriet Maker of Clark Is ings is heading the market now, and if Captain Callahan is only 27 years old
land, arc visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. G. mummy wrappings are to be the mode, and is master of a 5,000-ton ship owned
Niles, Otis street.
these garments are prepared to make and operated by the W. IL Venture Co.
the wearers appear; as graceful as may of New York.
Ollie Daggett of Limeroek street be.
The call of the sea comes naturally to
Aside from any feature of
was given a birthday surprise party Egyptian character, the fact remains this young man for he is the son of an
one night last week, the affair being that the laceless corset is delightfully old time Rockport sea captain, George
skillfully engineered by Mr. and Mrs. comfortable, easily adjusted and fur Callahan, and began his sea faring life
J. Robert Adams. The principal di nishes so firm and at the same time so very early in his father’s ship, while
version of the evening was whist, and flexible a foundation for the dress that completing his education in the Rock
it being Ollie's birthday naturally it is no wonder that it not only con port schools. At the age of 17 he saw
enough he won the prize. Fruit salad tinues in favor, but is gaining day by the advantage of being “in steam" so
sandwiches, and fruit punch were day.—Dry Goods Economist.
left the schooner to join one of the
served. The birthday cake made by
Mallory line steamers running from
Mrs, Adams looked almost too good
New York to Gulf ports soon rising to
r. it
to be eaten, but it went the way of
quartermaster.
KENNEDY-BRIDGES
the other dainties Mr. Daggett re
During the war he was one of the
Maurice Braynard Kennedy and
ceived a number ot nice presents.
Flavilla Bridges, both of Rockland, first Naval Reserve students at the
were united in marriage yesterday at Harvard Navigation School and enlist
z Mrs. John DeOrsay of Waterville, the Methodist parsonage by Rev. E. ed with a rating of ensign. He served
who accompanied Dr. and Mrs. T. E. V. Allen. They were unattended. The on a number of troop and ammunition
Tibbetts on their trip to the Boston groom is a son of Mr. and Mrs. W. A. ships, being retired at the close of the
Automobile Show, is the guest of Mr. Kennedy of this city and the bride is war as a lieutenant, junior grade. He
and Mrs. fj. W. Lawry at the Copper a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William I. promptly went into the merchant ma
Kettle. Mrs. Lawry also has as a Bridges of Swan’s Island. They will rine, serving as second mate on the
guest her mother, Mrs. David Smith spend part of their honeymoon at steamer Melrose for 11 months and
later as mate on the Shipping Board’s
of Ash Point.
Swan’s Island. No cards.
largest tanker, the Hudsonia.
With the depression incident to the
Mrs. Lucretia Kaier of East Waldo
HOWELL AND LEVIENNE
slumji in shipping he was ashore nine
boro is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Ad
die Lawry, 19 Purchase street.
Lyric Soprano and 'Cellist Will Be months, but soon opportunity came anti
Heard Here in Chapman Concert he was at sea again, took out captain’s
papers, demonstrated his ability and
E. S. May, who has been confined to
April 13.
was made, master of the Mazama.
his home on Masonic street the past
Capt. Callahan is a resident of this
week, threatened with an attack of
The announcement that Director
appendicitis, is able to sit up today.
William R. Chapman is to stage one of city', having married Faith, daughter of
his notable concerts in this city April Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Emery, his home
The Chapin Class meets Thursday 13 was highly pleasing to the music being on Broad street. He is a mem
ber of Aurora Lodge, F. & A. M.
evening with Mrs. Annie Haskell. 35 lovers of Rockland and vicinity.
Tile concert will be given under the
Ocean street.
■uspiccs of Wight Philharmonic Soci
MARTINSVILLE
Reuben Rich spent the weekend with ety. The annual Chapman concerts
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer J. have long been recognized as the real
Dr. Ralph Wiley was called here a
musical event of the season, and this few days ago by the death of L. C.
Rich, In North Bath.
year's concert will be one of excep Gardner.
Mrs. H. N. McDougall comes from tional interest to the public, as he pre
The remains of George Fountain
Portland Thursday, accompanied by sents two phenomenal artists in a joint were brought here for burial from
her daughters, Misses Evelyn and recital. Miss Lottiee Howell, lyric so Worcester, Mass., accompanied by Mr.
x Frances, to spend the Easter vacation prano from the opera in, New York, and Mrs. Frank L. Fountain. Services
at “The Laurie," where Miss Elizabeth and Mrs. Kola Levienne, the world re were held at the church, March 12. Mr.
nowned 'cellist. Those who had the and Mrs. Fountain were the guests of
McDougall will Join them, later.
good fortune of hearing this wizard of W. M. Harris for several days.
ilr. and Mrs. George Hall of Cam
Tiny figures cut from green peppers, the 'cello last fall at the Maine Music
and made to represent hearts, dia Festival, realize what a treat they have den were here for the funeral services
in
store
for
them.
of her brother, L. C, Gardner. Mrs.
monds. clubs and spades, formed one
Mr. Chapman was most enthusiastic Hall is spending a few days with her
of the ingredients of the clear soup
over
Ihe
good
fortune
to
secure
Miss
brother, Nelson Gardner.
which was served as the introductory
Harold Mason and Clarence Freeman
course of Saturday’s luncheon at the Lottiee Howell, lyric soprano from the
New
York
Opera
Company,
for
the
past
made a trip to Rockland this week in
Thorndike Hotel. Through the entire
season,
which
has
just
closed
in
New
their boats to bring freight to the local
menu, which was distinctly compli
mentary to the hotel’s skilled chef, ran Orleans. For the past three seasons, stores.
Mr.
Chapman
has
been
most
anxious
Mrs. Thankful Harris is improving
a color scheme wholly in keeping with
to present this wonderful little artist after her recent illness.
St. Patrick’s Day, as delicious to the
at the Maine Music Festivals, but ow
Harold Hupper who has been ill is
taste as it was to the eye. The hos
ing to other engagements, this has able to be up again.
tesses on this occasion were Mrs. Mary
been impossible. She possesses a lyric
Llewellyn C. Gardner
Wiiggin Spear, Mrs. John I. Snow, Mrs.
voice of a most beautiful quality, and
Llewellyn C. Gardner died al bis
William W. Graves and Miss Annie B a wonderful range. Besides singing in
Blackington, who arc credited with the opera, she has been giving her own borne in Martinsville'March 8. He was
giving one of the season’s largest and recitals in the South and West, making a life long resident of this place and
prettiest parties. There were 21 tables a program which embraces all schools. well liked by all his neighbors. He was
of auction, the play taking place in She wil sing songs in English. French always ready to help any of his friends
the Thorndike Grill, which presented a rnd Italian, besides her operatic arias, in need. The funeral services were
very attractive and vivacious scene as ilso a group of Spanish songs in cos he'.d at his home, March 13 Rev. Martin
the 84 contestants strove for the cov tume and action. Mr. Chapman's work House officiated. He is survived by his
eted honors.
The souvenirs were at the piano as an accompanist needs wife, mother, brother, and two sisters.
awarded in the following order: Mrs. no comment and he will accompany
J. O. Stevens, brass tray; Mrs. G. W. these artists in his own inimitable way.
la'rT‘yT]
Smith, silk shirt; Mrs. A. W. Foss
compote; Mrs. J. A. Jameson., silk
“THE PLAIN TRUTH”
stockings; Mrs. A. T. Thurston, hand
kerchiefs; Mrs. A. W. King, candle
sticks; Mrs. E. L. Brown, Japanese “About Four Persons in Rock
rubber tree; Mrs. F. It. Spear, cards;
land”—Rev, Mr. MacDon
Mrs. F. L. Weeks, handkerchief; Mrs.
B. C, Perry, Jr., handkerchief; Mrs
ald’s Subject Tonight.
Back Yard
B. B. Smith, basket cover; Mrs. It. E.
Eaton, sachet powder; Mrs. A. K. P.
■
Poultry
Raising
A splendid audience, despite the in
Harvey, pencil. Additional zest was
clement
weather,
greeted
Rev.
J.
C.
lent to the party by the introduction
' -PAYSof the new Chinese game Mah-jongg. MacDonald of Auburn on his opening
Even though you do not care
night
in
a
series
of
pre-Easter
services
n set being kindly loaned for the oc
to go into poultry raising ex
casion by Mrs. E. F. Glover. Although it the First Baptist Church.
tensively, it will pay you to
Mr. MucDonald spoke eloquently on
wedded to auction, the players con
look into the possibilities that*
fessed that there was a lure to the ’The Living, Experienced and Power
exist lor making ex/ra money
Chinese sport quite irresistible. Out ful Saviour," and held his audience
from a lew hens in your back
of town guests at the party were Mrs gripped in intense response. At the
yard.
J. W. Sanborn of Waldoboro, Mrs. C. ■lose of his sermon several answered
Costs little to make the start—
E. McIntire of Camden, Mrs. H. L. the appeal to lead the Christian life.
and the returns are amazingly
Shepherd of Rockport and Mrs. Jessie His message made a profound Impres
profitable. For eggs and chick
sion upon his listeners because of its
Walker of Warren.
ens sell readily the year 'round
spiritual truth and because of the con
-and your own neighborhood
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin French of Cam secrated earnestness of the speaker.
furnishes a steady market.
The young people’s choir of 50 voices
den spent the weekend with Mrs.
Write lor FREE copy of the
French's i>arcnts, Mr. and Mrs. E. H. rendered a selection and Mrs. B. P.
3rowne sang. The duleat notes of the
Wirthmore Poultry Book that
I’hilbrick, Adams street.
trumpet played by Mr. Fish sounded
tells you more about this inter
eating subject.
Lewis H. Richardson has gone to above organ, piano and voioes in ap
,
Worcester, Mass., where he has em pealing melody.
I ST. ALBANS GRAIN CO, 1
Tonight at 7.30 Mr. MacDonald will
ployment.
St. Albans, Vt.
speak on the "The Plain Truth About
Is the Egyptian influence to have any Four People in Rockland." Mrs. Lil
effect on corsets? That question lian Joyce will sing a gospel solo and
seems to have been anticipated by the young people’s choir will render a
WE SELL AND RECOMMEND
many of the designers, who have per special selection. Ernest Crie will be
heard
in
a
cornet
solo.
On
Wednesdayfected the flat-back effect to such a de
gree that the plainest, most austere night Paul Jamieson and Havener Cas
garment ever inspired in Egypt would sells will play a violin and piano duet
probably set well over it. If Egyptian and Master John Mclnnes will sing.
line, as well as Egyptian design and Clarence Fish will play each night.
FARMERS’ UNION
Indications all point to a week of ser
color is to be a fashion key-note, the
THOMASTON, MAINE
corsets are certainly ready to furnish vice* of exceptional merit.

WIRTHMORE
POULTRY FEED

Now Mrs. Elmer A. Dyer Is
Said To Be the Youngest
American Grandmother In
the United States.
Portland, which Isas a faculty of
claiming about everything, new waves
both hands aloft'and declare; that it is
the home of tile youngest American
grandmother in the I nited states.
Rockland is however credited with
being tile home of the youngest grand
mother. The Press Herald thus tell:;
it:
The youngest American grandmother
in ihe United States is living in Port
land—or at least she wil! continue to
think of herself
such until someone
comes forward with-Lie
to dispute
her contention. She is thirty-two
years old.
Mrs. Elmer A. Dyer, a grandmother
at an age when some women are rock
ing their first babies liv
with her
husband at 102 Presumpscot street.
East Deering. l|cr gtapdtun, Leroy I.,
Nason, was burnt July 15. 1922, and is
the son of Mrs. Mason's daughter,
Annie May and Harold I,. Nason.
Mrs. Dyer was born, according lo her
own statement. July 25, 1889. She was
married April 2, 1903, at tlie age of 13
years. Her husband Who is now 35
was then but 15 years old
Annie May came into the world Jan
uary 15, 1904. She married Harold J,Nason, who is now 22 years old, July
28, 1919 when she was but little past
1-5. She is living with her husband and
her son, Leroy, at 484 Washington
avenue, Portland.
The grandmother of the father of the
young man with "the youngest grand
mother,” are living, so laroy has .two
greatgrandmothers to worry about liis
diet. Mrs. Sholes, the father’s grand
mother, lives at Woodford's. and Mrs.
Nettie M. Dickey, Mrs. Dyer's mother,
lives at Rockland. Another grand
mother, Mrs. Fred Adams, mother of
tlie baby's father, lives at South Wind
ham.
Mrs. Dyer said recently she had read
something in a Boston paper about a
New Hampshire woman who became a
grandmother at the age of 34 years. “I
don’t think New Hampshire ought to
hold records over cur heads," she said,
with a laugh.
Asked if she feels aged with the term
“grandmother" is applied to her, Mrs.
Dyer laughed, and cried, ‘'Not a bit of
it! It doesn’t fuss m» at all. In fact,
I rather enjoy the thought of still
b« ing a comparatively young woman
when my grandson has reached ma
turity. I may be better able to keep
in mental touch with him and in sym
pathy with his point of view when lie’s
needing a bit of advice. You know
mothers und lathers, even, are com
plaining latterly these days that, with
fiapperism, cigarettes, individualism
ar.d what-not, tlie younger set are get
ting entirely out of hanil—in fact, are
hard to be understood by their parents
—and the poor grand ph rents simply
throw nil their hands in despair. As
it is, 1 ought to be young enough when
he reaches maturity to get within a
mile of his point of view, at least.”

Page Seven

Nice-looking Shoes
that Make Life Easier
Why be handicapped in your work,•
your social life, outings. pleasures of
all sorts by shoes that are a strain on j
your whole system?
Physicians have traced many of tlie j
•ills of the human body to faulty shoes
—shoes in which the foot could wot as- ;
sunue a natural position. Such shoes ;
are a handicap in everything that you j
do. They arc a drain on your mental j
as well as your physical powers.

You arc. cordially invited
lo attend

THE OPENING

of the ncu)

Free From Foot Fatigue
People who wear the Cantilever Shoe '
know how easy it is to stand correctly,1
to walk with that graceful freedom
which should be every woman’s habit. J
and what a comfort it is to be free from •
fool weariness.
In Cantilever Shoes the foot assumes
a natural, barefo t position. There is,
no part that suffers any strain, pinch- ;
ing or other discomfort. Every muscle,
ligament and joint can exercise normal- {
ly and freely, yet at the KVipe time they .
receive the restful support so necessary \
to the strenuous life we all live.

<

FLOWER STORE
SATURDAY, March 24lh

GLAENTZEL, The Florist

■Strand Theatre Building

Ma;n Street, Rockland, Maine

J of raising more money for the schools
, will '.:e discussed. Tlie committee on
1
have investigated the matter
.Mr. and Mrs. La ure ire Weston and ; and allirm that the sum raised at town
Kenneth Weston of Po: i.and have 1» a
:ing is entirely inadequate for the
re ‘tut guests of -Mr. and Mrs. S. II. i..’..-ds of the ensuing school year. If
Weston.
I ILL-' be the ease eVpry right-minded
Mrs. Goorge Golden and son, who cit : « n wifi surely wish the matter
have been spending the winter with j »<• r.fied. It is well to remember at
Mi’.. Nettie Winslow, have gone to 'his time the true saying, “It isn’t your
I onnocticut where Lin y will reside.
! iown. It’s you.” la the boys and girif*
Clarence Reed of Bath his been the of today lies the making of the man
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. 1. and worm a citizens of tomorrow. T‘»
G. Reed.
I giv them the advantages of a gojd
A. E. Gorham of Wiscasset was im j education is the first and perhaps the
town last week.
i greatest step in making our town hold
Arthur Brown has purchased the res its rightful place in state and nation.
taurant owned by Lloyd Clark and
will continue the business.
AN IMPORTANT WORRY
Mr. and Mrs. P. B. Stinson of Wis
Buddy was up before the disability
casset spend the weekend with Dr. and
Mrs. G. II. Coombs.
bond. The pompous alienist was ask
Mrs. J. W. Sanborn was in Rock ing him a long string of questions to
determine his mental condition and
land Saturday.
P. 11. Gay of New Castle was a guest ' Buddy was rapidly getting disgusted.
at .1. »T. (J«ay’s Thru day.
“Quick,” shouted the celebrated doc,
The meeting of King Solomon’s ‘‘'i ll inc this: How many legs has a
lobster?
”
Lodge, which was to have been held
Buddy looked at him crushingly be
Friday, March, 1C, has been postixmed
until Friday evening, March 23, AL fore replying.
’’For the luvva Mike,” he said, “is
thia time D. D. (’». M. George A. Cowan
th it all you got to worry about?”—
will make his official visit.
Mrs. Charles W. Wallace entertained Ameii ap Legion Weekly.
the Wliis; Club last week. AT 12
members were present and one o? the
most enjoyable evenings of the winter
was passed. Prizes were won by Mrs.
Maynard Kuhn and Mrs. .1. T. Gay.
Mrs. Kuhn is Head-liner on prizes, this
P.
being the third she has captured during
the winter. The third and last ban
WATCHMAKER und JEWELER
quet of the season will be held at the
WALL PAPER
Lome of Mrs. W. C. Flint Thursday
evening.
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
On account of a vacancy on the board
SUPPLIES
of assessors a special town meeting has
THOMASTON. MAINE
been called for Thursday at the town
Tu&S-tf
house. At this time also the question

WALDOBORO

The Arch Flexes
In Cantilevers you find an arch that
is built on the same plan as the arch cf
th” human foot—a cantilever spring
which gives resiliency and grace to the
tlcp; you find a snug-fitting shank that
gives just the right support; a natural
sole-line‘that conforms to the foot in
stead of compelling the foot to conform
to it; a neatly rounded toe which does
not cramp ami deform the toes; and a
low or medium heel which can be
counted upon for all-day comfort.
Women all over the country who ure
particular about the shoes they wear—
both from a style and comfort view
point—wear Cantilever Shots for all
daytime occasions. Why not start
your day right by purchasing a pair?

L. E. BLACKINGTON
Rockland Dealer
Boots* Shoes, Clothing

the book and lyrics were written by
Luther A. Yantis, who is wall known
to many theatre-goers as he not only
has had several years of experience on
the professional stage, but has written
“KATHLEEN”CQMING
some very funny com dies and one-act.
plays which have been staged by sev
Musical Comedy To Be Presented Un eral companies throughout the United
der Auspices of the R. H. S. Senior States. Mr. Yantis is now collaborat
Class.
ing with Oliver Morosco in many of
his activities on tlie Western Coast.—
The Senior class of Rockland High adv.
School has made arrangements witli
UNION
the John B. Rogers Producing Co. of
Fostoria, Ohio, which makesva spe
Tlie comedy-drama entitled “The
cialty of staging amateur productions,
to put on their well known musical Private Tutor” was presented .by the
come ly "Kathleen" at Umpire Theatre Union High School Athletic Association
Thursday and Friday, April 19 and 2ft. at the town hall Saturday evening with
the following cast: Fred Spencer, who
The Senior class, under whose
believes that experience is the best
auspices this play will be given, is
teacher. Royal Grinnell; George Ca
busily engaged organizing comnuttees,
ruthers, who also seeks experience,
securing talent and getting everything Paul Plumer; Mr. Spencer, Fred’s fa
in shape for the beginning of rehearsal* ther, who owns an oil well, Chester Mc
which will be announced at a later Farland: Hans Dinklederfer, his undo
date.
ing, the leader of a little German band,
This ought to lie one of the big Everson Overlook; Richard, a servant
events of the year in amateur the at the Spencer's, Carl Christoffersen;
atricals owing to the fact that “Kath Mrs. Spencer, Fred's mother, who feels
leen” is no-t only lull of tuneful music the responsibility of the oil well and
—but contains a plot that is very con has social aspirations, Christine Nor
sistent and holds the attention of the wood: Dolly Spencer, Fred’s sister who
audience from the beginning of the Miss Snaps, a detective, Mali ] Mcody.
opening chorus to the final curtain. Miss Snaps, a dele,dive, Mabel Moody:
The music for “Kathleen" was written All of tlie parts wee exceptionally veil
by Clayton Hotchkiss, who is now head 'taken and much credit is due Mrs. Ma
of the music department of Harvard bel Grinnell for her able and efficient
University, and w ho is very prominent instruction in making (lie affair a suc
in musical circles of tlie East, wliile cess.
*

TELEPHONE 304-J.
22 MASONIC STREET

G. K. MAYO

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W.

LAST
TIMES
TODAY

MARIE

STRONG

PROVOST

AMD A SPLENDID CAST IN

“THE BEAUTIFUL AND DAMNED”

Matinee. 2:00, 17c.

Everting, 6:45, 3:30, 17c, 22c,

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY—Supreme Attraction!
Cosmopolitan Corporation
yjjresents

davTes!
in

When
to«^Kni§hthood.
was in
Flower"
1r
rjlhe
if- jWwwn

world-famous romanco in a millionJL dollar setting of dazzling splendor.

I

MADE TO MEASURE CLOTHES
Orders taken Today, Tomorrow and

Thursday
Delivered before Easter

Suits and Top Coats, $25,00
TELEPHONE 304-J.

G. K. MAYO

22 MASONIC STREET

C/x'STRANDTheatre
Home Of llic Organ With Ilic Human Voices
JOSEPH DONDIS, Manager—PHONE 892,

TODAY

RICHARD TALMADGE
TUTTING IT OVER
Knockouts, Love und Politics,
IR-men not afraid to mix,
Thrills and spills from here to Dover,
That’s the story in ‘’Putting It Over.”

MATINEE, 2:00, All cents 85c, EVENING, 7:10, Bal. 35c; Floor, 50c
Two Shows Daily on account of the length of this wonderful
Production

BUT NO GOOD TO TUT
The combined value of ill tin objc Iin the tomb of King “Tut” is put at
815,000,000.
Had this sum been in
vested in safe G per cent bonds 3.400
years ago, it would today amount to
$4,800,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000. 000.
000.000,000.000.000.000. 000. 000. 000. ooo.
000.000,000,000,000.000. 000, 000, 000, 000.
—Time.

THE BIGGEST AMUSEMENT
BARGAIN IN ROCKLAND!

EMPIREJ±S

Telephone 60
Matinee 2:00. Evening, 6:30, 8:45.
THURSDAY

NAZIMOVA

DONSON

“A DOLLS HOUSE”

The Reliable and Satisfactory

MILDRED HARRIS in
“OLD DAD”

"ASHE OF LITTLE SMOKY”

Psychic and Spiritual

NEW LEATHER PUSHERS
Chapter 3

WINIFRED WESTOVER, JOE KING,
DOLORES CASSENELLI & FRANK SHERIDAN

Can bo consulted every Tuesday and
Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
29 PARK STREET
APPOINTMENTS F1Y PHONE. 7A9W

LLOYD HAMILTON Comedy—“NO LUCK”
WEDNESDAY

AND

THURSDAY

A mountain drama of love and hatred, with four stars in the cast,

A MIDWEEK PROGRAM THAT WILL PLEASE

MEDIUM

186-tf

. 7

'

17c and 28c, Matinee & Night
Children always 10c
FRIDAY-WALTER HIERS in"
"MR. BILLINGS SPENDS HIS
DIME"

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 20, 1923
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OLD FRIENDS MET

-

USE LESS RUM

At last Nazimova is to be seen on
the screen in one of the great Ibsen
plava In which sh, lirst gained recog
nition as our foremost English-speak
ing actress. She has adapted Henrik
Ibsen's "A Dull’s House,” one of the
most dis ussed plays ia modern liter
ature. and will app.-ar in it at tlie Em
pire liieatre Thursday.
Nazimova
plays the same role in the screen ver
sion of this famous play as she did on
the st ige, that of Nora, the affectionate
little wife who is willing to sacrifice all
to her ineonsi<|yrate nusband. It is a
tremendous drama of life and because
of the world-wide storm of discussion
it has moused has been or.e of the chief
Instruments used by the advocates of
Feminism in their lo ig and continuing
snuggle for the recognition of woman’s
rigl.t to frame her destiny.
The companion feature is Mildred
Harris in “Old Dad," and the third se
ries of the "New |.e ither Pushers." The
Empire offers the biggest and best
amusement bargains in Rockland.—
adv.

Mrs. Jennie (Ingraham) Som Means a Low Standard of Liv
ing For the Laborer, Says
mer and Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
C. A. Miller.
Cox Have a Reunion In
Oregon.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Since Lloyd George suggested th.' t j
Kditor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I’r.cle Sam aid in the solution of the
A short time ago I had the pleasure
* European troubles, Wilson D. Lyon of
<of meeting a former Rockland gi; 1. who |
New York points out how Uncle Sam
used to reside there about 25 years ago.
can aid, as follows:
and was always very prominent in mu, . ,
■ ,
.. .
.
“I’ranee, 11 i’> nd Germany directly
sieal circles, and her many friends will lor. indirectly are all creditors of John
learn with pleasure that she is still Bull and Uncle Sam, ar.d none can pay
keeping up with her music. The name, these creditors now. Suppose John
Jennie F. (Ingraham)—Sommer, will Bull and Uncle Sam insist upon a re
ceiver
being appointed for these
<sound familiar to many of the home
debtors and name Switzerland. Switz
folks, and it certainly gave me much erland doesn’t want the job, but plans
pleasure to cull upon her at her home to have delegates sent to a Congress
in Portland, lfer mother. Mrs. John whose business will be to administer
Jngiiaham, now 82 years old; and sis the foreign and interstate affairs of
ter, Mrs. Margaret Jiid.lell, and the these nations. In other words, the four
Misses Margaret and Isabel Sommer, (Fiance, Germany. Italy and Switzer
daughters of Mrs. Sommer, have res’d- land) form a league* to thrash out all
ed in Portland the past two years, but the troubles between them and with
her former friends, located in this sec the rest of the world. One currency, no
tion of the country.only recently learned customs barriers between them, no
need of a navy, as the United States
of her whereabouts.
Mrs. Sommer deems it quite an honor jand Great Britain would guarantee
protection, tremendous re
•to be organist at the church where the ; coast
first pipe organ in Portland was in- • ductions in overhead all along the line.”
stalled, it having been brought to the ‘ This is the best, the most practical,
•coast by way of Cape Horn. The fol- ! progressive plan for the European
lowing clipping will speak for itself: j problem I have ever seen. That inter‘On Saturday evening. March 3, oc. , national currency with a limited perl
curred the entertainment which hidicaPha circulation of $40 < • $50 would !
been advertised during the past few be as.good as gold in the hations men
weeks. William Lillie, the Scotch en- tioned. Such a currency would practertainer, was greatly enjoyed in hisjtica’l.v prevent a shortage of gold as it
character songs: Mrs. Millar, as an cl-would take the place of gold to
quite
ocutioniet, vag at her beat; Mrs. Jennie'extent.

Il

nations o

Tk< Standard of Comparison

A

Whet Would Spring Be Without a Buick!
The Buick Six Sport Touring provides that
added measure of enjoyment which comes from
driving a car of which you can be really proud.

And it is as good as it is beautiful for Buick
builds it. The world knows what that means!

Fours
Roadster $865
Touring
885
Coupe - 1175
Sedan - 1395
Touring
Sedan ...
1325
Sport Roadster
1025
Pans.
Pass.
Pass.
Pass.
Pass.

Sixes
2 Pass. Roadster $1175
5 Pass. Touring 1195
5 Pass. Touring
Sedan - - - 1935
5 Pass. Sedan - 1985

4 Pass. Coupe • $1895
7 Pass. Touring 1435
7 Pass. Sedan
2195
Sport Roadster
1625
Sport Touring 1675

Ingraham Sommer and daughter. Miss j had a good currency system, and if the
Isabel, rendered some very enjoyable.laborers wereproperly organized the •
tsele tions on th»' violin, piano and vo.-al 'price of labor in Europe would mean |
among the
.solos. The entertainment was the best u better standard of livi
ever given in this vicinity. Mrs. Jennie i laborers which would tend to keep up i
. Ruick Factories,: government tax
Ask about theG., A. C. Purchase
Jngraham Sommer anl daughter. MS-x* prices.
provides for Deferred Payments.
Isabel of Portland, wh . took part in the1 Before labor can be as high in EuD-15-J4-NF
ent‘rtainment Saturday evening, were j rone as here, the European laborer
quests of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Cox. for must use less rum. The average Euthe weekend. Mrs. Sommer and Mr. ropean laborer spends a much larger
Cox and wife are former residents of per cent of his wages for rum than the
PARK STREE1
the same city, Rockland. Maim it be American laborer. Money spent for;
ing nearly 20 years since they last mot. ’ rum means a low standard of living for,
TEL 238
We surely did enjoy “our own” Jen the laborer, and his family. He clothes
WE
HAVE
ALL
MODELS
ON
OUR
SHOW
ROOM
FLOOR
FOR
nie's visit with us, talking over old the rumseller's wife and daughters in
times and recalling many pleasant silk and satin, and supplies them with
DEMONSTRATION
reminiscences. I see by The Courier- the best of food, while his own wife
ilazette you have been having some and children are dressed in rags and
very disagreeable weather and lots of suff r for the wStit of nourishing food.
The 1 -borer who spends at is money
snow. Some think we have had bad
When better automobiles are built, Buick will build them
weather out here, bu nothing com for better cloths, better furniture and
pared with what you have. We havt better food improves his standard of
Jiad very little snow, and a little cool living, ar.d in the industries by inweather. The farmers are plowing. cn-.s'ng the demand for the products
WELL KNOWN DITTY
been used by the prohibition crusaders
Home are sowing their grain, while of the factories.
for years and was popularly believed
Home have even gotten in their garde::
Money spent for rum throws m< n out! Face On the Bar-roor i Floor Once to have been wiitten as an argument
of employment by diverting it from the | Recitgd Here by the Author.—Why against rum.
seeds—'peas, lettuce, radish, etc.
I was in Portland last Wednesd i.v industries. Whire the consumer pays
He Is Peeved
"I hope it never helped prohibition,"
and happened to drop into a "movie" Jill for a manufactured article the la
he snapped. "If 1 thought it had I
and about the lirst thing (lashed on the borer gets at least $5 of the consumer’s
"The Face on the Bar-rc am Floor," would have jumped into the Hudson.”
Hireen was a picture of Penobscot Bay mon y. Rut when the consumer trum the jsithetic recitation that thrilled the
The original title was “The Face Up
and a steamer breaking the iee. by us drinker) pays $10 for rum I ibor doesn’t
on the Floor,” he said, and the bar
hearts
of
another
generation
n,
was
writing dynamite: the wharf at Stonington get 10 cents. Every laborer, every,
room part of it had been inserted with
an
:m ■
rough and out authority.
«'tnd the crowd gathered there wait*n farmer ard every business man should* ten
dor supplies. It sent my thought.- b i k hold tip both li i lls and shout temper- j ready bartenders to i
sy with the
The recitation was given several
to dear old Rockland and the many am- -now and forever,
C A. Miller.
ragged stranger, and not as a tirade times in the old Farwell Opera House,
I against rum. The authi r, Hugh A-.i- once by the author himself. W. A. Hill
pleasant boat sails 1 have taken on the. Union March 17.
toine D'Arey, supplied his Informa- re alls an inter, ting conversation with
•bay, but under more favorable condi- '------------------ —
tions I am looking forward to taking' 2. Mi-O-Na makes your stomach! tion at a party cele.bra ing his 8Cth him after the performance, and there
more, some of these days.
fee! line stops belching heart burn ’ birthday. He nearly eh ked when it may be others who met D'Arey during
Mrs. Josephine A. B. Cox. 'and all discomfort in a few minute
was pointed out that the r ■ Ration had hi.; visit here.
IL F. D. 3, Beavertoi, Ore.
Guaranteed by all druggists.—adv.

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART

After Every Meal

"A bite to eat—a bit of sweet**

After a substantial
meal, the children
naturally wont to top
off with a bit of sweet

Give them WRIGLEY’S,
the great American
Sweetmeat.
It combines the enjoyment
of sweet with many BENEFITS.
It cleanses the teeth, removing
food particles that lodge in the
crevices.
It neutralizes the
acids of the mouth, soothes the
throat, and lastly—
WRIGLEY’S helps the stomach
by supplying saliva to aid in
digestive work.

Made clean, kept clean, sealed
tight in a wax-wrapped package.

77ie Flavor

Lasts

Telephone
Directory
CALL Live BUSINESS HGUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE
AUTOMOBILE BATTERIES

IT’S

Richard Talmadge scored a whole
cageful of goals yesterday in “Putting
It Over." Here is the last word in a
thrilling, fast-moving comedy drama.
“Putting It Over” is a 12-gauge gun
that will “knock ’em dead." Stunts,
from an entirely new bag of tricks, put
over by ihe incomparable dare-devil of
the screen. Richard Talmadge: fast
moving action from first to last, and
an interesting story and a well laid
plot concerning a small town politics.
The theme offers a wide angle of ex
ploitation. The supporting cast for
Richard Talmadge in "Putting It
Over" is notable. Doris Pawn, us Bar
bara Norton, is an actress of finest
quality. In the early days she was
featured in many of Universai’s big
gest pictures.
j.
On today's bill. also, is a Lloyd Ham
ilton comedy, "No Luck."
A dual love story gives more than a
full quota of romance to "Anne of Lit
tle Smoky." the feature for Wednesand Thursday. Brevard Connor's story
is based on the conflict between a fear
less mountain clan and the law. as rep
resented by a Forest Ranger. To com
plicate Jhe struggle, the Ranger loves
the clan's daug iter, who is Jealous of
gypsy princess. The gypsy, in turn,
loved by a shell-shocked war vet
eran who, through her, regains his
health. The picture is richly vested
with mountain scenery, enhanced by
ery good photography. The cast, of
unusual star calibre, is highly satisactory. Winifred Westover, Dolores
Cassinelli Joo King, Frank Sheridan
and Ralph Faulkner giving splendid
portrayals.

643 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, ME.

Call 238

CADILLAC
BUICK 4 and 6 CYLINDER
PLEASURE CARS
G. M. C. TRUCKS

has earned a reputation for be

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

ing a QUALITY coffee; de

ROCKLAND, MAINE

licious coffee.

By saving one dollar, the possibility of acquiring hundreds be
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, the older you grow
the less you can earn, and it's the dollars saved early in life that tell
when the future days of need shall arrive.

Do you think we will jeop
ardize this reputation.
2522

Central Ice Co.
MOVING

MOVING
5 Auto Trucks for moving and
long distance hauling of all
kinds. We move you anywhere
in New England. You save
Crating, Time ar.d Money.
H. H. STOVER CO.

I

Call 238

Rockland Motor Mart

ff

a full tin? of

ACCESSORIES AND TIRES

Tel. 818
Union St., Rockland
Fineit Equipment in Maine

CONFECTIONERY STORE

MONUMENTS

HOME MADE CANDIES

Telephone Connection

ICE CREAM

Weymouth's

Gilchrest
Monumental Works

ff

Main Street
Thomaston, Ma.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Telephone 163-M
402 Main Street

EXIDE BATTERIES

HARDWARE AND PAINTS

Call 238

Telephone 203

Rockland Motor Mart
EXIDE BATTERIES
For Every Car

KITE TWINE
Extra Strong
10c Per Ball

Special Prices on
RADIO BATTERIES

456 Main Street, Rockland

H. H. Crie & Co.

LAUNDRY WORK

GARAGE

Call 170

PARK THEATRE

Call 124

People’s Laundry

Dyer’s Garage, Inc.

17 Limeroek Street
We do all kinds of Laundry
Work. Family Washing a Spe
cialty. Wet Wash.
Rough
Dry. Finish Flat Work. Shirts, !
Collars.

ff

REPAIRING, STORAGE
AND SUPPLIES
Agent for
DODGE BROTHERS CARS

THE DEERING FLOATED

bottom where she struck, and the ves
sel resting easy, a contract was made
Word has been received that the with the Chapman Wrecking Co., to
live-masted schooner Frank M. Deer float her, and they have succeeded in
ing. of Bath, wh'ch was stranded at doing so. The vessel’s rudder Is re
Cape Charles, Virginia, morn than a ported gone, and her bottom has
month ago, has been successfully doubtless sustained some injury, but
floated, and is to be taken into Nor Cap!. 11. T. Hayden, of Portland who
folk. where she was bound when the went on to Norfolk immediately after
disaster occurred. It was at first sup-|the vessel went ashore, is confident
pored when the vessel went ashoreith.it her injuries are not at all serious,
that she was doomed, and it was tele-i She will probably haul out at Norfolk
graphed that she had gone to pieces immediately for examination and re
but there was a good supply of sandy | pairs.

at the Baptist vestry afternoon and
evening by the Ladies’ Circle.
The new lantern which has recently
been purchased by the Baptist church
and Sunday school was used Sunday
evening for the first time when the
pastor. Rev. Andrew Young, gave a
very interesting Missionary lecture on
Asia. A solo was pleasingly rendered
by Miss Dorothy P.obinson.
Mrs. Chester Robarts and son Milton Ernest returned Sunday from
Rockland where they have been guests
of her mother, Mrs. Katherine Sim
mons for a few weeks.
The Ladies’ Aid of the a Methodist
church will be entertained Thursday
afternoon at the home of Miss Marion
Weidman. A picnic supper will be
served.
Rev. I). P. Pelley of Thomaston was
entertained Sunday at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Stanley.
Capt. F. A. Magune is confined to his
home by illness.

Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.
Portland,

ICE

AUTO ACCESSORIES

instruments cannot be used owing to
the “static" or electricity in the air
ROCKPORT
and the confusion of currents, waves
and inductance, and by installing a
Mrs. Charles Cede has returned from
lightning-switch or an air-gap there Bath where she was tile guest of rela
will be no danger to the premises. tives for a few days.
The regular meeting of Harbor Light',
In fact, a properly installed aerial
does not affect the rate of Insurance Chapter O. E. S. will be held this Tues- !
and if installed in accordance with day evening. Degrees will be conferred
nd a picnic supper served at 6.30.
•
the regulations of the local fire de
Mrs. Fritz Sjogren returned Saturpartment you may be sure there is lay to Brookline, Mass., aft’er spending'
not tlie least danger.
The fire de everal weeks with her motln r, Mi a.,
partment records of New York City Edgar Smith.
do not show a single Instance of con
Miss Nettie F irir-worth is at home ‘
flagrations started by aerials and from Brewer wiiTe she lias been
teaching and is the guest of her p.arlightning.
The simplest and best safeguard for nts. Capt. and Mrs. George Farns
receiving aerials is the air-gap shown worth.
The Twentieth Century Club will lie
in Fig. 16. This consists of two
entertained Friday afternoon at the
metal attachments separated by abonl home of Mi s. Elinor Roh'nson.
one-eighth of an inch A-B. one oi
Mrs. Maud Reed and family are
which (A) is attached to the lead-in spending a few weeks at the home of
wire (the wire to set being fastened tc her mother. Mrs. Elsie Young.
District Superintendent Rev. J. H
it also) while the other (B) Is con
nected by a wire to the ground di Gray of Boothbay was in town Saturrect. This gap is mounted in much lay.
Mrs. Lizzie Barter of Rockland was
the same manner as a lightning
switch, Fig. 17 (on a window sill or the guest of Mr. and Mrs. William
Price Sunday.
other convenient spot), in which
Oliver Ingraham who has been quite
shows connections to aerial, B to re ill at the home of his parents. Mr. and
eeiver nnd C to ground connection Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham is convales
When tlie station is not In use, or cing.
Rev. D. P. Pelley of Thomaston
during thunder storms, the handle D
is thrown from A to C, this cutting off preached at the Methodist church Sun
all connection between the lead-in day in exchange with Rev. A. F.
wire and the instruments and connect Leigh.
The scholars of the Hoboken school
ing tlie aerial directly with the ground
are much interested in raising funds
Aerials for sending or transmission
tb purchase equipment for their
stations are very different from those grounds. Magazines and rubbers are
used for receiving only and should being collected and sold, candy sales
be of several wires. The most efficient are being held and later a play will be
is probably the “cage" type shown in given. The grounds arc commodious
Fig. 18. but any of the others illustra and could be made very attractive for
ted In Figs. 19, 20 and 21 will answer. the young students without a great
These should, of course, be fully In dial of expense. Parents and friends
sulated and the various methods of have kindly volunteered to assist in in
stalling this equipment, and judging
doing this are well shown in the from the enthusiasm of the young peo
figures and require no explanation. To ple who attended this school they will
install sending stations a license
soon have the required funds.
required, whereas to receive, no
Wednesday. March 28 is the date of
license is needed.
the Easter Sale and supper to he held
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THE HOME RADIO

This Coffee

LAST

F. W. FARREL COMPANY

“The flapper of today is the screen
actress of tomorrow." asserts William
A. Feiter. director of “The Beautiful
and Damned," featuring Marie Provost,
which will be seen for the last time to
day. "The modern flapper’s one stand
by." contends Mr. Seiter. “is her ability
to act; whenever, or wherever there is
nyone watching her, she is acting.
She cuddles father when she needs
anything, puts on a demure expression
when mother interferes and vamps for
the benefit of her ’scandal-walker.'
With all this training in acting—every
one will admit that acting for the
camera is !»0% training qnd 10% talent
he should develop into aij actress of
By A. HYATT VERRILL
unusual ability."
How to Make and Use It
Copyright br Harper A Brothers
’The Beautiful and Damned" deals
with the flippers of today.
Coming Wednesday and Thursday,
larion Davies in “When Knighthood
IX. AIR-GAPS AND LIGHTNING SWITCHES
Was in Flower," a full account of which
A great many people are very much records of fires or injuries from aerials will be found elsewhere in this paper.
afraid of lightning following an aerial during thunder storms are extremely Friday, Agnes Ayers and Theodore
and injuring the premises, for they rare. During an electrical storm the Roberts in “Racing Hearts.”—adv.

seem to think that the wires atrnct"
lightning, just as many people with
intelligence and education still believe
that steel knives or hardware or wire
netting window screens “attract” the
lightning. As a matter of fact, none
of these things “attract" the lightning,
but merely form a convenient eonduc
tor to ennhle the lightning to ground
itself. Lightning-rods are designed for J
tlie same purpose and a properly in
stalled aerial, instead of jeopardizing
a building, is really an excellent safe
guard and makes a splendid lightning
rod. Lightning strikes a building or
object when it is trying to find a way
to the earth and If the object struck
is a good conductor of sufficient ca
pacity it does no damage. For tliis
reason, houses covered with wire net
ting and climbing vines are far safer
than those which are bare, and steel
buildings, such as the New York sky
scrapers, steel bridges, elevated struc
tures, iron smokestacks and chimneys,
iron steamships nnd railway tracks
are seldom Injured by lightning al
though frequently “struck”; the reason
being that the electricity passes
through them freely without encoun
tering resistance. On the other hand,
wooden buildings, trees and human
beings are poor conductors and when
dry are almost non-eonductors of
electricity, and when the ligtitning
tries to follow such objects to ground,
tlie resistance is so great that serious
damage is done. It is exactly like forc
ing waiter through a pipe. If you have
a powerful stream of water or a great
volume of water and provide a pipe
large enough for it tn flow freely,
the pipe will not he injured, even if it
is very light and frail; whereas, If
you attempted to force the same
stream or same volume through a
much smaller or clogged pipe, the pipe
would be burst nr the water would
overflow and Hood the surroundings.
Statistics prove that as far as aerials
are concerned there is no danger and
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THE NEW BOSCH IGNITION SYSTEM
FOR FORDS $12.75

ff

STRAND THEATRE

Its dashing color and appointments have a dis
tinctive originality which mark it everywhere.

2
5
3
5
5

EMPIRE THEATRE

If you feel too tired for work or pleasure,
take Hood's Sarsaparilla it cures that tired
feeling — adv.
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PIPELESS
FURNACES
The newest thing in
House Heating
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$135.00 to $185.00
OUR PRICES LOWEST
EVER OFFERED
No charge for labor except
carpenter work. Any price we
give it complete except for
smoke pipe.

Call us for a
demonstration

Telephone 713

V. F. STUDLEY
Te

ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTIONS

278

MAIN

STREET,

ROCKLAND

fHEN you press a switch button to turnon

W:the light, you may not think of the men

stoking the furnaces at the power plant,
understand the wires and dynamos tnat form the
background of electric lighting service, or appreciate
the great investment needed to supply you with
electric current.
So also, when you turn for counsel and help to the
funeral director in your time of need, you may not
. stop to think of the scientific training, the technical
styll, the modern equipment and the extensive facil*
ities that form the background of his service.

Yet beyond your vision he serves you in scores o(
unobtrusive ways—many of which scarcely anyone
but he could name—for no other one person ever has
contact with all of them.
<

He docs not expect that you will look behind the
results to see how they wcre4achieved, but that the
results themselves will constitute a beautiful and
perfect tribute, the memory of which wiU be
a solace and comfort.
Reproduced by permission of The Cincinnati Coffin Cornpany from a copyrighted message which appeared in The
Saturday Eeemrg Post of February ii4jya2,

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
Undertakers Since 1349
Ni,h! Trlcehona 781-W

li()( KI.AM1

Day Telephona 450.

